11 good reasons to specify Azrock Floors.

Azrock Floors stand up to every-day wear, year in and year out. And Azrock’s exclusive Concours pattern lets you create unlimited floor designs with this vinyl composition tile. For more good reasons to specify Azrock Floors, call toll-free 800-228-2222 (in Nebraska, 800-642-9642), or write Azrock Floor Products, Dept. 411A, P.O. Box 34030, San Antonio, Texas 78233.

AZROCK
The name to specify in resilient floors.
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Illustrated: 6" Lite Duct High Efficiency Up Light, with specialized Softshine optics. Lite Duct is one of the 13 Longlite systems and comes in seven diameters and configurations, in any finish, and extends to any length. Patent Pending.

LIGHTING REINVENTED

It means new levels of lighting effectiveness. Consider our High Efficiency Up Light. No fixture today gives good quality lighting with fewer watts. It combines the efficiency of an open fixture with the hint of brightness provided by a small strip of lens. A conventional open fixture needs 13% more watts to deliver the same illumination. And, our initial tests indicate, another 10%* to deliver the same perceived light. Contact us, and we'll show you some more of our reinventions.

*Percentage varies with the individual

LONGLITES BY PEERLESS

PEERLESS ELECTRIC COMPANY, 747 BANCROFT WAY, BERKELEY CA 94710, TELEPHONE (415) 845-2760.
Pipe dream from Manville.

The Manville Flex-I-Drain™ flexible drain system performs like a dream. And is a dream to install.

A look at its patented construction reveals the reasons. First, it's tough yet lightweight, made of high rated impact strength, heat-resistant Noryl® SE-1 and flexible neoprene.

Its simple, three-piece design permits quick, completely waterproof installation on both new and reroofing jobs. In three easy, labor-saving steps. It comes in one convenient package. No blocking or rings required. And its unique, bellows-type construction adjusts in all directions to moderate roof deck and drain pipe movement. So the drain and roofing system remain functional.

Manville Flex-I-Drain is compatible with Manville built-up and single ply roofing components. And it's eligible for coverage under the Manville Guaranteed Roof Program. It also may be used with other roofing systems.

Select Flex-I-Drain for your building and everyone comes out ahead. The architect because it really performs. The contractor because it installs quickly. The building owner because he gets better roof drainage.


Manville
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Editorial: Landmark madness
NEOCON: Seminars, workshops, and some of the products being introduced at NEOCON 14 are previewed.

Architectural design
Introduction: The architecture of death
Architecture as it relates to the design of cemeteries in Europe and America.
The geometry of death
A historic background for five types of cemeteries that emerged following the Enlightenment. Richard A. Etlin

Geometric absolutes
Two cemeteries in Southern Italy, designed by Gruppo Romano Architetti Urbanistici (GRAU) use geometric forms.

Meaning through precedent
Gino Valle has designed a simple but eloquent tomb for Pier Paolo Pasolini in Casara della Delizia, Italy.

Permanence, piety, and passion
Architect Botsai, Overstreet Associates achieves unusual effects in a mausoleum on a hill south of San Francisco.

Earth, sky, and richness
Pyramidal earth forms establish the theme for this mausoleum in Colma, Ca, by architect Botsai, Overstreet & Rosenberg.

A building adrift
A facility for the mentally ill and mentally retarded, designed by Abend Singleton Associates, meets custodial care needs in a pleasant environment.

Crow's-nest refeathered
The Tobin Bridge Administration Building, Boston, a small structure in a massive bridge, has been rehabilitated by architect Andrea Leers Browning Associates.

P/A Second Annual Conceptual Furniture Competition
The 7 awards and 13 citations are presented, along with a selection of jury comments.

Technics

Square of tomorrow
Reduced costs are putting computer-aided design and drafting within the reach of even small architectural firms. Frank Stasiowski

Panel discussion
Designing offices with open-plan partition systems for good acoustics and electrical flexibility.
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Announcing a significant

Cot-R-Cap

Cot-R-Cap has all the beauty and distinction of traditional batten seam roofing. But unlike traditional metal roofing systems, Cot-R-Cap is fabricated right at your jobsite.

Factories on Wheels

Our Factories on Wheels™ employ modern roll-forming technology to produce roofing or siding components in unlimited lengths, quickly and to your exact specifications.

That's a significant advancement which can be a major advantage to you because site forming eliminates most problems associated with old-fashioned metal roofing.

Significant Advantages

With C/S Cot-R-Cap there is no shipping damage, no possibility of dimensional error or excess scrap. No work stoppages resulting from delayed or short shipments. And, because Cot-R-Cap is formed in unlimited lengths, leak-prone horizontal lap joints are eliminated.

Additional moisture barriers aren't needed with Cot-R-Cap. A concealed, engineered anchorage system permits thermal movement while it assures weather integrity. And Cot-R-Cap offers optimum design freedom: unbroken directional changes down fascias, over ridges, into soffits.
are easily formed without the use of caps, joints or closures.

Field Proven for Large or Small Jobs
While the Cot-R-Cap system is relatively new — compared to ordinary metal roofs which have been around for centuries — our concept has been proven at large and small installations around the world. We're particularly proud to have supplied and installed all the roofing and siding at the world's newest and largest airport in Atlanta.

Aluminum, Copper, Coated Steel
C/S Cot-R-Cap offers a broader choice of roofing metals than other systems. Practically any sheet metal available in coils can be formed into Cot-R-Cap roofing or siding.

Aluminized steel, because it delivers the strength of steel and the corrosion resistance of aluminum, is an economical and practical choice. It's available in eight Kynar 500® 20-year fluorocarbon color coatings.

Whatever the size, if your next project requires the precise, distinctive lines of batten seam roofing, Cot-R-Cap's advantages could work for you.

CONSTRUCTION SPECIALTIES, INC.
Cranford, N.J. • (201) 272-5200  San Marcos, CA • (714) 744-0300
Mississauga, Ontario • (416) 274-3611  Send for catalog
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Street and Park Furniture

A coordinated group of durable, weather resistant furniture designed to provide the needs of parkland, urban spaces and commercial centers. Now manufactured in the U.S.A. by Forms and Surfaces after years of rigorous appraisal by public use in England. Made of heavy gauge aluminum or galvanized steel, with a superb synthetic color coating fused to the surface. Selection includes benches, chairs, stadium seating, radius seating, chaise longues, tables, litter receptacles. Available in 10 colors and in all-metal or wood-and-metal construction.

Forms & Surfaces  Box 5215  Santa Barbara, CA 93108  (805) 969-4767 969-5033
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Landmark madness

In the early months of 1982, public spectacles, policy appeals, and irrational paradoxes have indicated ominous divisions on the subject of architectural preservation.

The outlook for landmark preservation has apparently been improving for some time. Broad public sentiment has seemed to support the orderly extension of local, state, and federal protection; tax incentives have become most persuasive under the latest federal law.

Some recent events, however, reveal both a potent backlash and a lack of consensus among supporters that could make the movement highly vulnerable:

- Though the tax laws of 1981 offer the strongest economic incentives yet for preservation, the same administration that supported the law is cutting the funds essential to administer it.
- Even Superman couldn’t save two venerable New York theaters in the way of the proposed Portman Hotel (p. 23); square-jawed Christopher Reeve was one of dozens of famous actors ordered to leave the site—many of them in police vans—after the last legal appeal had been rebuffed. Notably underrepresented at the barricades were architects or other traditional defenders of architectural landmarks. Most apparently agreed with New York Times critic Paul Goldberger that the theaters weren’t worth jeopardizing a project of great economic potential; many knew, too, that it’s only by blocking opposition to a project in the works since 1973 might undermine their credibility. Clearly these buildings—never designated city landmarks—were more important to theater people than to preservers of architecture.
- A backlash against landmark designation surfaced in New York—where all social strains appear first—from adversaries that cannot be lightly dismissed: religious leaders. The Interfaith Commission to Study the Landmarking of Religious Property, in a document full of righteous phrases, maintains that any public control over the disposition of their resources is an abridgment of the “free exercise of religion.” Their depiction of poor congregations saddled with prescribed maintenance of white elephants is touching (and deserves the city Landmarks Commission’s sympathy), but they also assert the right of congregations to sell to the highest bidding developer either their air rights or their real estate outright. They are sure that their “ministries” represent a “far higher social priority than the otherwise laudable goal of preserving samples of certain distinctive buildings... for the benefit of an aesthetic elite.” But didn’t the builders of these edifices see architectural excellence as an inherent part of their “ministry”? And hasn’t an owner whose real estate has amassed irresistible monetary value over decades of tax exemption an obligation—if only a moral one—to the public?
- In an Editorial supportive of the religious leaders’ complaints, Engineering News-Record (March 25) accuses the New York City Landmarks Commission of “stuffing... landmark designation down the throat” of some owners that aren’t “able or willing to pay the cost of the honor.” They cite approvingly the revision of rules for the National Register of Historic Places that now makes owner’s consent a requisite for designation.

New York’s Landmarks Commission brought some of this opposition on itself by making some questionable designations. Most dubious, perhaps, was the “landmarking” of the so-called Mt. Neboh Synagogue (now the property of a Protestant congregation) on New York’s Upper West Side. The Landmarks Commission made this designation by a narrow vote, and it must still be confirmed by the city’s Board of Estimate. The owners make persuasive claims that the 1927 structure is of little distinction and that designation was promoted by neighborhood groups mainly to block apartment development of the site.

It is vital for that majority of architects that supports (I believe) the concept of landmark protection to acknowledge its narrow legal grounds and the divergent interests of various blocs. “Landmark” means different things to actors or historians—and certainly to owners who pay the maintenance bills—than to architects. Architects may find themselves lacking adequate allies when they defend 20th-Century architectural landmarks.

Opportunities should be pursued for endowing the term “landmark” with its potentially wider meanings of prominence in the community and historical associations, qualities with appeal beyond an “aesthete elite.” One approach to this is taken up in a study of Philadelphia that won a First Award in the AIA program last year (Jan. 1981, p. 106). Where laws lay down criteria for landmarks, decisions must not be influenced by extraneous motives, such as obstructing proposed reuse of the site.

Above all, we must uphold the principle that landmark designation is made for the public good, under elected governments, not (as ENR would have it) as an “honor” for a structure or its owner. Requiring the consent of individual owners makes no more sense than levying taxes only at the option of individual taxpayers.
Ford Glass now offers the broadest monolithic line of solar control glass available with extensive heat reduction/light transmission options and coating colors to accent any architectural style.

**Sunglas HP Reflective**
Our newest high-performance reflective glass can block 80% of the sun’s heat and can also reduce conductive heat loss up to 20% compared to normal glazing. Sunglas HP Reflective is available in both high/low reflectance, with a choice of three coatings, four glass substrates and four light transmission options for a wide spectrum of color/performance choices. Sunglas HP Reflective is available in monolithic, insulating glass, spandrel, heat strengthened, tempered and annealed glass. Sunglas HP Reflective is destined to become the high-performance leader in solar control glass.

**Sunglas Reflective**
Our popular medium-performance solar control glass, Sunglas Reflective, is available in either Green or Bronze substrate and can block 65% of the sun’s heat. Sunglas Reflective Green also lets in over 40% more natural daylight than its closest competitor. Sunglas Reflective with the coating glazed to the outside appears neutral silver. Sunglas Reflective Green and Bronze can be glazed with the coating inward to achieve a subtle emerald green or earth tone effect. Sunglas Reflective can be field cut and fabricated. It’s the best choice in medium-performance reflective glass.
solar control glass.

Residential Sunglas is America's first residential solar control glass that blocks clear and works so well. It blocks up to 24% of the sun's heat while having a high daylight transmission that reduces the need for artificial lighting. Sunglas also costs less than grey or bronze glasses and reduces harmful ultra-violet rays that can cause fading in carpets and draperies. Sunglas is the one solar control glass for looks, performance and price.

Nobody outglasses the Sunglas Line of Solar Control Glass
For quality, variety, selection, availability, price and the Ford Glass ten-year coating warranty, nobody outglasses Ford.

For more information or a detailed brochure of Ford Glass solar control products, call: 1-800-521-6346.
(In Michigan, call collect: 313-568-2300.)
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Re arbitration

It was with great interest that I read your article, "Arbitration rights when a suit is involved" by Norman Coplan at page 135 of your February 1982 issue.

As the attorney for the plaintiff, Preiss/Breismeister in the case highlighted by this article, I believe that Mr. Coplan has properly highlighted the central dispute in this action. What must further be understood is the fact that the Plaza Hotel, after wrongfully terminating the architect and converting their plans for continued use by a new design team, is using the argument of waiver of right to arbitrate as a means of continuing the project with the converted plans. Ultimately, the damages flowing therefrom will be the subject of arbitration unless the decision of the lower court is reversed on appeal.

It should be further noted that on February 25, 1982, the Appellate Division, 1st Dept., affirmed the lower court's decision compelling arbitration with two Justices dissenting.

The Plaza Hotel has filed a notice of appeal and this issue will be finally resolved by the Court of Appeals, New York's highest court.

Barry B. LePatner
New York, NY

Introductions all around

I have just finished the March issue and offer the following response to your editorial "And Introducing, . . ."

While P/A can rightfully take pride in its role in identifying new design trends and presenting previously unknown designers, it should keep in mind that architects like Ahrends Burton and Bogiardt (South Africa) have never had their work published in P/A or any U.S. magazine. Certainly they deserve inclusion in any review of our profession.

I also find it surprising that it is necessary to read foreign periodicals in order to see the latest in American design. To cite a recent example, Morphosis' 2-4-6-8 House has been in Domus (3/80) and GA Houses (1981) before publication in P/A.

Kudos for metal buildings

Reading "Beyond Shade and Shelter" by Thomas Vonier in your March issue was like breathing a breath of fresh air. The article was very factual, and really "put the nail on the head" when discussing the reluctance of architects to accept metal building systems as a means and method of construction. But you can't blame them. The metal building industry has long been trying to shed the stigma of the "tin-box syndrome" it created for itself right after the birth of the MBMA in 1956.

Today the metal building industry is starting to get the recognition it so deserves due to the vast improvements it has made as you so noted in your article. And I can say from experience that it is indeed possible to work with an independent architect to create a custom facility that is functional, aesthetically pleasing to the eye, and built on time and within budget by using the systems approach. For bringing us builder/dealers one step closer to the architects of the world, I say, "thank you."

Barry L. Bauer
Project Coordinator
Horst Construction Co.
New Holland, Pa

While Mr. Thomas Vonier's article, Technics: Pre-engineered Metal Building Systems (P/A, March 1982), is very informative, I urge P/A to devote its attention to examine another area related to this development, but beyond the domain of Technics.

That is: the method of the marketing of these systems. Through their dealers (formerly general contractors), these building systems are now being advertised and marketed directly to prospective users, usually in conjunction with design and build packaging approach. Architect/Engineer firms are not only "peripheral," but losing a great deal of opportunities and influences, in terms of shaping the environment. Once again, the professional base of architects erodes.

Bonlap Chan
Bonlap Chan Architects
Southfield, Mi

Correction

Proposed faculty housing for Rockefeller University (P/A, Jan. 1982, p. 81) represents part of a feasibility study; the university indicates that they are not planning at this time to proceed with this project.

The Rancho Bernardo arts center competition (P/A, March 1982 News Report, p. 30) had five finalists, not four as reported. The fifth was CityWest, San Francisco.

Materials oversight

In the Building Materials list for the South Central Bell Telephone Company Building (P/A, April 1982, p. 230), the Magnagrid® cellular ceiling system by Intalite International was inadvertently omitted.

Credit due

The photograph of the PSFS Building (P/A, Feb. 1982, p. 98) is by Robert Harris Photography.

Affix label here

New address:
Name ____________________________
Company ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City/State/Zip ____________________________
Type of firm ____________________________
Mail to: Subscription Services
Progressive Architecture
P.O. Box 95759
Cleveland, OH 44101

Moving? Let us know 6-8 weeks in advance so you won't miss any copies of P/A.
There's more to tiles than kitchens and baths.

VILLEROY & BOCH
The world's largest ceramic producer

For hundreds of years, ceramic tile has been the preferred material in kitchens and bathrooms. After all, ceramic tile is extremely durable and is the easiest of materials to maintain, making it the best long term investment. But when you consider all the advantages of ceramic tile, and see the choice of designs, colors and textures of Villeroy & Boch's vitreous and non-vitreous tiles, it's obvious why tile is the ideal choice for commercial interiors and exteriors.

VILLEROY & BOCH (USA) INC., PO Box 103PA, Pine Brook, NJ 07058 (201) 575-0550, 3111 East Mira Loma Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92806 (714) 632-9770.

In Canada: CERATEC INC.
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Now you can get into systems drafting without getting into expensive photographic equipment. Without getting into complicated and messy developing. And without getting in over your head. All it takes is Ozalid. And our systematic approach to diazo equipment, materials and systems drafting.

INTRODUCING THE OZALID SYSTEM 100/600.
The Ozalid System can be used in any office. It requires no special venting, no special wiring and no special arrangements.

What's special about the 100/600 System is print resolution. It's better than photographic methods. It's faster. It's cheaper. And it's easier.

THE NEW OZALID 600 PRINTER/DEVELOPER VS. NOBODY ELSE.
The Print Vac 600 is the only ventless, 6-lamp, high speed diazo printer/developer with automatic separation.
It has power to reproduce fine detail, and a high capacity for fast turn around.

THE 100 FLATBED.
MORE WORK IN LESS TIME.
Because the 100 makes multiple pin-registered
overlays possible, it multiplies productivity. In fact, once a basic plan is completed, 5 or 6 designers can work on the same project at the same time.

**THE OZALID SYSTEM INCLUDES THE MATERIAL WORLD.**

From tracing papers to vellums and polyesters, we have all the materials you'll ever need. Including new Ultra Stable, our breakthrough diazo intermediate film that lasts years longer without yellowing.

**CALL FOR YOUR FREE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS.**

We have over 400 dealers and sales representatives across the country.

To get in touch, call us at (201) 529-3100. Or write Ozalid Corporation, 1000 MacArthur Blvd., Mahwah, New Jersey 07430.

We'll show you how easy it is to work with The System.

And when you work with The System, you can't lose.
The rule is to use metal paneling vertically. But rules are meant to be broken.

For a bold, streamlined look, the architect called for metal paneling to be wrapped around Hertz's new airport facility in Los Angeles—horizontally. Then he called on Steelite. But we did more than just supply the paneling. Our engineering staff came up with an innovative solution for curving it without warping the surface or cracking the coating.
Innovation is nothing new to Steellite. We were the first company to successfully roll-form coated galvanized steel for the building panel market. And that was over 20 years ago.

Others followed. But today, nothing outperforms our Corrstan® protected metal. It's the industry standard for combating corrosion. That's because our first rule is to set the highest standards in research and development. Quality control. Craftsmanship. Service. And that's one rule we never bend.

For more about Steellite and our products, write Steellite, Inc., 1010 Ohio River Boulevard, Pittsburgh, PA 15202. Or call (412) 734-2600.
Soaring land prices are forcing architects and developers to seek creative solutions to hold down project costs. Sandy/Babcock & Associates, architects for Augusta Court Condominiums, chose a unique midrise concept instead of conventional 2 and 3 story wood frame construction. Local building codes restrict conventional wood frame construction to 3 stories. Inryco's steel stud and joist framing system was selected as an economical alternative in achieving the desired density of 65 units per acre.

Augusta Court consists of 152 units in four 4 story buildings over a subterranean parking garage. Each building pair is connected by an open steel bridge, providing access to units through open courts. This creative solution provides security, openness and 40 additional units.

We're proud of the way our Inryco steel framing system met the challenges of this innovative project. If you have a design of similar complexity, these versatile steel components offer the means to build it soundly, attractively and within the budget.

In buildings of 4 through 6 stories, initial cost is comparable to or lower than other construction methods, and inherent features of the Inryco system produce savings in other phases of the project to reduce overall cost. Inryco steel framing has been chosen for hundreds of projects throughout the nation because of the recognized benefits offered by: design flexibility...dimensional stability...proven reliability...erection speed...light weight...structural support capability through 6 stories...seismic and wind load capacities...numerous fire-rated assemblies...efficient sound and thermal control...extensive facing options...insurance advantages of incombustible components.

Inryco offers unmatched counsel and design assistance on steel frame construction. See our data in Sweet's General Building or Light Construction Files—or write for catalogs 37-1 and 37-2. Then contact us for an appraisal of its suitability for your projects: Milcor Division, INRYCO, Inc., Dept. E-4069, P.O. Box 393, Milwaukee, WI 53201. (TLX 26683 INRYCO A WMIL)

40 more units with Inryco™ steel framing

Project: Augusta Court Condominiums, Houston, Texas
Owner: A joint venture of David Mitchell Companies and Mac-Carey Properties, Inc., Houston
Developer: David Mitchell Companies, Houston
Architects: Sandy/Babcock & Associates, San Francisco; project architect, Steven House AIA
Structural Engineer: M. Hourani & Associates, Houston
General Contractor: Urban Construction Company, Houston
Framing Contractor: Marek Brothers Company, Houston

Inryco an Inland Steel Company
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Superior Exteriors

Some exposed surfaces age more gracefully than others
Once it was a sandbar off the Vancouver, B.C. waterfront. Around the turn of the century, Granville Island was created with silt dredged from surrounding False Creek; and soon it supported a thriving industrial center. But by the 1970's, it had become a deteriorating eyesore.

Today, Granville Island is reborn as a dynamic community, factories, theaters, shops, galleries, restaurants, and two colleges—one of them constructed on a floating barge.

This startling renaissance was accomplished with minimal materials, retaining the island's industrial character and its resulting pattern of ramps, loading docks, giant portals, alleyways, cranes and structures.

"The new design builds upon and reinterprets this pattern for a wider public use," says architect Norman Hotson. "It represents a return to the period before zoning sterilized our urban environments—a period when a single city street could offer a blacksmith, pub, shoemaker, and corner grocery."

Hotson and co-designer Joost Bakker gave coherence to the diversity of the new Granville Island community with a unifying system of street hardware. Heavy timber poles and trees serve as a visual and functional structuring device. Connected by a continuous pipe lintel in vivid colors, this system of poles provides continuity through the network of streets, mews, and lanes and also serves as vehicular separation and as physical support for canopies, awnings, and lights.

All poles for the $5 million project, plus 50,000 board feet of lumber for perimeter docks and walkways, were supplied by Koppers International Canada Ltd. And all were pressure treated with Wolman® preservative chemicals for enduring resistance to decay and termite attack. Piling along the shoreline were pressure treated with creosote.

Wolmanized® lumber is a preferred material for marine environments since its preservative chemicals resist the attack of aquatic organisms as well as terrestrial insects and fungi. Yet the pressure treatment leaves the wood odor free and clean to the touch.

For information on Wolmanized® lumber and poles or pressure-creosoted piling, check the coupon.

Architect: Norman Hotson
Co-Designer: Joost Bakker
MANUEL CANOVAS
D & D BUILDING, 979 THIRD AVENUE NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 (212) 879-8080
SHOWROOMS: Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle, Troy.
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Eos Publicité
Bali Blinds fill tall orders

Houston, Pittsburgh, and Arlington, Virginia. Wherever there are tall orders to fill, more and more architects and contractors are selecting Bali Blinds for commercial buildings.

Bali makes it easy. With a responsible bid. Predictable delivery. A quality, fashion blind. And service that does not end once the blinds have been shipped and installed.

So when you have requirements for window coverings, study our brochure in your Sweet’s Catalog located under 12.9 mini-blinds. Then select Bali. We fill tall orders.

For more information write: Bali Blind Brochure #8005, Marathon Carey-McFall Company, Loyalsock Avenue, Montoursville, Pennsylvania 17754, (717) 368-2621. A Division of Marathon Manufacturing Company.
Pencil points

Pritzker winner
The fourth annual Pritzker Prize (the architecture world’s Nobel) has been awarded to American architect Kevin Roche (more next month).

Morosco, Hayes lose to Portman
Actors, theater aficionados, and preservationists gathered in street demonstrations, trying to prevent destruction of the Helen Hayes and Morosco Theaters to make way for the Portman Hotel on New York’s Times Square.

*Alas, the United States Supreme Court lifted the last major legal impediment to construction of the new hotel, and demolition of the old theaters rapidly began.*

Some hoped to save the theaters by implementing architect Lee Harris Pomeroys plan for revising the Portman building to span the existing structures.

Others still object to the massive, scaleless nature of the Portman design, even aside from the preservation issue.

Others questioned the wisdom of tying the hotel into a pedestrian mall scheme by having it project beyond the street line.

But the behemoth, it seems, will rise.

American Academy in Rome
In addition to the Rome Prize Fellowships and Mid-Career Fellowships (PA, March, p. 40) awarded by the American Academy in Rome,

John McDonald, architect with Skidmore Owings & Merrill in San Francisco, has won the Steedman/A.A. in R. Fellowship in Architecture.

Fellows in residence in Rome will be James Stirling (autumn) and John Hejduk (spring).

Princeton dean
Robert M. Maxwell, a professor at the Bartlett School of Architecture and Planning, University College, London, has been appointed Dean of the School of Architecture at Princeton University.

Maxwell is also partner in the London architectural firm of Douglas Stephen & Partners, and is known for his critical writings linking Modern architecture with other contemporary art forms.

Maxwell will assume his new duties in September, replacing current dean Robert Geddes.

Columbia appointment
After a lengthy search for a chief librarian for Columbia University’s Avery Library, Angela Giral has been chosen.

Giral is currently chief librarian at Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design. Avery’s former chief librarian, Adolph Placek, will remain as a member of the library’s advisory committee.

Biennale, third time
San Francisco will be the third host (second: Paris) to the “Presence of the Past” from the Venice Biennale ‘80.

*Dates: May 20–July 28. Location: on the waterfront, Fort Mason Center, pier 2 [Pencil points continued on page 40]*

PA News report

A different drummer
The Office of Metropolitan Architecture, begun by a Dutchman (Remment Koolhaas) and a Greek (Elia Zenghelis) and thriving in London, has occupied for some time the precarious position of Modern Movement advocate. As they have always seemed more entranced than enlisted, inventively tampering with principle and precedent and cloaking polemic in lyrical fantasies (Koolhaas was a journalist, script writer, and film-maker before architect), they have been welcomed not by the Philistines, but by the avant-garde.

Now OMA moves from architectural parable to architectural practice. Its first commissions, ranging from revamping a 19th-Century Panopticon prison to mixed-use highrises, were exhibited concurrently in March at the Max Protetch Gallery and the Institute for Architectural and Urban Studies in New York. Even amidst today’s profusion of drawing, OMA’s welter of techniques and willful and spirited improvisation stand out.

The case for Modernism—its forms, urbanistic predilections, and programmatic preoccupations—is implicit. Formally, the work is a potpourri of slabs, cantilevers, piano-shaped extrusions, ribbon windows, freestanding planes, and Constructivist intersections. There is a particular gravitation towards periods of great enthusiasm and innocence and popularity, embracing kitsch along with theosophy, but not impressed by the more recent inventions of Superstudio and Rossi. If the impression is more festive and excited than powerful, there is, nonetheless, an enormous critical intelligence underlying.

Unfortunately, it also falls heir to cer-}[News report continued on page 24]
Jerusalem developments review

In 1969, the Mayor of Jerusalem created an international advisory body, the Jerusalem Committee, consisting of planners, historians, architects, theologians, philosophers, educators, diplomats, legal experts, and sociologists, to work on matters affecting the priceless religious, cultural, and artistic heritage of the city—matters of concern to all humanity.

Meeting at approximately three-year intervals, members see developments in the city, and their comments are taken into consideration. Unfortunately, they must operate under an enormous time pressure. In March this year, in four 16-hour days, they had to consider recent and projected planning projects; new neighborhoods and their burgeoning community structure; restoration and preservation both of archaeological sites in and around the Old City and of buildings elsewhere; social and education issues; and (off the record) preliminary ideas for a new administrative structure for the city, which could adapt to any future situation into which a united Jerusalem might be pushed.

Program is their argument. What Modern architecture really needs, they say, is a proposal for enriching the lives that go on within the buildings. Yet the perspicacity of the observation renders the work lame by comparison. There is clearly no urgency, no considered and deeply felt convictions about what those lives might consist of. The architects talk about hedonism, but design within one of the most self-consciously Puritanical formal vocabularies ever devised. Even more to the point, they design—in the tradition of post-war Modernism—from the outside. Human scale and proportion, the actual experience of walking by or being within the buildings, remain low on the list of priorities. There is an attempt to give meaning to form, but it is half-hearted. For instance, a swimming pool is placed where a moat used to be. The architects' insights highlight the necessity to rescue the recent past from "the slag heap of history," the primacy of invention, the unexplored possibilities of progress—are incisive. But the work shows their considerable talents hampered by an academicism that seems too easily contented with being lively and clever. [NM]

Jerusalem developments review

Most issues required inspection of the relevant sites. Because of shortage of time, discussion of the planning issues had to be postponed to a future date.

The biggest program presented by the city engineer concerned measures proposed for relating outlying neighborhoods (built by the government) to the core of the city. The aim is to concentrate development along historical corridors to the north and south and along the approach to the west. To the north, on land between Neve Ya'acov and French Hill, 1200 housing units and commercial and leisure facilities are planned. Between here and Damascus Gate lies a former no-man's-land known as the Seam because it links North Jerusalem to the Old City and East Jerusalem (Arab) to West Jerusalem (Israeli). Here, along the north-south axis, hotels, shops, and offices will flank a highway.

The derelict southern corridor of Hebron Road will be the southern gateway to Jerusalem, with 6-story housing and hotels. At the perimeter lies the new neighborhood, Gilo, designed by A. Yaski & Associates, already reaching completion. Faced entirely with stone, as are all buildings in the city (a remnant of the British Mandate), it lies along the crest of a hill and is designed to reflect the Walls of the Old City.

The Western corridor involves not only a new highway, but an international convention center and exhibition halls near the Hilton Hotel and an air terminal.

A lesser, but still controversial, proposal provides underground parking for the residents of the Jewish Quarter of the Old City: Lawrence Halprin had been commissioned to study the problem and has produced an elegant solution. The idea of tunneling under the Wall near Zion Gate, however, elicited emotional opposition from some, including Bruno Zevi, even though the site has been fully examined for archaeological remains.

Moshe Safdie is looking at methods to improve the clumsy job perpetrated by the Jordanians in widening Dung Gate. His much reduced scheme for the Mamilla area was not offered this time for the Committee's scrutiny. Neither was Denys Lasdun's long-awaited design for the Hurva Synagogue, to replace Louis Kahn's design.

After seeing the carefully preserved archaeological sites, the overhauled and repaired infrastructure in the Muslim and Christian Quarters, the new neighborhoods, an Arab school, a number of buildings in the Cultural Mile in the Hinnom Valley—to mention but a few of the visits—the Committee concluded that the Municipality has cause for pride. Mayor Kollek and his teams have preserved the mosaic of life-styles, cultures and, above all, different religions in a city that remains living and dynamic. [Monica Pidgeon]
AIA
Honor Awards

Twelve architectural projects have been selected to receive The American Institute of Architects 1982 Honor Awards, to be presented at the 1982 AIA National Convention in Honolulu, June 6-9.

Selected by two juries (for current use and extended use) from 481 entries, eight of the winners have been designed and completed within the past seven years; the other four are older structures that recently have been renovated or adapted to new uses.

The current-use jury noted the preponderance of modest and low-tech commissions in the final pool of projects, which ranged from private use to small public institutional buildings, but had anticipated more examples of design that could represent solutions to the many large-scale, socially significant, or technologically difficult building problems facing us today. The few submissions which dealt with these issues, however, did not sufficiently transcend their origins to become architecture of a higher order. The winning buildings are sensitive to and fit easily into their surroundings. Spatial organization is conceived for the benefit of the user, rather than to satisfy a preconceived geometric order. Appropriate use of traditional building materials and methods has produced a variety of solutions with appealing textures and colors.

It was the feeling of the extended-use jury that while the quality of restoration in the U.S. had markedly improved in recent years, the quality of work that demands an interweaving of old and new still generally falls short of the quality of the best new design, a problem that will be most telling next year when extended-use entries to the AIA awards are judged alongside new work.

The winning projects and architects are, for current use:

- Le Jeune Residence, Orono, Mn, by Frederick Bentz/Milo Thompson/Robert Rietow, Inc., Minneapolis;
- Illinois Regional Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped, Chicago, by Joseph W. Casserly, City Architect, City of Chicago; consulting architect, Stanley Tigerman & Associates, Chicago (P/A, April 1978, pp. 76-81);
- Residence, East Hampton, NY, by Eisenman Robertson Architects, New York;
- Garfield Elementary School, San Francisco, by Eschelick Homsey Dodge & Davis, San Francisco;
- Lath House at Heritage Square, Phoenix, by Robert R. Frankeberger, AIA, Phoenix;
- Macondray Terrace, San Francisco, by Hood Miller Associates, San Francisco;
- American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Cambridge, Ma, by Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood, Architects, Inc., Boston;
- Talbot House, Nevis, West Indies, by Tjaft Architects, Houston.

For extended use:

- Valley National Bank, Des Moines, by Charles Herbert & Associates, Des Moines; original project architects, Proudfoot, Rawson, Souers & Thomas, Des Moines (P/A, Nov. 1980, pp. 112-115);
- Curtis Park Face Block Project, Denver, by Long Hoeft Architects and McCrystal Design;
- Scoville Square Building, Oak Park, II, by Office of John Vinci, Inc., Chicago.
A government building by the 1981 Sullivan Award winners.

ELEVATORS BY DOVER

A purposely informal organization of elements distinguishes the Skagit County Administration Building in Mount Vernon, Washington. Designed to promote ease of access and open government, the building houses six county departments and three public hearing rooms on a downtown courthouse block. Two Dover Elevators help smooth the flow of inter-floor traffic. For more information on Dover Traction and Oildraulic® Elevators for low, mid- and high-rise buildings, write Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept. 686, P.O. Box 2177, Memphis, Tennessee 38101.
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Skagit County Administration Building, Mount Vernon, Wash.
Architects: The Henry Klein Partnership, Mount Vernon.
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The Boilerhouse: art, industry, sponsorship

In the Boilerhouse Project, the new gallery at London's Victoria and Albert Museum, the usual relationship between art and its corporate sponsors is reversed. Opened in January, it is the first child of the independent educational charity established by Terence Conran, whose chain of Habitat stores spread its brand of modern design—from dishcloths to pine cupboards—like Morris & Co., at mass market prices—unlike Morris & Co.—throughout England and indeed the world (“Conran’s” in the U.S.). The new 5000-sq-ft exhibit and support spaces are dedicated to encouraging "professional and popular interest in the practice, history, and theory of design" by the illustration of the industrial process.

The Boilerhouse is both a physical and an administrative insertion into the body proper of the Museum. Physically, the subterranean space was excavated at Conran expense out of the former boilerhouse yard, hence the name. The Conran Foundation will own and run the gallery independently of the Museum for five years, after which the Foundation will move to permanent premises, returning the Boilerhouse space to the Museum as a gift.

In the eyes of Conran Foundation Director and Curator Stephen Bayley, the Boilerhouse turns traditional museum philosophy inside out, drawing the focus away from the unique item to and an administrative insertion into the mass-market achievements. The first exhibition, “Art and industry, a century of design in the products we use,” designed by Alan Irvine, displayed the classic AEG products designed by Behrens alongside Raymond Loewy’s 1929 Gestetner Model 66 office duplicator, and Norman Bel Geddes’ Toledo Scale (also 1929) in iron and enamel alongside its post-crash successor, Hubert Bennett’s scale in a resin-based material. The second, even more controversial exhibit is entirely dedicated to SONY products.

In the eyes of its critics, business is infiltrating the museum in a most inglorious way, confusing “styling,” a commercial process, with “style,” pure art. Only the naïve, however, will have serious misapprehensions about the unholliness of the alliance. After all, the V & A was founded in a commercial age to record the art of its day.

Still, at the Boilerhouse, only a fine line divides the approach that recognizes the importance of educated taste, even for mass products, and the approach that “museumizes” everything. As Stephen Bayley says, quoting Henry Ford, “You can read any object like a book, provided you know how.” His intentions, couched in those terms, seem honorable. Will they, like Ford’s products, prove profitable? How, and for whom? [Hélène Lipstadt]

Hélène Lipstadt, a social historian and anthropologist, writes frequently on 19th-Century and contemporary architecture.

Critical mannerism

Zurich architects Trix and Robert Haussmann, along with designer Alfred Habeltzel, have created a new collection of fabrics for Mira-X International. The Haussmanns, who are known for their trompe-l’oeil historicist interiors and furniture designs (P/A, Sept. 1980, pp. 142-147), and Habeltzel have produced a group of over 200 coordinated textile designs in cotton and linen for the H Collection, ranging from faux marbre, malachite, and burled wood to swags and rusticated stone. Under the banner of “critical mannerism,” and quoting from sources as diverse as Byzantine mosaics and Hans Hollein, the designers have used textiles to achieve “the free interpretation of the surface of an alien material.” Alien they do seem, but in an arresting and rather luxurious way.

Apart from their foray into fabric design, the Haussmanns recently designed a piece of “multipurpose furniture” in the form of an extremely elegant music chair, an “ironically critical object” that is both a chair and a musical instrument, and manufactured just as a fine stringed instrument is. It is made of maple, with a sounding board of select fir, steamed pearwood edges, and ebony bridges. Its 20 covered steel strings, however, are tuned in a chromatic scale, so that if you don’t know the words, chances are that you won’t be able to hum a few bars, either. [PV]

Columbus city hall.

SONY products.

The new Columbus, In, city hall was hailed as another “Columbus landmark” and a “$5 million masterpiece” at its dedication last October. Designed by Charles Bassett of SOM/San Francisco, the Columbus City Hall provides 60,000 sq ft for the police department, city council, and local government agencies in a three-story brick and limestone building. It is close to the Bartholomew County Courthouse, an imposing 1874 Second Empire style monument. Also situated across the street from SOM’s 1971 Republic newspaper plant (a quintessentially Miesian glass box), Columbus’s newest architectural showpiece graphically illustrates an important firm’s evolution from an elegant International Style aesthetic to an unconvincing Post-Modern one.

An isosceles triangle in plan, the city hall occupies half its lot and faces the street at a 45-degree angle. Its ground floor is expressed as a plinth, or Palladian basement, while the windowless upper stories are articulated only by a simple belt course. This blank façade is interrupted by a symbolic entrance (defined by two 35-ft, brick-veneered steel cantilevers—a lintel with a slice removed from its center) which frames a fully glazed circular court. The two rear, or nonpublic sides, feature rows of mullionless windows, the whole vaguely reminiscent of a 19th-Century factory. Both the plan and the resultant knife-edge corners recall Pei’s East Building at the National Gallery.

The abstracted “broken pediment” of the main entrance is visually disturbing; it comes off as a ponderous attempt to [News report continued on page 30]
show that SOM has noticed the work of Robert Venturi and Charles Moore, but lacks those designers’ wit and sensibility. In its Georgian formality, the city hall might be seen as a historicist nod toward a Palladian heritage—although the suggestion might equally be of a suburban Colonial lineage. Unfortunately, the Columbus City Hall is another less-than-first-rate design from a national firm foisted upon this idealistic town. [William Morgan]

William Morgan is a professor of fine arts at the University of Louisville, Ky.

Art and Architecture: Never the twain...?

Many of the nation’s more prominent architects and artists got together in New York on March 27 to rehash their traditionally stormy relationship. An audience of about 350 attended the conference, sponsored by the AIA Committee on Design and the Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture.

After opening remarks by the organizers, the cause of collaboration was given a boost by architect Charles Moore. The title of his talk, “Art, Craft, and Ornament,” immediately identified the crucial mediating components that few of today’s artists or architects wish to acknowledge. His slide survey of historical inspirations and current work was seasoned with typical Moore wit. One suggested aphorism: “A society that has lost its sense of the superficial has lost its sense of the deep.”

Following that, a “dialogue” between two artists (without much exchange of views) delineated the two types that are at all concerned with architecture. Red Grooms represented the artists who take up architecture mainly as subject matter—for works that do not fit comfortably into real architecture. Richard Haas represents those who can and do accommodate their work to real buildings—so well that he has become a favorite among architects; in his case, of course, the subject, too, is architecture.

Next came a panel of architects (Thomas Beeby, Peter Eisenman) and artists (sculptor Richard Serra, painter Frank Stella) plus a sculptor-turned-architect (James Wines of SITE), who were billed as “Looking for a Common Language.” What most of them had in common—with moderator Rosalind Krauss, editor of October—was a tone of condescension: most were quick to tell all present that the subject had already been discussed too much, and to no good effect. Krauss opened by dismissing much of what had been shown up to then as “entertainment”—with some accuracy, though perhaps undeserved contempt. She singled out the historically inspired ornamental sculpture of Michael Graves’s Portland Office Building (P/A, May 1980, p. 25) as betraying “loss of memory, rather than memory regained.”

Wines, whose own work melds architecture with sculpture, expressed his scorn for the “puffy-looking sculpture in front of the rectilinear building.” Serra spoke bitterly of his attempted collaboration with architects. Stella expressed satisfaction with what artists and architects have been accomplishing, separately.

Eisenman caustically dubbed this panel “the serious intermission” in the day’s proceedings. His answer to the current quest for popular appeal in architecture was to recollect a walk [News report continued on page 34]
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Two additional levels gained by floating 300-ft office tower on stilts of steel.

Credits:

Owner: Chase Enterprises and Olympia & York
Architects: Irwin Joseph Hirsch & Assoc., Farmington, Conn.

Buigas & Assoc. Architects, Miami, Fla.
Structural Engineer: Irwin G. Cantor, New York, N.Y.
Fabricator: Bethlehem Fabricators, Bethlehem, Pa., and Topper & Griggs, Inc., Plainville, Conn., A Joint Venture
General Contractor: E. I. Constructors, Inc., Milford, Conn. and Newark, N.J.
Building Facts: One Corporate Center, Hartford, Conn.

Total Area: 384,000 sq ft
Number of Levels: 16
Building Dimensions: 206 ft 8 in. x 116 ft 8 in.
Floor-To-Floor Height: 12 ft 4 in.
Floor-To-Ceiling Height: 8 ft 6 in.
Steel Supplier: 4,200 tons of ASTM A572 Grade 50 and ASTM A36 by Bethlehem

“Speed of erection and material cost savings are two of the reasons why we selected steel framing for One Corporate Center,” says Irwin G. Cantor, project structural engineer. “Preliminary investigations indicated that steel’s lighter dead load would be advantageous in constructing this large-bay, 16-story building above an existing structure. And by using steel instead of concrete, we were able to build two additional levels.”

One Corporate Center is Connecticut’s second-largest rental office building. The top of the 384,000-sq-ft tower is approximately 300 ft above the existing five-level city parking garage. A two-level retail concourse, constructed above the garage roof, serves as the base upon which the new building is supported.

Legs of steel
The $25 million tower, erected in the air rights space over the Hartford Municipal Parking Garage, is supported 75 ft above the ground on V-shaped steel stilts and a service core. The V-shaped stilts are constructed from 14-in. wide-flange steel sections. Each steel leg, about 30 in. on a side, is wrapped in a stainless steel casing for architectural purposes.

“This unusual support system is designed to transfer the building’s loads to the structural system of the garage,” explains project architect, Irwin J. Hirsch.
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through Paris that took in the Place Vendome and the Palais Royale, sources of deeper satisfaction—places that would be ideal if only one could "get rid of the Parisians."

Only Beeby, of this group, held any real hope for productive collaboration, if only artists and architects would abandon the notion that all of their work is "high art" and admit craftsmen to provide essential ornament. To Krauss's objection that requisite craft skills are no longer obtainable, he replied that restoration work is now sustaining them.

After this near consensus on the futility of the subject, the conference dispersed for five concurrent panels on such subjects as the roles of patrons and of educational institutions and the various types of collaboration, recalled by those who have been through it. In a final regathering, where moderators of these panels presented summaries, all reported some degree of hope. Art consultant Nancy Rosen made perhaps the most constructive proposal with the urging, from her panel, that both professions simply learn more about each other's work. Whether accomplished through informal meeting, through reading, or through looking, such real understanding could make future conferences like this one more productive—or ultimately superfluous.

West Week '82

Over 10,000 visitors packed the Pacific Design Center in Los Angeles for West Week '82, March 19-21, billed as "The Market Event of the West." The theme of this year's event was "Gateway to the Pacific," and the unusually brilliant weather cooperated to perfection. Cesar Pelli's Blue Whale was crowded with interior designers and architects from around the country who visited manufacturers' showrooms and attended lectures and discussions by architects and furniture designers.

On Thursday, the 18th, The E.F. Hauserman Co. unveiled its new showroom, a collaboration between Vignelli Associates and artist Dan Flavin. The Vignellis' arrangement of Hauserman's full-height office panels was articulated by Flavin's fluorescent light tubes; a section of the installation will be donated to the new Museum of Contemporary Art.

On Friday and Saturday, design was Topic A, with Jean-Michel Cousteau delivering the keynote address on undersea environments. Back on dry land, in a large striped tent outside the PDC, Anthony Lumsden, David Martin, Arthur Gensler, and Gene Summers joined Michael Graves, Mario Bellini, Massimo and Lella Vignelli, Charles Gwathmey and Robert Siegel, Don Chadwick, Richard Schultz, Hazel Siegel, Doug Ball, Bill Stephens, and many other luminaries of architecture and furniture design to participate in panel discussions directed by Richard Saul Wurman and sponsored by PDC/Two, the contract manufacturers' organization.

As for audience participation, however, the real action was in the individual showrooms, where all the guest designers were available for informal discussion. On one afternoon, Mario Bellini was seen at Al's showroom engaged in spirited discussion with visitors, while Michael Graves was mobbed by fans waiting for him to autograph copies of Sunar's poster showing his new chair design—which will make its debut at that market event of the Midwest, NEOCON, in June. [PV]

NEOCON 14: More space, richer programs

Visitors to the Merchandise Mart in Chicago during NEOCON 14 (June 13-18) will find another whole floor of the mammoth structure devoted to contract interior products. According to NEOCON officials, this means another 2300 ft2 of corridor for architects and designers to traverse. The good news is that corridors on the new eighth floor have been redesigned by Interiors Incorporated of Chicago with neutral-colored surfaces, soft light from black egg-crate ceilings; tenants have been encouraged to line the subdued passages with well-illuminated glassy fronts.

Scheduled over a full four-day period, NEOCON's program of seminars includes more prominent architects and critics than ever before—among
Among the participants announced will be historian Daniel Boorstin, author Michael Crichton, sociologist Richard Peterson, architect Arthur Gensler, designers Ivan Chermayeff, Niels Diffrient, Michael McCoy, Paul Rand, and Henry Wolf. Those whose professions are harder to pin down include: Max de Pree, head of Herman Miller; Edward Logue, of many redevelopment efforts; Jane Thompson, former editor and VP of Benjamin Thompson & Associates, Architects.

Art & Architecture, British style

Art & Architecture was the theme of an ambitious series of events organized during February by the Institute of Contemporary Arts in London, the Royal Institute of British Architects, and other art institutions.

Such interprofessional collaboration alone makes headlines in Britain where, to quote architect president of the Royal Academy, Sir Hugh Casson, “Architects are united only by their hatred towards artists,” or where historian Kenneth Frampton could start his keynote address to the conference by asking “… but why return to this unpromising scene?”

Such lack of illusions was, perversely, one of the refreshing features of the whole enterprise. Bleak may be the scene in Britain where, at least outside the New Towns, few artists ever receive commissions to work on buildings or urban spaces; yet the enthusiasm to recreate the age-old partnership in a new spirit was unmistakable among the participants.

It was a multiple event: three evening seminars, one week-end conference, and a rather low-key exhibition entitled “A New Partnership,” displaying five specially commissioned works of collaboration, including one by the British sculptor Tony Caro working with Canadian architect Barton Myers on designs for the Los Angeles Central Library.

Several resolutions were passed, subject to further revision: among them, that provision be made, at the national and local levels, for a percentage of the building costs to be set aside for art (though this elicited fears of “committee art”); that the government be encouraged to revise art education in secondary schools to develop a wider understanding of the urban environment; and that the “blindness of art colleges to environmental needs” be officially deplored.

Following the conference, an Art & Architecture action group was formed: its aim: “to enrich the environment through the collaboration of artists, craftspeople, architects, patrons, planners, and the building industry, in sympathy with the needs of the people.” [Leonie Cohn]

Leonie Cohn, a former producer of television programs on art and architecture for the BBC, works for Pidgeon Audio Vision.

[News report continued on page 38]
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Learning from overseas

Speaking with American architects who have worked abroad recently on energy-related projects reminds one immediately of the rapt attention given foreign buildings and cities more than a decade ago, when urban design and regard for pedestrians seemed at the forefront of U.S. design concerns. Now, with energy a leading issue, some architects are rediscovering virtues in examples from other places, for many of the same reasons that drew acclaim before the onset of the energy dilemma. The lessons learned seem to go well beyond energy.

"If we're serious about energy, then community-scale design is the issue," says Californian Peter Calthorpe, who toured Milton Keynes and other British new towns. The U.S. is too concerned with the latest aspect of Post-Modernism, he believes, while leading British designers debate over matters of greater substance. "Architecture and urban design are such important concerns there that they've been taken out of the private sector . . . they are still concerned with all of the things we've abandoned, like minimizing the automobile's impact." Calthorpe acknowledges that English failures have sometimes outstripped successes, "but at least they are deeply committed to learning from mistakes."

New Mexico architect Edward Mazria places European energy efforts in buildings about five years behind U.S. initiatives, noting that France "is just now getting off the active solar energy kick." From his travels in France and Spain, Mazria believes, however, that Europeans start from a less wasteful position, even as they must count on less help from the sun.

Many conclude that Europe lags the U.S. in development of simple, effective building products like movable insulation for windows. They also see a growing market abroad for U.S. design expertise, according to Pittsburgh's Vivian Loftness, who helped Greek architects design a "solar village" near Athens.

UCLA's Murray Milne, who toured Japan and Great Britain, regards cultural differences as a critical factor in approaches to energy: "The Japanese heat people, not spaces. As a result, their energy use is very low." New Japanese developments lack the responsiveness of traditional buildings, but Milne still finds evidence of deeply ingrained sensitivity to the islands' varying climates.

Kelbaugh summed up a response noted by many others: "The Europeans are amazed by our freedom to experiment, to build, test and then try again." The sense gained is that Europe and Japan, despite well-financed and highly scientific programs, cannot rapidly internalize the kind of useful experience produced by the pioneering energy enthusiasts that abound in the U.S. Failures—or even partial successes—could doom a course of research abroad, while here such results have often renewed commitments and spurred subsequent efforts. "A Steve Baer could not happen in Europe," said one architect who had lectured in Germany.

Perhaps the continuing energy challenges will be a banner under which we will renew our commitment to improve the quality of built America on all levels, turning again to instructive examples from abroad. [Thomas Vanier]

Fazlur Khan: 1930–1982

Fazlur Khan, renowned structural engineer and general partner of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, died on March 27.

Born in Dacca, Dr. Khan earned his graduate degrees in the United States, at the University of Illinois. He joined SOM, Chicago, in 1955, where he became a partner in 1970.

He achieved international distinction for his designs of the innovative bundled tube and long-span structural systems, and was responsible for the engineering of many prominent buildings, including the Sears Tower and the John Hancock Center in Chicago, the Spectrum Arena in Philadelphia, and the Haj Terminal in Jeddah (P/A, Feb. 1982, pp. 116–122). [News report continued on page 46]
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“Dryvit walls on the increase...”

Joe Carpenter, President, Carpenter Plastering Co., Dallas, Texas.

“We fabricated the Dryvit panels for the One Brookriver building, Dallas, TX. A design challenge of 126 window fins was solved beautifully with Dryvit panelization. They were finished on all 4 sides, slipped into position precisely at 45° angles and blind welded. The total wall area added up to 54,000 sq. ft of Dryvit panelization.

Our work with Dryvit - both panels and field-applied - has increased dramatically. At the end of 1981, we have twice as much Dryvit scheduled for 1982 as we did in all of 1981.”
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1. Dryvit Insulation Board. Expanded Polystyrene manufactured to our stringent requirements. Provides optimum insulation in thicknesses and shapes as required by design.

2. Dryvit Reinforcing Mesh. Woven and treated to our specifications, this fiberglass mesh is embedded in the Primus®/Adhesive coating. It is of key importance in crack prevention.

3. Dryvit Primus®/Adhesive. Dryvit’s unique plaster material formed by mixing with Type 1 Portland Cement. Adheres Insulation Board to substrate and embeds Reinforcing Mesh to face of board.

4. Dryvit Surface Finish. A synthetic plaster material with inherent bond strength, integral color and a choice of applied textures. Provides a stain, fade, and weather-resistant exterior.

DRYVIT SYSTEM, INC.
One Energy Way, P. O. Box 1014
West Warwick, R.I. 02893
(401) 822-4100

Fogg annex
Latest report: The Stirling-designed addition to Harvard University’s Fogg Art Museum will be built.

Meier for museum addition
Richard Meier has been chosen to design the $5 million addition to the Des Moines Art Center.

Skywalk study
Deficiencies in inspection procedures were found in a three-month study of Kansas City’s administration of its construction guidelines.

Skywalk report
Critical connections in the two hotel walkways that collapsed were capable of supporting less than one-third of the load expected to be carried by a connection designed under the Kansas City, Mo. building code, according to a report issued in February by the Commerce Department’s National Bureau of Standards.
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Dryvit Outsulation® is more than a wall; it's an energy-efficient system that puts massive insulation on the outside while providing a handsome surface finish. Proven in 40,000 buildings across the United States — and in many thousands more in Europe — Dryvit is the exciting versatile answer to a whole range of today's construction challenges.

More than a wall for retrofit.

Formerly a warehouse scheduled for demolition, Harris House, Cranston, RI, (below), now shelters the elderly and handicapped in HUD Section 8 housing. A building rescued to fill a socio-economic need.

It's typical of many energy-saving cosmetic retrofits across the country made possible by Dryvit Outsulation — the cost-efficient choice.

More than a wall for energy savings.

EG&G's Willow Creek Office Building in Idaho Falls, ID, won a prestigious energy conservation award in 1980. The design captures heat generated by the building's occupants and by its sodium lighting. Exterior walls of Dryvit Outsulation were chosen to retain this captured energy.

Result? EG&G has a 280,000 sq. ft. headquarters 3 times the size of its former facility — yet uses 22% less energy!

More than a wall for residential construction.

The Sea Island, GA, home below is built of Dryvit. Even the columns and coves use the System. Note the garden wall; matching Dryvit Finish® covers the original masonry.

Home owners choose Dryvit Outsulation not only for energy efficiency and ease of upkeep but also for its design flexibility.

More than a wall for diversity of design.

Because Outsulation is a 4-component system, it has built-in flexibility, very economical.

The thickness of the insulation board may be varied for sculptural effects. Aesthetic detail can be introduced with 3-dimensional shapes. Textures may be subtle or bold. Colors warm or stark. Look at the dramatic effects achieved by Warden & Evans, Architects, in One Brookriver, Dallas, TX.

Choice of 4 Finishes.

And each Finish comes in any one of 21 integral colors: Fade-resistant, permanent. For more information, write stating your interest: new construction or retrofit.

DRYVIT SYSTEM, INC.
One Energy Way, P.O. Box 1014
West Warwick, RI 02893
Plant locations: West Warwick, RI; Tulsa, OK; Columbus, GA

Dryvit is listed in the General Building File of Sweets Catalog under Section 7.13/Dr.

Circle No. 335
NIBS chairman

Jasper S. Hawkins, FAIA, principal of the Phoenix and Los Angeles firm of Hawkins & Lindsey Architects, has been elected chairman of the National Institute of Building Sciences.

Largest in largest

The world’s largest clear-span aluminum dome, the 415-ft-diameter Temcor Aluminum Dome, in a channel off Los Angeles, received its new tenant in February, the world’s largest airplane, the Howard Hughes Flying Boat, a.k.a. the Spruce Goose.

Exterior panels and framing of the 130-ft-high dome have a baked-on, fluoropolymer finish.

Governments, rugs

The government may be pulling the rug out from under the feet of developers in two cities.

In New York, the Koch administration has asked the developers of Lincoln West, the proposed luxury housing and hotel complex adjacent to the Hudson River on Manhattan’s West Side, to withdraw their application to build.

Reason: the city wants to consider an even larger plan incorporating a rail freight facility to benefit manufacturers.

And in DC, the future of the SOM-designed Metro Center mixed-use development is in doubt.

The striking design, with eight towers in a park, by architects Rafael Viñoly, the Gruzen Partnership, Cesar Pelli, Edward Larrabee Barnes, Kahn Pederson Fox, I.M. Pei & Partners, Mitchell/Giurgola, and Richard Meier, has been in the works for almost two years.

And in DC, the future of the SOM-designed Metro Center mixed-use development is in doubt.

The striking design, with eight towers in a park, by architects Rafael Viñoly, the Gruzen Partnership, Cesar Pelli, Edward Larrabee Barnes, Kahn Pederson Fox, I.M. Pei & Partners, Mitchell/Giurgola, and Richard Meier, has been in the works for almost two years.

And in DC, the future of the SOM-designed Metro Center mixed-use development is in doubt.

The Oliver T. Carr Co. has an option on the land, but the DC government suddenly wants to raise the price.

God Bless America

A flagpole, a heroic statue, and an inscription including the words “God Bless America” have been agreed upon as possible additions to the otherwise starkly simple Vietnam veterans memorial.

However, the final design still must be approved by the Commission on Fine Arts, the National Capital Planning Commission, and James Watt.

L.A. School saves

Salvation is near.

A new group known as the L.A. School hopes to demonstrate to L.A. how its members can improve the city.

The members will talk, hold competitions, suggest urban interventions, give good architecture more exposure; in short, promote themselves.

Catalyst is the omnipresent Charles Jencks.

Members are Roland Coate, Peter de Bretteville, Craig Hodgetts, Robert Man...
Now you can create an attractive rugged look for residential or commercial projects with new seasoned rustic redwood sidings.

These saw-textured sidings with knots and creamy ribbons of sapwood give you all of the natural attributes of the luxury grades. They are available in channel, tongue and groove and new thick bevel patterns.

Like all redwood, they take and hold finishes better than other woods. There’s a minimum of warping, checking or cupping. They insulate against heat, cold and noise. And they resist flame spread.

So introduce yourself to a new redwood look—seasoned rustic sidings.

California Redwood Association One Lombard Street, San Francisco, CA 94111
Write for our seasoned rustic redwood sidings data sheet.  
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Sign of the times
Advertising copywriters are keeping up with architectural jargon:
¢ Swanke Hayden Connell’s Seaport Plaza in New York’s South Street Seaport area is being advertised as “New York’s First Contextual Office Building.”

More signs
Our Texas sign-spotter tells us of Houston’s airport terminal display panel:
¢ “Houston, the capital of Progressive Architecture.” Haven’t they heard about Stamford, CT?

Chicago show
The Chicago Architectural Club is planning a juried exhibit at the Art Institute, beginning August 4.
¢ All Club members can submit.
¢ All submissions will be included in the show catalog, volume 2, 1982, of the Club’s Journal.

Faking the White House
White House facades, stage-set style, will be set up outside of Washington to train new Secret Service agents learning to protect the President.
¢ The White House facades will cost $381,000, and there will also be a fake Blair House costing $56,000.
¢ Facades have been used for 20 years to train police recruits: a shopping mall, a hotel, a barber shop, for example, exist for practicing security measures.
Some things will be around a long time . . .

and remain maintenance-free!

factory-formed roofing systems

Pre-Weathered

**MICROZINC® 70 & MICROZINC® 80**

You’ll never encounter call-back problems with Microzinc 70 or Microzinc 80 roofing systems. Install them and forget them. And that includes coping, flashing, fascia and mansards!

Specify either pre-weathered Microzinc 70 or mill-finish Microzinc 80 which weathers on-the-job to the same beautiful back-to-nature gray patina so widely acclaimed today. Microzinc products are even better known for their maintenance-free qualities—no leaks, no run-off stains and no rotted materials.

Whether you select Batten-seam or AUTO-LOCK™ Standing-seam (automatic seaming at 14 feet per minute), our LOK™ roofing systems are custom engineered, factory made and delivered directly to the job. Installation is so simple it greatly reduces labor costs. Other on-site savings include—no cleaning, no priming, no painting. And no soldering needed.

For further information, write or call Ed Pejsa at 615/639-8111.

Ball is a registered trademark of the Ball Corporation. © Ball Corporation. 1981.
Calendar

Exhibits


Competitions

Conferences, seminars, workshops

Granite has never looked better. At 520 Madison Avenue, Sequoya granite challenges the Manhattan skyline with weather-beating elegance.

Because Georgia Granite knows what it means to build, we operate some of the most sophisticated fabricating equipment in the stone industry today. We can meet the most exacting specifications with unsurpassed speed and economy. Our concepts in panel prefabrication make granite cladding practical at ground level or forty-two stories up.

Let Georgia Granite introduce you to a world of vibrant colors and rich textures in shapes as timeless as your imagination. No one can show you granite like we can.

Contact one of our sales engineers for further information and technical data. We know what it means to build.

THE GEORGIA GRANITE
COMPANY
ELBERTON, GEORGIA 30635  (404) 263-2252
The flooring statement for today's contract interior:

For further information about BOLLI (shown) and the full range of Mondo Rubber Flooring — as well as the name of your nearest Mondo Dealer — write us on your professional letterhead.

MONDO RUBBER CANADA LTD.
2655 rue Francis Hughes
Parc Industriel Chomedey
Laval, Quebec H7L 3S8
(514) 668-7600 Tx. 055-60046
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SILENT EDWARDS VALANCES HEAT AND COOL BETTER, AND MORE ECONOMICALLY

COMPARE ENERGY-SAVING, COST-EFFECTIVE EDWARDS VALANCE COMFORT CONTROL.

NO FANS OR BLOWERS
The valance system cools by convection and heats by radiation. The air passes through the valance system at least once every 7 to 10 minutes.

NOISELESS, INEXPENSIVE OPERATION
Since no blowers or fans are required, Edwards valance systems operate noiselessly and inexpensively. The system needs no filters and is self-cleaning.

FIRE-SAFE OPERATION
Since there are no ducts, there is no threat of a fire or smoke being carried through a structure by the valance climate-control system.

COST-EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT, COMFORTABLE
According to the Assistant Director of Housing at a major northeastern university,* the Edwards valance system is "cost-effective and efficient as well as comfortable. The student is never distracted from study or sleep by noise. And we don't have to worry about system adjustments, burnouts and shut-downs."

QUICK, EASY, MONEY-SAVING INSTALLATION
The Mechanical contractor who installed his first Edwards valance system in a Maryland nursing home* reports his installation was accomplished speedily and economically. Because no sheet metal or ductwork is needed, Edwards valances require only the location and connection of a few small water carrying tubes plus wall or ceiling hangers.

THE LOCATION OF THE VALANCES PROVIDES FOR TOTAL USE OF FLOOR SPACE FOR PATIENTS' NEEDS.

TECHNICAL DETAILS AVAILABLE
For more detailed information on Edwards Valance Heating/Cooling systems — now used in hundreds of applications — write or phone Jim Campbell — toll free — at (800) 526-5201.

EDWARDS ENGINEERING CORP.
101 Alexander Avenue
Pompton Plains, NJ 07444
(201) 835-2808 or (800) 526-5201

*Names and locations of these and other installations available from Edwards Engineering Corp.
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*A student apartment in one of ten valance climate-controlled buildings at a major northeastern university.

*A Maryland nursing home saved $80,000 by installing Edwards valances rather than incremental conditioning units.
Resurgens Terminus: MARTA

Atlanta, or Terminus, as it was originally named, has been a transportation hub since it was located in 1837 as the intersection of the railroads connecting New York to New Orleans and Chicago to Florida. In fall 1981, four stations of the North-South Line of the rapid rail section of the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) opened for service, completing the latest intersection of transportation in Atlanta. The East-West Line has been fully operational for over two years.

MARTA's rapid rail system, modeled after San Francisco's BART, employed BART's engineers, Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Tudor and Bechtel to design it and all but Bechtel for its implementation. With a few exceptions, there is a different architect subcontracted for each of the projected 40 stations along the 53 miles of the originally proposed system.

The rail stations along the four branch lines have been located either to provide access for population centers or to stimulate economic growth. Feeder buses draw riders from dispersed suburbs.

Development in response to MARTA has in several cases predated the actual opening of the rail line. The peripherally located Peachtree Summit Building, for example, by Toombs, Amisano & Wells, Atlanta, was completed in 1976, remained virtually empty until MARTA moved its administrative offices there in 1978, and was finally linked to downtown by the opening of the Civic Center Station by Garland Reynolds, Decatur.

The Airport Station by Stevens & Wilkinson, Smith, Hinchen & Grylls, and Minority Architects & Planners, Atlanta, was completed along with Hartsfield International Airport last year, but will not become the final stop on the South Line until sometime in 1983.

In several instances lobbying groups affected the location or the very existence of a station. The Decatur Station by Stevens & Wilkinson, Atlanta, was relocated from its original site on the edge of Downtown Decatur to run through the center of downtown in an effort to counter the economic decline incurred by the regional shopping centers. The developers of the Omni Complex in Atlanta [News report continued on page 55]
Problem
Design an energy efficient lighting system for the open office.

Solution
The Inlite® System from Sterner.

Most open office plans are fairly typical: lighting requirements vary from workstation to workstation, panel heights are of various sizes, and the entire system must be flexible to meet changing needs.

Inlite®, the indirect ambient lighting system from Sterner, can work within the constraints of an open office plan, provide quality of light, flexibility, and energy efficiency.

Here's how:
Quality of Light. Absolutely essential for office work. Inlite® features high technology lighting sources with a system of scientifically engineered reflectors (asymmetric, symmetric, and forward-throw) to deliver controlled illumination with excellent “see-ability”. The system is so versatile it frequently eliminates the need for supplementary task lights by eliminating glare, minimizing shadows, and reducing eye fatigue. Plus, color rendition can be controlled thru the selection or combining of light sources.

Inlite® can keep up with the changing office. As the office is changed, Inlite® can change along with it. Inlite® fixtures can be panel and shelf mounted or integrated into free standing kiosks. Or, for more permanent installation, mounted to walls or ceilings. Inlite® portable fixtures can be depreciated like office furniture for an even faster payback.

Energy efficient. Inlite® does more with less. In comparisons with conventional direct fluorescent lighting systems—which typically deliver 100 footcandles of illumination and consume around 2.5 watts per square foot—Inlite® delivers a more comfortable, higher quality of light at only 70 footcandles using from 1.5 to 1.7 watts per square foot. With fewer fixtures, there’s less maintenance as well.

Technical and planning assistance available. Just contact Sterner. For decades, Sterner has been a pioneer in high-technology lighting outdoors. With Inlite®, they’ve brought that experience indoors with laser designed optical systems, computer aided application engineering, and the ability to custom fabricate enclosures for special interior design requirements. Call today, 1-800-328-7480.

Inlite® by Sterner. We make lighting look good, indoors and out.
Dietzgen introduces a new name

for in-house whiteprinter productivity...

Trident

The new mid-size, super-quality tri-lamp whiteprinter that’s “come to work”!

Now there’s a whiteprinter specifically made to handle that great middle range of production requirements—a machine offering much more than the typical “table-topper”, yet without the costs, space requirements or warm-up waits of the mercury vapor machines.

It’s Trident. New from Dietzgen.

And typical of Dietzgen, Trident gives you a combination of production boosting features offered by no one else!

• First, Trident is a machine that’s “come to work”. With 3-lamp exposure power, 48-inch printing width and speed settings to 40 feet per minute, Trident turns out prints fast. Superb quality prints, sepias and films—fast!

• Trident’s humidified developer section—a feature usually available only on mercury vapor models—vastly improves developing efficiency for sepias and films.

• Operator efficiency and convenience are outstanding, with Instant On-Off, no need to turn over exposed materials prior to development, and a 3-position tray that stacks 100 prints as easily as the short runs.

• And the handsome Trident is unobtrusive even in the most formal office environment, with its whisper-quiet operation and integral absorption system that practically eliminates odors.

Trident. It’s the new production whiteprinter that’s most-right for most print-making offices. For full details—including new lease and lease-purchase arrangements—contact Dietzgen dealers, regional offices or...

The finest in drafting media & diazo reproduction.

Dietzgen Corporation • 250 Wille Road
Des Plaines, IL 60018 • (312) 635-5200
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New Russwin Blockout Cylinders lock out unauthorized entries, lock in all-round key control.

A single key. A simple 15° turn to the left. That's all it takes to control off-hours security throughout an entire building with Russwin High Security Blockout Cylinders.

Available in rim or mortise cylinders, this unique high security system helps prevent unauthorized entries with no costly change of locks.

Once the blockout key is turned to the 11 o'clock position and removed, the cylinder cannot be operated by any duplicate, lost or stolen regular keys or master keys.

Only when the plug is returned to the noon position by the blockout key can regular keys operate the cylinder and open the door. One blockout key can operate all cylinders, both high security and regular, for maximum centralized key control.

The Russwin Blockout System. A new way to put maximum key control back in the hands of building management at minimum expense on new or retrofit installations. Ask your Russwin Distributor for details or call direct. 1-[203] 225-7411

Russwin Division, Emhart Hardware Group, 225 Episcopal Road, Berlin, Connecticut 06037.
This is Nevamar

Vogue Collection

Special new colors from Nevamar selected with designer input to anticipate ever changing trends in modern design. With more to come as new directions develop. For samples call 1-800-638-4380.
Atlanta (Architects: Cooper, Carry) lobbied for and got a new station barely a full train length away from the Five Points Station, the main interchange of the system. While their response has been positive, too often the public has been forced to assume an adversarial role to prevent MARTA from "... destroying the village in order to save it ...", paraphrasing a military commander during the Vietnam Era. Large areas of old and historically significant portions of Downtown Atlanta were cleared with little effective opposition for the coming of the rapid rail line. John Portman lent his influence to the merchants along Peachtree Street to have MARTA tunnel instead of "cut and cover," which would have effectively destroyed the merchants' commerce for several years if not permanently.

Inman Park, one of Atlanta's oldest suburbs, fought the very existence of their station, opposing it as an unwanted magnet for commuter traffic from the newer suburbs through their old suburb. They got their unwanted station with a few grudging and poorly executed architectural features that are supposed to relate the station (Pringle Patrick Architects, Atlanta) to this late 19th-Century community.

With the exception of the initial influence that several architects (Cecil Alexander, FAIA, and Richard Aeck, FAIA, to name but two) had upon the development of rapid transit in Atlanta, the role of the architect in the design of MARTA has been one of visually rationalizing what had already been designed by the planners, engineers, and politicians: giving visual expression to superhuman forms often looming many stories above the ground (example: the Martin Luther King, Jr. Station by Aeck Associates and Smith Reynolds & Hills, Atlanta); and providing a dramatic backdrop for public art or a relic of old Atlanta (example: the relocation of the Eisenman Building façade, by W.T. Downing in 1900, inside of the Five Points Station by Finch-Heery, Atlanta). All too often the architects seem to have succumbed to the temptation to use every new material available.

In a few instances the architects acknowledge the engineering of the system and celebrate it with simple expression. The Avondale Station by Miller, Waltz Diedrich, Atlanta, is the best example of this straightforward approach.

If Atlanta can afford to finish MARTA, the rail system will offer a fine opportunity for the economic restructuring of the city and for the inevitable re-creation of residential concentration along the MARTA lines. Current oil glut or not, the conservation of our energy resources will force us to consolidate our habitat. MARTA can provide the linkage for Atlanta and may also provide a role model for other metropolises to follow. [Jon Carlsten]

[News report continued on page 56]
In progress

1 Indoor Athletics Stadium, Frankfurt, West Germany. Architects: Foster Associates, London, England. Foster Associates was awarded this commission in a limited competition. To be sited within a large wooded sports complex, the hall will feature a 600-ft running track and areas for other track and field events, and will be convertible for baseball, football, tennis, and cycling. The shallow roof vault, 400 ft long and spanning 200 ft, rises from landscape-covered concrete abutments and comprises a double-layer trussed-steel frame of tubes and solid rods in a triangular grid configuration. The main space is slightly depressed to allow views of the events from outside covered areas.

2 Rochester Convention Center, Rochester, NY. Architects: James Stewart Polshek & Partners, New York, Skoler & Lee Architects, and the DeWolff Partnership, Associates. A horizontal base of pink and gray-banded granite, relating in scale to Main St., breaks to allow the emergence of a striped box of alternating tones of aluminum, in this 215,000-sq-ft convention center in Downtown Rochester. The box houses the 30-ft-high, 50,000-sq-ft column-free exhibition hall, alongside which runs a 65-ft-high, 260-ft-long skylit galleria overlooking the Genessee River. Two pedestrian bridges connect the Center to the enclosed walkway system of the city's retail, corporate, and cultural center. At entrance level, a banquet hall and meeting rooms, flexibly planned, can be combined, and at the curved end of the galleria is a wintergarden with a dining area beside an outdoor riverwalk. Energy considerations limited glass surfaces to important areas and called for a heat recovery system that transfers hot air from the upper galleria to the exhibition hall.

3 The Gus S. Wortham Theater Center, Houston, Tx. Architect: Morris-Aubry Architects, Houston. A two-theater ballet/opera complex, to begin construction in late 1982, with opening in 1985, has been organized by the Lyric Theater Foundation to meet Houston's expanding cultural arts demands and to complete a cultural grouping comprising Jones Hall, the Albert Thomas Convention Center, and the Alley Theater. The $65 million complex is the first of its kind since Kennedy Center, and the most ambitious project of its type undertaken in the Southwest. The 1100-seat (on two levels) and 2300-seat (on four levels) theaters share an 80-ft-high Grand Foyer, occupying air rights over a city street. Total building height is 115 ft, and the main public spaces are entered through a monumental three-point Neo-Renaissance arch. Both buildings will be faced with two shades of rose-colored stone, the darker of which will also be used on the frontispiece landscaped plaza.

4 National Press Building renovation, Washington, DC. Architects: HTB, Inc., Washington, DC. They call it a renovation, but the job being done on this 1920s building includes the complete removal and less-than-sensitive replacement of the existing exterior wall. A new wing will be constructed, and a new 14-story interior atrium will be created. The $30 million project comprises office space and an 82,000-sq-ft three-level shopping mall. The work will proceed with tenant occupancy maintained in half the building. Completion is slated for the summer of 1984. [SD]
Let your imagination take shape brilliantly.

Alcoa Alply Panels
The Stolle Corporation
A subsidiary of Aluminum Company of America
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Bobrick is your single source for washroom equipment.

1. A Total Design Concept in quality stainless steel washroom accessories and laminated plastic toilet compartments.

2 & 3. Designer Series washroom accessories including warm-air hand dryers can be color coordinated with laminated plastic toilet compartments.

4 & 5. A full line of high quality hotel bathroom accessories—available in satin, bright polished, or new bronze finishes.

6. A complete selection of large capacity waste receptacles for recessed, surface-mounted, and free-standing application.

7. Choose from more than 65 dispensers—designed for practically every soap product used today.

8. A variety of durable toilet tissue dispensers with many quality features, including spindles that save paper and protect against theft and vandalism.

9. For the physically handicapped, specify stainless steel grab bars and patented partition-mounted accessories.

10. The only name you need to know in Washroom Equipment. Functional design, trouble-free operation, durability, and ease of maintenance since 1906.
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The National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA) details in the HARK* Manual the ten qualifications which would be present in the Ideal Roof Insulation. FOAMGLAS® cellular glass Insulation meets or exceeds nine of them and doesn't do badly with the tenth one.

- **Moisture Resistant**: FOAMGLAS Insulation is totally resistant to moisture in liquid or vapor form.
- **Dimensionally Stable**: FOAMGLAS Insulation has a reversible coefficient of expansion of 0.0000046/°F... it will not stretch, shrink, swell or warp.
- **Physically Strong, Rigid and Impact Resistant**: FOAMGLAS Insulation has an average compressive strength of 100 psi. It is manufactured in rigid block and board form.
- **Noncombustible, acceptable for insurance and building codes**: FOAMGLAS Insulation is all glass, it cannot burn or emit noxious fumes if a fire should occur.
- **Resists Deterioration**: FOAMGLAS Insulation does not deteriorate when wet.
- **Low "k" Value (thermal conductivity) Highest Possible "R" Values (thermal resistance) in order to have thinnest possible insulation.**: FOAMGLAS Insulation has an "R" value of 2.86 per inch (k= .35) and may require greater thicknesses than other insulations to achieve the highest possible "R" values.
- **Constant "k" Value that does not drift with age.**: FOAMGLAS Insulation will not outgas nor absorb moisture so it will maintain its original insulating value for the life of the installation. Other insulations cannot make that claim.
- **Withstand Bitumen Application Temperatures.**: FOAMGLAS Insulation is not affected by the temperatures required to apply hot bitumens.
- **Compatible with Roof Membrane**: FOAMGLAS Insulation is compatible with all current roof membranes.
- **Surfaces Accommodate Secure Attachment**: FOAMGLAS Insulation can easily be attached to the deck with bitumens or mechanical fasteners. Roof membranes strongly adhere to its smooth, even surface.

**NINE OUT OF TEN IS TERRIFIC!**

The NRCA states in their HARK Manual that no one insulation contains all of these ideal properties. We think you’ll agree that meeting nine out of ten is exceptional.

After all, Constant Insulating Value far outweighs the slightly greater thickness of FOAMGLAS Insulation required. It’s not only the "R" value today that’s important, but whether that "R" value will remain the same for the life of the roofing system.

For more information contact Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Marketing Department PA0582. In U.S.A., 800 Presque Isle Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15239, Tel: (412) 327-6100. In Canada, 5075 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontario M2N 6C6, Tel: (416) 222-8084.

*Handbook of Accepted Roofing Knowledge
5 Library addition, Gwynedd Mercy College, Gwynedd Valley, Pa. Architects: Dagit-Saylor, Philadelphia. This addition is designed to wrap around the existing one-story library built in the early 1960s, integrating the new spaces with the old to form a single rational entity. The addition will include an entrance, carrels, lecture room, and facilities for an extensive audio/visual collection. The reference/reserve library, bookstore, and periodical room are arranged as alcoves around an open reading room. The upper floor is similarly conceived for carrel space. Interiors employ gypsum wallboard and plastic laminate millwork. On the exterior, the two colors of brick sheathing the steel frame construction were selected to relate to existing masonry structures on campus. [RJ]

6 E.F. Hauserman Company showroom, Chicago, II. Architect: Arata Isozaki, Tokyo. This showroom in Chicago's Merchandise Mart for an office systems manufacturer will open in June, in time for NEOCON. The 8300-sq-ft space will be articulated by a system of square piers and cross vaults. The intention is to express Hauserman's philosophy of the integration of people, space, and technology into a "harmonious trilogy."

7 Fayette County Savings and Loan Association, La Grange, Tx. Architect: William T. Cannady & Associates, Houston. A contemporary program, sited adjacent to a small Texas rural county courthouse square surrounded by 19th-Century one- and two-story commercial structures, demanded a sensitive response to integrate complex requirements of 18,000-sq-ft automobile-age office building. A Z configuration in plan develops entrances for a rear parking lot and drive-in windows, and a symbolic front lawn abuts the public square. Interpretative use of vernacular elements from the rich profile of the rooftops context articulates the primary program components while facilitating the formal contribution of the present to the scale of a valued past. The steel frame building is clad in two-tone brick with precast concrete, metal arcades, and standing seam metal roofing. [Peter Papademetriou]

8 Environmental Health and Science Laboratory, Mobil Technical Center, Hopewell Township, NJ. Architects: Geddes Brecher Qualls Cunningham, Princeton, NJ. Gridded surfaces are used as scaling devices on this building which consists of a laboratory surrounded in part by administrative offices and capped by a mechanical penthouse. The laboratory aligns with existing buildings designed by Eliot Noyes on the Center's campus, and the laboratory's tree-lined entry and colonnade recall the orientation of the original 1844 Johnson estate that occupied the site. The cadence of trees and colonnade continues from the entry walk into a skylit gallery and is terminated by a garden room and, externally, a hanging garden. A steel frame is clad in 8-in.-square ceramic tile, 4-ft-square resinous concrete panels, and steel-faced sandwich panels set in 8-ft-square aluminum frames.
THE LOOK.

GET IT THE EASY WAY.

With Shakertown Siding, #1 grade cedar shingles and shakes permanently bonded to 8' wood laminated panels. Available in 4 textures in 7" and 14" exposure and 9 victorian style Fancy Cut patterns.

The Richlar Plaza look is a combination of Shakertown 8' Colonial Rough Sawn Shingle Texture and victorian style round Fancy Cut Panels.

Get the look you want the easy way with Shakertown Siding. Call Joe Hendrickson at 1-800-426-8970.

Shakertown Siding
Box 400, Winlock, Washington 98596 (206) 785-3501

Circle No. 424
The S/4 Series™

A self-defining furniture solution to office planning problems.
Designed by dePolo/Dunbar.

Dunbar
Berne, Indiana 46711

circle 444
The grand opening of an all-new 8th floor of showrooms at Chicago's Merchandise Mart will highlight NEOCON 14, an international contract furnishings market and congress on environmental planning, June 15-18. This brings to seven the number of floors now housing contract furnishings showrooms at the Mart.

As international keynote speaker at NEOCON 14, Eliisa Aalto, architect and planner, will present a tribute to Alvar Aalto, her late husband, Wednesday, June 16. Her talk will deal with the impact of Alvar Aalto on the architecture and design community, as well as her continuation of the Aalto office after her husband's death in 1976. On Thursday, June 17, NEOCON will see Paolo Portoghesi of Rome and Arata Isozaki of Tokyo face off in "East Meets West." As two of the leading architectural practitioners in the world today, Portoghesi and Isozaki will present their divergent points of view on the direction of contemporary design.

Other speakers will include: Edmund N. Bacon, architect and planner, Paul Goldberger, architecture critic for the New York Times, and Gerard K. O'Neill, scientist and president of the Space Studies Institute.

The main event—the premier of new contract furnishings designs and products in the Mart—will again be complemented by NEOCON International, an exhibit of the newest designs in contract furnishings from Canada, Europe, South America, and Japan at the Expo Center just across the street from the Mart. Also at the Expo Center, Progressive Architecture will display the winners of the Second Annual Conceptual Furniture Competition.
Tuesday, June 15

Workshop 10:30 A.M. 'Defining the Role of Contract Furniture Dealers in the Decade of the '80s'
Panelists from the Institute of Business Designers, the American Institute of Architects, the Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturers Association, and the Organization of Facility Managers and Planners will present their views and debate with the audience on this topic. Mel Levin, president, Business Equipment Corp., will represent the dealers on this panel.

Seminar 4:30 P.M. 'An Agenda for the '80s: A Conference of Mayors'
Mayor representing major American cities will discuss contemporary urban planning and strategy to determine the state of these metropolitan areas today and tomorrow.
Chairman: Edmund N. Bacon, architect and planner.

Wednesday, June 16

Seminar 8:30 A.M. 'Life in 2081: A View of the Human Future'
A blueprint for the shape of the world, and how technology can be used for progress and the improvement of the human condition.
Speaker: Gerard K. O'Neill, scientist, president of the Space Studies Institute.

Workshop 10:30 A.M. 'Floorcovering: A Consumer's Point of View on Considerations and Selection'
Consumers representing major corporations who must purchase and maintain large amounts of contract carpeting will discuss cost and longevity.
Moderator: Walter Guinan, retired president, Karastan.

Workshop 2:30 P.M. 'The Prescription for Better Lighting: Solving Serious Vision and Lighting Problems in the CRT Office'
A hands-on workshop on the lighting problems created by CRTs, and the techniques and products available to alleviate them.
Participants: James Nuckolls, IAID; Jeffrey Milhan, president, Design Decisions; Dr. Melvin Schrier, New York Academy of Optometry.

Seminar 4:30 P.M. 'A Tribute to Alvar Aalto'
Highlights of Aalto's work and a summary of the impact his office had on architecture and design in the 20th Century.
Speaker: Elissa Aalto, architect and planner.

Thursday, June 17

Seminar 8:30 A.M. 'American Health Care: The Next Industrial Revolution'
The dual role of the modern medical institution as a growth industry, and how health care facilities must respond to the needs of the immediate community, regional facilities, and the world.
Speaker: Dr. William S. Kiser, chief executive officer, The Cleveland Clinic Foundation.

[Continued on page 70]
THE ENERGY EXPANDS.

HAWORTH


Circle No. 359 on Reader Service Card
Strong, sleek, durable. High performance 100% nylon. Only Ward Bennett could have reinterpreted the first cloth worn by the astronauts for space travel.

Circle No. 318 on Reader Service Card
"As flat cable usage becomes more widespread, it's becoming apparent that not just any modular carpet will do the ideal job. As designers for the project, both Mitchell Associates and our firm were most impressed with Milliken's unique construction as well as their coloration and pattern choices."

John Nelson, President

When Sun Refining and Marketing Company needs a partner for flat cable, Milliken modular carpet is a star performer.

Flat cable. The technological breakthrough that has changed the face of open office landscaping in contemporary installations like Sun Refining and Marketing Company's offices in Philadelphia.

Because flat cable requires modular carpet as floor covering, there is an increasing demand from design firms like Mitchell Associates and Nelson & Associates for a modular product that delivers optimum cable overlay performance as well as aesthetics.

One of the key factors in evaluating a modular carpet's performance over flat cable is its dimensional stability. Will it lay flat, stay smooth and conceal the flat cable underneath in heavy traffic areas?

Milliken modular will. Its unique construction and bonding give it outstanding dimensional stability—a fact that played an important part in the project team's decision.

In color and pattern, the choices offered in Milliken modular carpet are virtually unlimited—another critical consideration for designers who must deal with the overall aesthetics of each open environment.

For Milliken, tomorrow's technology is just around the corner. Being there first helps us offer the contract community—designers, architects, specifiers, coordinators—the products they want today. And will need in the future.

For quality, technology, innovation... contract America looks to Milliken first.

Milliken Contract Carpets, P.O. Box 2956, LaGrange, GA 30241

Circle No. 389 on Reader Service Card
the pinnacle of ergonomics and style
executive chair system 15

Circle No. 327 on Reader Service Card
Continued from page 64

Thursday, June 17 (continued)

Seminar 8:30 A.M.
'Overview of the International Hotel Industry'
The hotel industry from an international perspective. Hotel designers John Graham, Graham-Solano, Raphael Blumenfeld, Tel Aviv, and Bent Severin, Singapore and Copenhagen, will join speaker Hans Sternik, president, Intercontinental Hotels.

Workshop 10:30 A.M.
'An International Recipe for the Development and Design of an Exciting Urban Restaurant'
A designer and leading international restaurant entrepreneur will discuss plans for a major commercial restaurant operation in the heart of an urban setting including the rehabilitation of a 19th-Century structure.
Panel: to be announced

Seminar 4:30 P.M.
'East Meets West: A Face-Off Between Paolo Portoghesi of Rome and Arata Isozaki of Tokyo'
Portoghesi and Isozaki will meet face-to-face in a challenge of international ideas. They will contrast philosophies and culture in a confrontation of Eastern and Western thought.

Workshop 2:30 P.M.
'Facility Management: The Environment and the Quality of Work Life'
The workshop will address the topic of how the facility manager operates within the corporate working environment for greater productivity.
Panel: to be announced

Friday, June 18

Seminar 8:30 A.M.
Council of Developers
Developers from the Rouse Co. and another unannounced firm will join in a discussion of their role in the building and rebuilding of cities in the North and Sunbelt. They will present recent projects and suggest how progress and growth can be shared by large and small cities across the nation.

Seminar 8:30 A.M.
'The Possible Human: An Exploration of Practical Environmental Planning for the Decade Ahead'
Dr. Jean Houston, director of the Foundation for Mind Research and a protegee of Margaret Mead, will offer her ideas on the changing scope of business, culture, and industry.

Workshop 10:30 A.M.
'The Habitability of Earth-Sheltered Environments'
A look at major earth-shelter projects now in operation in the U.S. Architects and managers of these facilities will discuss the benefits of the underground.

Workshop 10:30 A.M.
'Managing the Design Firm: Birth, Survival, Stability'
Three managers representing a small firm, a medium-sized firm, and a large firm discuss the administration of their businesses through various stages of growth.
Chairman: Justin Thompson, Business Products Consulting Group International
Moderator: Jo Heinz, IBD.

Seminar 12:00 P.M.
'Why Modern Architecture Lost Face'
Paul Goldberger, architectural critic, the New York Times, will address the Architects Day Luncheon gathering to question contemporary architecture and what can be expected in the future.

Workshop 2:30 P.M.
'Business Development: Strategies and Tactics to Increase Your Design Business'
A series of workshops to develop a complete plan for business development. Sessions will include effective and efficient use of advertising and public relations, design quality control, developing second-level management, writing policies, staff evaluations, growing pains, and cultivating and maintaining an excellent design group.
Moderators: Justin Thompson and Jo Heinz
The Pinstripe Family of Desks
Design: The Walker Group, 1982
The Walker Group has designed for ICF their first family of office furniture that gives one and all from secretary to president a sense of pride, identity and status through understated elegance, solidity of form and a large choice of genuine materials while being priced to bring joy to any purchasing agent's heart.

Circle No. 366 on Reader Service Card
Changing business environments and technologies require adaptable facilities. When facilities are unable to react effectively to change within the organization, people and companies become less productive.

The American Seating Office Furniture System is designed to respond to the needs of the organization in meeting the challenge of this fast-paced change. Whether your specific requirements are for:

- Machine integration — display terminals, printers and word processing equipment in the business environment
- Technical environments — laboratories and small assembly areas
- Privacy — floor-to-ceiling walls, and doors, for private offices and conference rooms
- Mass storage — enclosed, dividable components to meet widely varied functional needs
- Acoustical control — sound control in the open plan
- Status differentiation — wood systems with the flexibility of standard product

Or any combination of these, American Seating meets these needs with a single, highly-adaptable furniture system, capable of responding now, and as the organization changes.

Contact us for more information — we can help you identify your firm's specific facility problems...and solve them. Call 800/253-8104 or write us for more information.

American Seating
901 Broadway, N.W.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49504
Circle 100 on reader service card

All-Steel: Radiused "comfort edges" will be standard on all 8000 series Systems work surfaces.
Circle 101 on reader service card

Alma Desk: The Series 1600, with rolled edges and black reveal lines, offered in two oak finishes.
Circle 102 on reader service card

Ambiant: Steamer chairs available with upholstery, and table tops in wood, glass, and plastic laminate.
Circle 103 on reader service card

American Seating: The Flototto line of occasional, stacking, and ganging chairs in dark or light finishes.
Circle 104 on reader service card

Arc-Con: 100 percent nylon Graphic II Jacquard upholstery collection, in three small-scale designs.
Circle 105 on reader service card

Circle 108 on reader service card

Atelier International: The UNI chair in seven models uses interchangeable components for 98 variations.
Circle 109 on reader service card

Armstrong: Merger, a plaid design with a "woven" look, of Antron H1 nylon, in five colors.
Circle 107 on reader service card

Arconas: The Aurora by André Van denbeuck for conference and dining application; steel internal frame.
Circle 106 on reader service card

Badische: Glen Heather, made with the Kara-loe weaving process, is available in 15 colorations of Zeltron nylon yarn.
Circle 110 on reader service card
[Continued on page 80]
WHERE ALL WE ARE
IS HERE FOR YOU
SEE US AT NEOCON
THE CHICAGO MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO, ILL. 60654
SPACE 888
Beautiful today. Beautiful tomorrow.

No wonder Du Pont Antron® is the most specified commercial carpet fiber in America.

More designers specify Antron® nylon than any other commercial carpet fiber for two persuasive reasons: because Antron® offers complete design flexibility with more styles and colors than any other commercial nylon fiber and because Antron® wears so well.

Antron® nylon is engineered for high performance in commercial installations. It provides excellent soil resistance, built-in static protection, and appearance retention—under a wide variety of traffic conditions.

The carpeting in the new Texas Commerce Bank Quorum, Dallas, is made of Antron® XL, Du Pont's newest and best-performing commercial carpet fiber. Because the tellers' area is subjected to a constant stream of traffic, the carpeting has to stand up to a lot of abuse.

Antron® XL can take that kind of abuse. Antron® XL features extra-large filaments for extra-long resistance to soiling and crushing. Because of the large filaments, carpets of Antron® XL have 25% to 30% less surface area to attract and trap dirt. The result: carpets of Antron® XL require less frequent maintenance to retain their original good looks.

Specify Du Pont Antron® for commercial carpets that will offer a lasting complement to your design.

Interior design by Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Inc., Dallas. Carpet supplied and installed by Carpet Services, Inc., Dallas.

DU PONT ANTRON® COMMERCIAL CARPET FIBERS ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE.
One of the rewards of hard work should be a soft chair
Knoll introduces Stephens Office Seating
Continued from page 74

**Baker, Knapp & Tubbs:** From the Rausch Linea Cara Collection by Karl Rausch, in hand-sculptured mahogany. Circle 111 on reader service card

**Ben Rose:** "Pavilion" is inspired by the effect of lattice-enclosed walkways surrounding the Peking Summer Palace. Circle 112 on reader service card

**Berco:** Series 60's cast-iron pedestal is available in three diameters to hold tables up to 60 in. in diameter. Circle 113 on reader service card

**Beylerian:** Double Face is a rotating 360-degree bookcase in open front or with vertical glass sliding doors. Circle 114 on reader service card

**Biltrite:** The Endura line of heavy-duty rubber studded floor tiles, available for the first time in the U.S. Circle 115 on reader service card

**Beylerian:** Double Face is a rotating 360-degree bookcase in open front or with vertical glass sliding doors. Circle 114 on reader service card

**Biltrite:** The Endura line of heavy-duty rubber studded floor tiles, available for the first time in the U.S. Circle 115 on reader service card

**Biltrite:** The Endura line of heavy-duty rubber studded floor tiles, available for the first time in the U.S. Circle 115 on reader service card

**Beylerian:** Double Face is a rotating 360-degree bookcase in open front or with vertical glass sliding doors. Circle 114 on reader service card

**Brunschwig & Fils:** The Danforth woven texture is 52 in. wide and 100 percent cotton, in four colors. Circle 118 on reader service card

**Brunschwig & Fils:** The Danforth woven texture is 52 in. wide and 100 percent cotton, in four colors. Circle 118 on reader service card

**Brunschwig & Fils:** The Danforth woven texture is 52 in. wide and 100 percent cotton, in four colors. Circle 118 on reader service card

**C.I. Designs:** Gaston and Grospoint fabrics join six imported hardwood floors and the Best Leather group. Circle 119 on reader service card

**Castelli:** The Mississippi series features modular components forming various designs. Rubber over metal wire. Circle 120 on reader service card

**Chromcraft:** High back chair with arms, part of the 840 Seating Series, comes in three metal finishes and many fabrics. Circle 121 on reader service card [Continued on page 86]
The Rose•Johnson office furniture system has been selected by Joy Manufacturing Company for their new corporate offices in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

A wide selection of panels, worksurfaces, storage cases and components were specified to accommodate the functional user needs throughout all levels of the corporate structure.

The quality of design detailing and the warmth of wood evident in the system makes it an attractive solution for the discriminating user.

For further information and literature on how this system can work for you contact Rose•Johnson.

Office
Furniture
Systems

ROSE•JOHNSON  Eleven-Eleven Godfrey Avenue, Southwest, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503 • Telephone: (616) 245-2103

Circle No. 407 on Reader Service Card
See Us First At NEOCON, Space 18
We can't show you all of the Gulistan innovations that you'll be seeing at NEOCON, right now. However, we can promise you a showroom full of exciting new colors, patterns, fibers, and textures. Carpets that will wear as great as they look.

In a selection so broad, they'll meet virtually any specification, financial or physical.

Which, when you consider the name on the back, isn't really that surprising after all.

You'll Be Surprised What Turns Up.

Circle No. 420 on Reader Service Card
“Where did you get the carpeting?”
“Schumacher.”

“And the rugs?”
“Schumacher.”

“And the wallcoverings?”
“Schumacher.”

“And the upholstery? And the draperies?”
“Schumacher.”
“Schumacher.”

“So what took you so long?”
“They have a lot to see.”

See us at NEOCON—Space 6-133

Inquire: SCHUMACHER Contract Division • 939 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022 • (212) 644-5960.
There will be much going on in Chicago at NEOCON 14 when the Mart becomes 'the hub of the universe' for interior designers, planners, architects, and businessmen, June 15 to June 18. The program for this year's 'moment of glory' is filled with distinguished national and international speakers who will participate in seminars and workshops—Life in 2081, A Tribute to Alvar Alto, East Meets West, Why Modern Architecture Lost Face with Edmund N. Bacon, Paul Goldberger, Elissa Aalto, Paolo Portoghesi, Arata Isozaki to name a few.

And at Sunar it's all new and exciting for NEOCON 14.

For the first time in Chicago, chair designs by Graves, new weaves and new leathers in painterly colors, Graves' print collection for Sunar (shown for the first time anywhere); and the complete Sunar Portfolios of furniture and textiles—color catalogs, specifications and price books, textile color guides—and, most exciting of all, the first issue of our new quarterly magazine Leading Edge.

We opened our Chicago showroom three years ago but are happy to report we have outgrown it. "What are the real reasons behind Sunar's success?" you may ask. Above all it's you, our clients. Because of you and your demanding standards, the performance and reputation of our company have grown by leaps and bounds. Grown so fast that we've outgrown our Michael Graves' showroom in the Mart. So he has designed an expanded space—9,000 square feet—for us. It will be ready for you June 15.

It will be filled with old favorites, Race and PAS systems, all the Douglas wood desks and enclosures; the Helena, Drabert, and Petitt collections; tables by Ball, Petitt and Graves.

Design Director Douglas Ball and Architect Graves will be on hand with Sunar executives Chairman Robert B. Cadwallader, president William Phillips, vice presidents Walter Rydd and Larry Main, Divisional Manager David Betanski and his staff.

We hope you will come by.
Continued from page 80

**Comforto:** System 15 features ergonomic styling with infinite posture and height adjustment capability. Circle 122 on reader service card

**Crary Jamestown:** Components of the 2000 System featuring 1 1/2" thick panels, radius end, polished chrome trim. Circle 126 on reader service card

**Conwed:** This wire and power distribution base conceals all electrical and communications wiring in base panels. Circle 125 on reader service card

**Condi:** The 930 Chair Series by John Wolcott features a posture back and swivel-tilt design. Circle 123 on reader service card

**Cramer:** Workseat 9600 with automatic or manual height adjustment, in chrome or one of twelve enamel colors. Circle 127 on reader service card

**Design Tex:** Nylon Orbit is woven on Jacquard looms with a geometric dot design in 15 colors. Circle 131 on reader service card

**Cy Mann:** Sculptured Banquet is small-scaled, modular group seating. Can be used separately or in groups. Circle 129 on reader service card

**Cumberland:** The #116 Modular Group units: one arm or corner and a center piece. Optional matching table. Circle 128 on reader service card

**Corry Jamestown:** Components of the 2000 System featuring 1 1/2" thick panels, radius end, polished chrome trim. Circle 126 on reader service card

**Corry Jamestown:** Components of the 2000 System featuring 1 1/2" thick panels, radius end, polished chrome trim. Circle 126 on reader service card

**Crosse:** The 930 Chair Series by John Wolcott features a posture back and swivel-tilt design. Circle 123 on reader service card

**Crams:** Workseat 9600 with automatic or manual height adjustment, in chrome or one of twelve enamel colors. Circle 127 on reader service card

**Design Tex:** Nylon Orbit is woven on Jacquard looms with a geometric dot design in 15 colors. Circle 131 on reader service card

**Domore:** Richard Reineman designed this line of ergonomically correct office seating in four models. Circle 132 on reader service card [Continued on page 92]
the ultimate challenge

Subject: the trading floor of the New York Stock Exchange.
Objective: complete re-design to increase the daily trading capacity from 50,000,000 to 100,000,000 shares, without disruption of trading.

As the architects of the Exchange, Bonsignore Brignati & Mazzotta recommended Spec'built for the manufacture of 14 modular trading posts, providing a total of 284 positions; to replace the original 22 horseshoe units. Their recommendation proved to be correct, since Spec'built manufactured the trading posts in such a way that they could be pre-wired and installed over the weekend. The CRT's and superstructures were lowered into place from above and connected in time for the opening bell Monday morning. Everything was manufactured to the highest standards and delivered on schedule.

Spec'built with its team of engineers and draftsmen specializes in turning architect's and designer's sketches into finished products.

Support your own creativity—use the Spec'built alternative.

Spec'built
Specification Built Corp.
P.O. Box 423
Carlstadt, New Jersey 07072
(201) 438-1864 Telex 642614

Visit us at space 1035, Merchandise Mart, Chicago.
Three diverse elements dynamically transforming the world in which we work and live. Each represents a diversity of needs, expressions and functions. Each interacts delicately with the others to maintain a critical balance of social, environmental and technological evolution. To neglect any one of the three is to limit our capacity for productive achievement.

Interior space solutions which reflect enduring values and expanding aspirations can bring people, space and technology together, enabling people to live and work at a critical distance to each other, within a diversity of forms, linking them to their hopes and dreams for tomorrow.

Hauserman represents a seventy year evolution of products and services responding to human needs, expressing enduring values and supporting technological innovation.

People: at a critical distance
Space: a diversity of forms
Technology: linkage to tomorrow
Hauserman: Wall and panel systems enabling people to live and work together, delicately.

Visit our new Chicago showroom at Neocon, designed by the internationally famous architect Arata Isozaki.

The E.F. Hauserman Company
5711 Grant Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44105
800 321-8698

Circle No. 358 on Reader Service Card
TODAY, YOUR CLIENTS EXPECT MORE.

WOOL CARPET OFFERS MORE THAN THEY EXPECT.

Pure wool offers the best combination of features for design flexibility, durable service and long-term value.

Throughout its longer life span wool carpet maintains a higher level of its original appearance than any other fiber.

The resilience and durability of wool carpet are exceptional—they’ve been proven through the ages.

The easy cleanability and natural soil resistance of wool carpet means unequaled long-term value.

100% pure wool carpet is inherently flame retardant and the fibers will not melt and fuse from cigarette burns.

Aesthetically 100% wool has no peer. Color, texture and comfort under foot are the values that make wool uniquely luxurious.

Visit the Wool Bureau Showroom during the Carpet Market and NEOCON and let us show you why wool carpet offers you more than you expect.

We’ll give you listings of the latest resources and carpet specifications, plus performance information to help you sell your clients on the most cost-effective fiber today.

Remember, the Wool Bureau Showroom is on the 11th floor of the Chicago Merchandise Mart, Space 11-113A!

AT NEOCON, WIN EXCITING “GREAT PERFORMANCES” PRIZES!

Grand prize: Beautiful, hand-knotted antique wool rug! Win this or one of many other “Great Performances” prizes. Get your entry forms at any WOOLMARK licensee carpet showroom.

The Wool Bureau, Inc., U.S. Branch of IWS
Chicago Merchandise Mart, Space 11-113A (Mts Only)
360 Lexington Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10017 212/986-6222

The Woolmark is a registered certification mark owned by The Wool Bureau, Inc.

Circle No. 454 on Reader Service Card
When you want more than just an office.

Impressive ambiance in customized work space, with a totally integrated electrical system. Alma’s AD open plan office system; complete freedom in design.

Alma Desk Company, Box 2250, High Point, NC 27261, Showrooms: 919 Third Ave., New York; 1140 Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago; Southern Furniture Market Center, High Point; Suite 900, Six Peabody Center, Atlanta; 633 World Trade Center, Dallas. Also in Houston, Kansas City, Seattle, Denver, San Francisco & Los Angeles.
Continued from page 86

Dunbar: The S4 Series is totally modular to fit the configurations of any office setting.
Circle 133 on reader service card

GF: The Polytrop Collection of task oriented chairs comes in five-leg bases of polished aluminum or color finishes.
Circle 137 on reader service card

Girsberger: “Girsberger Consens 2” for middle management is part of the Consens Series of 14 basic models.
Circle 139 on reader service card

Empire State Chair: This chair of steam-bent beechwood comes with hand-stitched cane seat and back.
Circle 134 on reader service card

Gregson: The 3311 features double-doweled, glued, and fastened tenon joints, in oak or walnut finish.
Circle 140 on reader service card

Gilford: The imported Vescom Collection #17 is made up of 25 100 percent silk paper-backed wallcoverings.
Circle 138 on reader service card

Gunlocke: Alta seating comes in high-back or low-back swivel chairs and choice of attached pillows.
Circle 141 on reader service card

Facit: A selection of human factor tables, seating, and accessories designed to interface with equipment.
Circle 135 on reader service card

Harter: Three series, the Stoll N, S, and H, feature 20 different models of chairs, all ergonomically correct.
Circle 142 on reader service card

Hauserman: The CAS line is designed to integrate with the Privacy Panel System in dimension and decor.
Circle 143 on reader service card

[Continued on page 98]
Two thousand years ago, the Greeks designed seating for assembly areas which met essential needs. Today, the requirements of theaters, lecture halls, and similar spaces are more complex. Ikria is a seating system designed to fulfill these needs economically. Brochure available upon request.

Design by Dave Woods
JG Furniture Systems
A Division of Burlington Industries
Quakertown, PA 18951
215 536 7343

Circle No. 373 on Reader Service Card
Don’t stop at our showroom

You’ll see new designs in technical work stations and components for the electronic office.

The new Encore® Series Chair line that combines handsome design and improved comfort with exceptional value.

And a dynamic new fabric and trim color program.
window. Come on in.

Next logical step? Stop in. You'll get a better perspective on everything you need for today's office—and tomorrow's.

Logic leads you to Westinghouse. The Open Office System. Suite #906, Merchandise Mart. NEOCON XIV, June 15-18.
Frankei Associates has created a space for you. A space for you to view a panorama of textures and the full spectrum of color in the highest quality upholstery, wall covering, drapery and health care fabrics.

We've created a space for you to share and ponder design concepts with people who like to participate in the creating of new ideas. A space for you to communicate with professionals who know that your design must include the practical factors of budgets and deadlines.

Please join us in celebrating this space during NEOCON.

212-679-8388/800-221-4670

Du Pont TEFILON
soil & stain repeller

FRANKEL ASSOCIATES INC.
1122 Broadway, New York, New York, N.Y. 10010

Circle No. 817 on Reader Service Card
I'd like to take a minute to tell you about a special quality of our two companies, Kimball and Artec. It's special, because designers tell us very few companies possess it. It's our way of working with people.

To begin with, we listen. Then we understand your needs by talking them out with you. Then...we respond. Quickly and professionally.

We've labeled this "The Kimball Response." We respond to what you need, when you need it. We're not above digging in and coming up with a better solution or a better delivery date. I'm telling you this now...because you might need this responsiveness before you know it.

Come to see us at Neocon and check out "The Kimball Response"...and all that's new including our showroom, Space 825, 8th floor. Ask for The Listeners. We have something for you.

Sincerely,

John T. Thyen
Executive Vice President
Kimball International

KIMBALL·ARTEC

Divisions of Kimball International  1600 Royal Street  Jasper, Indiana 47546  (812) 482-1600

Circle No. 378 on Reader Service Card
Helikon: The Delphi chair, by Bob Becker, features a smaller scale, low arm, and slender side rail.
Circle 144 on reader service card

Hiebert: The Radius Edge Table Desk, lateral drawer files, and open storage create a total workspace.
Circle 145 on reader service card

Howe: The dual purpose 1400 series Tempest Table creates a meeting room/cafeeteria in minutes.
Circle 146 on reader service card

Heuga, USA: Gibraltar III, the carpet square for heavy commercial use, with low pile and 12 natural-toned colors.
Circle 147 on reader service card

ICF: The Pinstripe family of desks, designed by the Walker Group, in various executive and secretarial sizes.
Circle 148 on reader service card

If you have any specific questions or need further assistance, please let me know! 😊
When importance of the work environment is as important as the work itself.
R-Way presents the HighTower
in a wide variety of configurations
to create a fully integrated office environment.
The HighTower is ideal for all levels of office functions,
for the executive suites, secretarial pool, conference, open plan systems and reception area.
Quality that doesn't cost a fortune.
For more information contact your dealer or visit one of our showrooms in:
New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Seattle, and Minneapolis.
If you prefer, write R-Way.
Our colors

Badische is the only fiber producer that manufactures pre-colored nylon and acrylic yarns for contract carpet.

The advantage to us is complete control over the quality and color of our products. The advantage to you is easy access to the industry's most extensive inventory of colored contract carpet yarns to help you select the exact colors you want. Only pre-colored yarns virtually eliminate side-to-side and end-to-end color matching problems. Our yarn banks contain hundreds of pre-colored spun nylon and acrylic blend yarns which can be plied into millions of shade combinations. As industry leaders, we revise our colors often to reflect the latest trends—so you can always coordinate your carpet colors with the newest contract furnishings.

Badische…The Contract Specialists

Call your Badische Contract Carpet Consultant for more information and free specifying help.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Consultant</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Area</td>
<td>Badische Corporation</td>
<td>(212) 730-4345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Area</td>
<td>William Borges</td>
<td>(214) 352-2324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Area</td>
<td>Nancy Holton</td>
<td>(312) 527-0066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Coast Area</td>
<td>Patricia Nasrallah</td>
<td>(213) 636-2101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Area</td>
<td>Julienne Hillyer</td>
<td>(404) 424-9100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Atlantic Area</td>
<td>Sharon Mohney</td>
<td>(804) 887-6441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Badische Canada, Ltd.</td>
<td>(613) 725-3685</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Badische Corporation
Williamsburg, VA 23185

Member of the BASF Group

Circle No. 312 on Reader Service Card
NEMSCHOFF
25 years of service to Health Care
When your eye says beauty, but logic demands performance...

Anso IV makes a carpet more beautiful...and keeps it fresh and newer looking for longer. Anso IV dyes deeper than other nyons so colors are sharp and clear. And they stay that way with no spray-on protective coating to dull them. Styling is rich and beautiful, patterns crisply defined; in all lusters, deniers and finishes.

Anso IV actually resists soil, spills and stains others try to hide. Only Anso IV offers built-in, 4th generation protection to make routine care faster and more effective, improve appearance retention, postpone cleaning and reduce maintenance problems and costs. No other contract nylon can match its effectiveness. Don't settle for less than the best!
Anso IV
ALLIED CORP. NYLON

The 4th generation nylon that made all other carpet fibers obsolete.

ALLIED Corporation
1411 Broadway, New York, NY 10018

Circle No. 302 on Reader Service Card
Kisabeth: From the John S Collection comes the Tecon, in one-, two-, or three-seat pieces.
Circle 206 on reader service card

Knoll: Bill Stephens designed the Stephens Executive Chair to combine ergonomics with softness of form.
Circle 207 on reader service card

Koch + Lowy: The Fluorescent Floor and Table Lamp Series features “easy-on-the-eye” task lighting.
Circle 208 on reader service card

Krueger: Dorsal Seating by Emilio Ambasz and Giancarlo Piretti incorporates automatic articulating backrests.
Circle 209 on reader service card

Lee-Jofa: Available in five soft neutral colorways, Nara is part of the COM collection from Liechtenstein.
Circle 210 on reader service card

Litton Business Furniture: This power and communications panel utilizes three separate 20-amp circuits.
Circle 213 on reader service card

Loewenstein: A spring-loaded seat shaft prevents bottoming in this swivel stool with dual-wheel safety casters.
Circle 214 on reader service card

Lehigh-Leopold: The new manager’s work station has a slide-out drawer that hides the detachable CRT keyboard.
Circle 211 on reader service card

Lunstead: The MatrixSystem is a furniture approach to the open office plan; in three heights.
Circle 215 on reader service card

Lightolier: The Adjustable Power Flood is from the Lytespan Collection, with an anodized aluminum reflector.
Circle 212 on reader service card

Madison: ReActa’s construction features a two-piece articulated shell and special isometric controls.
Circle 216 on reader service card
[Continued on page 110]
Good performance as well as good design deserve an encore. And so Thonet applauds the Fledermaus table and chairs, designed by Josef Hoffmann, which are the second in Thonet’s series of classic reintroductions. Taking their name from the Viennese cabaret for which they were designed, the Fledermaus grouping was originally produced in 1905 by the J & J Kohn firm which later merged with Thonet.

Made from American elm, these designs represent Hoffmann’s inclination for adding a geometric dimension to his furniture. Table surface selections include marble, leather, fabric, vinyl or laminate. A base level brass ring is optional.
Spectacular advances in electronic information, storage and retrieval systems are dramatically changing the way offices operate...the way people work. And expensive electronic hardware requires offices and workstations that are flexible and cost effective...that work in harmony with the environment.

Ultronic 9000 is singularly capable of meeting all these needs. It can accommodate the many brands, types, sizes and shapes of electronic equipment used today. It adapts beautifully to the varying dimensions of people and equipment, offers comfortable eye-to-screen and hand-to-keyboard relationships and can be fine-tuned to support an almost infinite variety of tasks. No other systems furniture gives you so much to work with in meeting the demands of today's business.

Ultronic 9000. Unitig people and electronic equipment in ways that enhance the potentials of both.
Word processing workstation, featuring variable height worksurfaces, can be ordered with panels in a variety of heights for visual and acoustical privacy. Power and communications cables are accommodated in top or base of panels.
An outstanding seating concept is now even better!

Vertebra, the chair that started the seating revolution, now adds these new features:

- Opulent leather upholstery in supple top grain cowhide.
- Recessed auxiliary armrests with self-skimming urethane surfaces.
- Gas cylinder for easy height adjustment.
- Self-skimming urethane bases.

In the increasingly complex world, isn’t it great to have a simple self-adjusting chair? Vertebra seating automatically responds to all needs, providing healthful support and unmatched comfort in any position. Constant manipulation of controls is unnecessary. Available in pedestal base models, stools, tandem seating, plus stacking/ganging models.

Produced and distributed in the United States and Canada under an exclusive license from OPEN AFK B.V. by

Krueger

Technical innovation...by design

P.O. Box 8100, Green Bay, WI 54308
Phone (414) 468-8100

New York (212) 371-6585
Boston (617) 263-2750
Philadelphia (215) 277-7100
Jackson, MS (601) 362-8566
Indianapolis (317) 786-1737
Chicago (312) 467-6850

St. Louis (314) 241-6431
Dallas (214) 967-1620
Houston (713) 222-1408
Denver (303) 534-6600
Los Angeles (213) 659-2133
Ontario, Canada (416) 682-1322

Circle No. 382 on Reader Service Card

Vertebra

The most advanced seating system

Designed by Emilio Ambasz and Giancarlo Piretti for

OPEN AFK

Patented. © Copyright by Krueger 1982.
Lees presents the state-of-the-art in carpet tiles

Most carpet tiles will look good in the carton. If you need to know how they'll perform on the floor, be sure to read the warranty.

Guaranteed. Lees backs its modular carpet system with a comprehensive warranty, written in plain English. No manufacturer of carpet tiles goes as far to guarantee performance satisfaction.

Construction. Unibond® back bonds face yarn and backing materials into a single component. Hot-melt thermoplastic resins and flow-on lamination produce modular carpets that are guaranteed against edge ravel and delamination.

Test data. Lees tests its modular carpets for smoke generation and flame spread. This important data is published and readily available for review.

Advanced generation. As long ago as 1967, Lees made rubber-backed carpet tile for the educational market. Later versions utilized a hard vinyl back. The present Lees carpet tile is an advanced generation product that fits a vastly improved modular carpet system.

Appearance. Antron® III nylon pile yarns by DuPont are dirt-resistant and static-protected. Superior appearance retention reduces maintenance costs.

Coordinates. Plain and patterned modular carpet fits a system that includes broadloom coordinates in identical construction. Visual flow is continuous, uninterrupted by breaks in surface texture.

Installation. Most "loose lay" carpet tiles never get loose laid, but are glued down instead. Why? Ask the installation contractor, the man who would be responsible for the job if anything were to go wrong. Lees provides a fast, clean money-saving pressure sensitive adhesive for use with its modular system.

Call toll-free. For test data, specification information, call 800/523-5647. From within Pennsylvania, call collect 215/666-9426. Or write for illustrated brochure.

Lees. The Contract Carpet Company. Live the life of Lees at work and at home.

LEES carpets
Made better by Burlington, King of Prussia, PA 19406

Circle No. 384 on Reader Service Card
Continued from page 104

Maharam: The Nylon Series offers five color and weave patterns, each with a “tailored” look, in 156 combinations.
Circle 217 on reader service card

Modern Mode: These two benches are part of the Cherner seating pieces, in shell frame or upholstered.
Circle 220 on reader service card

Pace: The Operativa Series desk and cabinets’ laminate structure is profiled by high-polished metal drawers.
Circle 222 on reader service card

Panel Concepts: The IMPAC System brings more flexibility to the open plan office system.
Circle 223 on reader service card

Herman Miller: The Kevi chair, designed by Jorgen Rasmussen, comes in six styles of “work chairs.”
Circle 219 on reader service card

Rose Johnson: This freestanding credenza is available in light or dark oak, pedestal and tambour door options.
Circle 227 on reader service card

[Continued on page 116]
Circle No. 399 on Reader Service Card

NEOCON CONTRACT SHOWROOM, Space 860, Merchandise Mart

7101 RECEPTION DESK / DESIGN LEON ROSEN

THE PACE COLLECTION INC. / 321 EAST 62 STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021 / (212) 838-0331

CHICAGO · LOS ANGELES · MIAMI · DALLAS · ATLANTA · DENVER · BOSTON · SAN FRANCISCO · SEATTLE
An Introduction to Halogen Lighting

Long popular in Europe, halogen lighting is rapidly becoming the cost and energy efficient choice for lighting in the USA.

Why halogen instead of traditional incandescent lighting? What does "halogen" mean? How does it work? Why is it cost saving and energy efficient?

These are some of the questions Artemide Inc. asked consultant Howard Hershberger to answer for its customers. His response is "An Introduction to Halogen Lighting," an invaluable brochure outlining halogen's advantages, and featuring a selection of halogen lighting from Artemide.

"An Introduction to Halogen Lighting" belongs in every specifier's library. To receive your copy, visit space 851 at Neocon, or circle number 309.

Artemide
Once you have it, no matter how you change it, you never have to change it.

With Marcatré, every addition attaches to the basic unit as is. You have none of the unexpected hassles that usually crop up with other furniture systems.

Add a conference round in minutes as the need arises, saving valuable floor space.

Double a work surface, expanding it left, right, forward, or backward.

Add a front panel the exact height for the exact amount of accessibility and interaction desired. They vary anywhere from short for privacy with visibility to tall for complete privacy.

At a surprisingly affordable price, Marcatré is as beautiful as it is functional. The acclaimed Italian architect, Mario Bellini, has designed Marcatré in Roman oak veneer combined with gray, white, or beige laminates.

It’s truly a fine furniture system that works. After all, fine furniture is what ai is known for. And, as with Marcatré, the more things change, the more they are the same.

For more information about Marcatré write or visit Atelier International, Ltd., 595 Madison Ave., New York, New York 10022. Phone (212) 644-0400. Additional showrooms in Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, and Seattle. Member ASID, IBD, BIFMA.
Mohawk Woven Interlock
The world's best kept secret... isn't a secret anymore.

"26 million square yards"

Nine years ago Ohio Bell Telephone installed 40,000 square yards of Mohawk Woven Interlock carpet. Today, nine years later, the same carpet is still in service performing well. During that nine year period Ohio Bell Telephone has continued to specify and install Mohawk Woven Interlock carpet in many of their facilities from offices to cafeterias, from engineering departments to switching centers. Mohawk Woven Interlock carpet continues to perform.

The last word in proven performance.
Mohawk Woven Interlock has quietly been proving itself to be the toughest, most durable carpet construction ever. Starting with Mohawk's famed Duotron, over 26 million square yards have been installed over the last ten years. It's become today's performance leader for all kinds of heavy traffic areas. And it's the number one specified carpet for schools.

The reason is simple. Mohawk's Woven Interlock heavy duty construction is a superior construction. The pile loops are coiled like springs in opposite directions, springing back after each step to defy crushing and matting. Backing and face yarns are totally interlocked to eliminate the problems of snagging, running and delamination.

But outstanding performance isn't our only advantage.

The latest word in sophisticated design.
When the 1981 IBD awards came out, only one broadloom carpet was recognized for excellence in design, Baronial Plaid from Mohawk. The construction—Woven Interlock.

Get the complete facts on Mohawk's Woven Interlock products. Contact your local Mohawk representative today.

For more information on Stendig Seating, contact Stendig International, Inc., 410 East 52 Street, New York, NY 10021. 212-838-6050. SHOWROOMS: CHICAGO, DALLAS, LOS ANGELES, MIAMI, NEW YORK.
Continued from page 110

**Rosemount:** This box-style drawer assembly is flexible so it can be moved anywhere in the office.  
*Circle 228 on reader service card*

**Rudd:** Cyborg chairs include a "Control Module" of three pneumatic cylinders and one recycling, active cylinder.  
*Circle 229 on reader service card*

**R-Way:** Hightower is constructed of Alba oak veneer and finished with natural or walnut color.  
*Circle 230 on reader service card*

**Scalamandre:** Gypsy is a Jacquard weave of 58 percent wool, 42 percent cotton, in three Oriental colorways.  
*Circle 231 on reader service card*

**Schafer Bros.:** The Sitag Swissform Collection offers 10 basic interrelated models with 65 design variations.  
*Circle 232 on reader service card*

**Schumacher:** Ultra Mohair is a velour imported from Germany which is soil resistant and wrinkleproof.  
*Circle 233 on reader service card*

**Scope:** The GBT Table series is handcrafted of solid bronze and Paradiso marble, glass, marble, leather, or wood.  
*Circle 234 on reader service card*

**Shelby Williams:** The 5600 rattan side chair has a petal back motif and a foam-padded spring seat.  
*Circle 235 on reader service card*

**Sinclair:** Wool-Tex comes in 10 colorways of Teflon-finished wool and nylon with acrylic backing.  
*Circle 236 on reader service card*

**Spec' Built:** The complete executive office can be customized to the designs of architects, specifiers, and designers.  
*Circle 237 on reader service card*

**Steelcase:** The Arrondi line of Bentwood chairs comes in a variety of sled bases and pedestals in natural wood.  
*Circle 238 on reader service card*  
[Continued on page 122]
On Steelcase? Absolutely.
Steelcase is one of the largest users of Knoll Textiles. With good reason.
Knoll Textiles in the 1980s is leading the industry in a major color change. There are 923 colors in Knoll's textile collection. (Steelcase has about 325.) And all of Knoll's textiles are competitively priced.
The exquisite textiles of Knoll on the office furniture of Steelcase. We can think of only one better combination.

Knoll on Knoll.
Knoll Textiles, A Division of Knoll International, 655 Madison Avenue, NY, NY 10021
SABRA... The perfect touch.
Touch this sleek-bodied light for 3 levels of brightness from a standard one-way bulb. Adjustable top reveals glass cylinder of diffused light. Makes dramatic torch and reading light. Brass, chrome, black or white.
Bigelow. Your partner in design.

How do you convert your designs into carpet reality? Bigelow, the most experienced carpet company in the industry, has the answer. We work with you every step of the way, combining our manufacturing expertise and design flexibility with your creativity and project requirements. From concept to completion; from custom sampling, selection and specification through installation advice, Bigelow commercial carpet is your partner in design. Call us today.

See Bigelow Commercial Carpet at Neocon XIV, Space 1865, Chicago Merchandise Mart. 1-312-944-0600.
The Scalamandré Architects’ Palette

Scalamandré 950 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022

New York • Atlanta • Miami • Boston • Chicago • Dallas • Houston • Los Angeles • Philadelphia • San Francisco to the trade only

Circle No. 410 on Reader Service Card
Continued from page 116

Stendig: The Eterna armchair is a classic design in chrome and leather; also in a side chair and stool.
Circle 239 on reader service card

Tenex: Compaxx is a fully integrated desk top system with 20 stockkeeping units, in four colors.
Circle 242 on reader service card

Stow / Davis: The Electa desk with bottle-green leather top, Chinese black lacquer finish, mirror chrome frame.
Circle 240 on reader service card

U.S. Furniture: Omni One pull-up chair features double-needle stitching and sandwiched arm pads.
Circle 243 on reader service card

Sunar: This lounge chair by Michael Graves has a frame of bird's-eye maple with upholstered seat and back.
Circle 241 on reader service card

Wool Bureau: Contract wool upholstery by Counterpoint Fabrics; chair by Vladimir Kagan.
Circle 246 on reader service card

Zumsteg: Shadow is a glazed chintz, 50 in. wide with a 25½-in. repeat in six colorways of 100 percent cotton fabric.
Circle 247 on reader service card

Vecta: The Wilkhahn 82 Table comes in walnut veneer top with polished aluminum base, black tubular steel column.
Circle 244 on reader service card

Dependable: This Michael A. Griss chair comes in walnut or oak finish, in rotary or secretary styles.
Circle 248 on reader service card

Edward Axel Roffman: The oval Series 82 conference table, in Macassar Ebony, Olive Ash Burl, or Elm Burl.
Circle 509 on reader service card

V'Soske: Water Reflections, a pattern in a combination of textures, can be shaded to specifiers' requirements.
Circle 245 on reader service card
GF/Giroflex Polytrop Series

- Polytrop provides functional diversity without compromising style.
- Its design offers anatomically-correct, fatigue-free sitting that’s ideal for task-oriented functions. Backrest tilt resistance adjusts to the weight of the user. Seat height is adjustable via gas cylinder or ratchet-type mechanisms.
- Polytrop’s consistent design concept dramatically accents all open plan and conventional office environments.
- Available in a wide selection of fine upholsteries. There’s more to GF than meets the eye.

Circle No. 351 on Reader Service Card
A SHOW OF STRENGTH.

COLLINS & AIKMAN'S FORTRESS MODULAR TEX-TILES®, DESIGNED FOR THE U.S. PAVILION 1982 KNOXVILLE WORLD'S FAIR.

Over 11 million people will walk on 66,000 square feet of Fortress Tex-Tiles at the 1982 Knoxville World's Fair from May through October.

DURABILITY, FLEXIBILITY, VERSATILITY, COST EFFICIENT...Fortress carpet tiles...DuPont's new commercial Antron® XL nylon...the best solution for this installation...carries a 10 year wear warranty from C&A.

Another breakthrough in modular flooring from the people who know it best!


Collins & Aikman COMMERCIAL FLOOR SYSTEMS 210 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10016 (212) 578-1217

Circle No. 325 on Reader Service Card
TORNO ... a new table now joins Fixtures contract furniture portfolio. Its strong design and fine detailing complement Fixtures' discovery office seating system, yet Torno, with many shapes and sizes, fits in any setting.

1642 Crystal, Kansas City, MO 64126 • 1-800/821-3500, 816/241-4500

Circle No. 435 on Reader Service Card
Q. Are all vinyl wallcoverings the same?
A. Definitely not.
The tops are available in flip, folding or fixed models, and in a variety of shapes and sizes, for space planning efficiency. They are also durable. And, as you can see, attractive. Benefits specifiers appreciate. But at Howe, we believe the real advantages lie underneath the table. A Chromax plated tubular steel understructure has silver induction weldments so clean the joints are hardly visible. And so strong they're virtually indestructible. Fortunately, you get both sides of a Tempest table. And they're both winners. For more information on the Tempest Tables, write Howe Furniture Corp., Dept. 55, 155 East 56th St. NYC, NY 10022. Or call collect: (212) 826-0280. Showrooms nationwide.
INTERFACE. THE LEADER IN A WORLD PLAYING FOLLOW THE LEADER.

There are a lot of carpet companies out there that have an excellent reputation for quality broadloom. But not for quality carpet tiles.

But one carpet manufacturer has an excellent reputation for quality carpet tiles. Because that's all we make. And because we specialize, we've become recognized as the leader in the carpet tile industry: Interface.

ONLY INTERFACE RESEARCHED IT, LIVED IT, BREATHED IT AND MASTERED IT.

Interface was founded on the commitment of making only one product, so we have to make that product right. We recognized from the start that if a carpet tile is to work, it has to be specifically engineered to be modular. The result is our exclusive patented fiberglass-reinforced GlasBac™ that lets you free-lay tiles directly on the floor without glue, instead of anchoring them in place with a so-called 'releasable' adhesive.

Dimensionally stable, the Interface system lies flat and secure with no curling, warping or shifting. And stays there until you choose to make a change.

WE'RE WORKING ON NEW DESIGN IDEAS WHILE OTHERS ARE TRYING TO SOLVE OLD PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS.

Because of our early success in overcoming all the problems usually associated with carpet tiles, we have since been able to focus all our research efforts on creating new opportunities for the problem-solving designer. Textures. Colors. Patterns. Options, like MagneBac™ Custom designs Signage.

Years of development have made Interface the greatest single source of carpet tile innovations.

MORE THAN A CARPET TILE SOURCE. THE ABSOLUTE RESOURCE.

That's a position we're proud of. And very protective of. So you can be assured that no matter how many carpet tile innovations we bring over the finish line, there's always one more on its way. From the carpet tile leader: Interface. For more information, write Interface Flooring Systems, P.O. Box 1503, LaGrange, GA 30241 or telephone (404) 882-1891.

Circle No. 368 on Reader Service Card
For greater roof reliability, specify the superior strength, stretch and flex of Reemay®

REEMAY Roofing Fabric

It's a spec you can have confidence in, because it's superior to felt in four key ways that result in a more reliable, longer-lasting roof.

2 times stronger

REEMAY® spunbonded polyester is twice as strong as fiberglass felt. It holds together over seams and joints and gives you a more durable membrane.

20 times more stretch

REEMAY elongates 43% its normal size, while fiberglass breaks at 1.8%. That means REEMAY adapts to extreme heat, cold and ponding weight. It resists cracking and splitting for a more failure-proof roof.

1,000 times more flexible

REEMAY exceeds 100,000 flex cycles without cracking. Fiberglass fails at 100 in the same test. Over years of freeze/thaw cycles, REEMAY holds up to provide long, reliable service life.

9 times lighter

Lightweight REEMAY adds very little to load-bearing requirements. And it helps keep the lid on construction costs, because it goes down faster and easier. One 9 lb. roll gives the same coverage as a 150 lb. roll of felt.

Used with most common cold mastics, for multi-ply, built-up roofs, remarkable REEMAY Roofing Fabric gives you a more trouble-free, more lasting roof. Add REEMAY to your spec file today. Call or write for complete details: 800-441-7515. DuPont Company, CRB-21E1-A, Wilmington, DE 19898.

*DuPont registered trademark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Organic Felt, 15 Lbs.</th>
<th>Fiberglass Felt</th>
<th>REEMAY S-2024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Strength, pounds</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Elongation, percent</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Flex-life, cycles to failure</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Weight, pounds/100M sq. ft.</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>4,050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All materials tested in 3 plies in asphalt.

Circle No. 338 on Reader Service Card
The name PermaGrain has become synonymous with durable, beautiful wood flooring. So much, in fact, that many people are referring to their product by our name. But only PermaGrain has all the qualities and features that continue to make us the leader in the field.

PermaGrain is just one of the products in the PermaGrain family. We offer an entire line of superior natural floorings, including PermaBrick — all ideal for commercial installation. And, of course, all our products are unsurpassed for beauty, uncommon durability and cost-effectiveness.

So to insure you’re getting the best in quality flooring, be sure to specify us by name. Then check for the PermaGrain trademark.

**True, PermaGrain® isn’t the only flooring we make. But only we make PermaGrain.**

**WHY PERMAGRAIN IS NATURALLY #1.**

- ONLY PERMAGRAIN HAS A COMPLETE LINE OF CONVENTIONAL HARDWOOD FORMATS
- BROADEST RANGE OF COLORS AND HARDWOODS AVAILABLE
- UL LISTED FIRE RESISTANT
- UL LISTED SLIP RESISTANT
- CAN BE EASILY INTEGRATED WITH MATCHING ACRYLIC-IMPREGNATED PERMABRICK® FLOORING
- WINNER OF PRESTIGIOUS AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERIOR DESIGNERS’ AWARD

Millions of square feet of PermaGrain have been installed throughout the country. If you’d like to see the time-proven beauty and durability of PermaGrain natural wood flooring, call Sweet’s toll-free Buyline at 1-800-447-1980 for the location of a commercial installation nearest you.

**PermaGrain Products, Inc. Naturally #1.**

PermaGrain Products, Inc., 22 West State Street, Media, PA 19063 (215) 565-1575

Circle No. 401 on Reader Service Card
WILSONART Announces

Commercial Door Laminate Surfacing with Uniquely Balanced Design

Now specify Wilsonart and achieve the beauty of woodgrains with precisely balanced grain placement plus the durability of decorative laminate. With a newly available collection of sixteen Wilsonart woodgrains for the architectural specifier.

Offering superb balance in layout and excellence in grain, color and finish. Sheets are produced three and four feet wide, seven to twelve feet tall. In general purpose, extra-strength metal core, or fire-rated types.

Request further information from your Wilsonart architectural rep or contact direct:
Ralph Wilson Plastics Company
600 General Bruce Drive
Temple, Texas 76501
(817) 778-2711
TWX 910-890-5889

Circle No. 433 on Reader Service Card

© Copyright Ralph Wilson Plastics Company, Temple, Texas
Introduction

Why should an architecture magazine devote a large number of pages to the subject of death, which many people do not even care to think about? The reason, simply, is that more and more people are thinking about it. With recent advances in nutrition and medicine, coupled with a significant drop in the birth rate and at least three generations without global war, the world's population is now proportionately older than it has ever been. One result of this is the increasing rejection of current attitudes toward death, which are unique to modern times in the view of dying as a solitary medical procedure that takes place in clinical surroundings attended by strangers. More and more people now choose to die at home among loved ones or in the comfort of a growing number of hospices.

The changing attitude is also reflected in an expanding body of literature over the last decade, which has recently seen the addition of such works as Philippe Ariès's The Hour of Our Death, Elisabeth Kübler-Ross's Living with Death and Dying, and David Hendlin's Death as a Fact of Life. Relating the subject directly to architecture, in 1980 Scribners published James Stevens Curl's A Celebration of Death: An Introduction to some of the buildings, monuments, and settings of funerary architecture in the Western European tradition. Soon, the MIT Press will publish Cities of the Dead: From Charnel House to Elysium in 18th-Century Paris by Richard Etlin, the author of our opening article.

As death emerges from the private realm into the public realm where it traditionally had been, it might regain the important position it once had in architecture. Works such as Aldo Rossi's Modena Cemetery, which has become renowned in drawings and is now in construction (below right), and the other projects in this issue seem to point the way. [David Morton]
The geometry of death

Richard A. Etlin

The design of European and American cemeteries became formalized following the Enlightenment. The five basic types that were to emerge are outlined here to provide a historical setting to the presentation of recent work, on both sides of the ocean, which then follows.

With the Napoleonic Decree on Burials of 23 Prairial, year XII (June 12, 1804), Italian architects turned to the campo santo as a model for the new cemeteries that would be constructed outside the city. At Faenza, Giuseppe Pistocchi proposed a circular version with the terrain divided into four concentric rings for each age of life: childhood, adolescence, maturity, and old age (2). This arrangement was practical as well as symbolic, for the progression from the origins of life at the center to its termination at the periphery also afforded burial areas corresponding in size to the demographics of death.

Another variation of the campo santo stressed different types of burial for people of different means. This could be found, for example, in the designs for new cemeteries for Rome by Guy de Gisors, Inspector General of Public Buildings for the Imperial government (3). The program also stipulated 365 communal graves, one for each day of the year, to assure the salubrious and rational allocation of space. This feature, derived from the old cemetery of Naples, was a welcomed alternative to the traditional mass grave that...
held hundreds of bodies and remained open for long periods of time. Another example is seen in a tracing by an anonymous French architect for a new campo santo outside Turin (4), which is admired as much for its orderly distribution of graves as for its architectural dignity. Often, the new Italian campo santo was consecrated by a surrounding ring of cypresses or yews, traditional symbols of death and eternity. Whatever the particulars of the project, the campo santo presented an austere vision of human mortality where, to borrow the words of Aldo Rossi, “the civil aspects” of death predominated. Rossi’s addition to the Costa Cemetery of Modena adheres to this tradition (5).

Field of honor
When the French Académie Royale d’Architecture’s prix d’émulation of November 1778 was won by Dufourny, the typology of the cemetery underwent a drastic revision (6, 7). The closed cloister of the campo santo was opened up, with the burial ground distributed over several terraces. Now the cemetery became a field of honor where the memento mori of the medieval prototype was replaced by the celebration of immortality through enduring fame. This terraced configuration was taken up again in the Concorso Clementino of 1795 sponsored by the Accademia di San Luca in Rome and then in the French Grand Prix competitions of 1799 and 1819. In 1799 the French architects integrated extensive plantings with the architecture. In 1819, Lesueur extended the importance of the landscape features to use the neighboring hills as a backdrop for the composition (8, 9). The final step in this development was taken in Genoa with the Cimitero di Staglieno. Here in 1835 Carlo Barabino designed an elevated field of honor using the wooded hillside to the rear in a similar manner. After Barabino’s death in the same year, his collaborator, G.B. Resasco, refined the project, imparting greater majesty to the architectural complex and annexing the sloping land to the east for a burial ground after the manner of an English landscape garden (10).

Elysian field
From its origins, the English landscape garden not only introduced a new “informal” and “natural” mode of gardening, but also presented a new vision of death and commemoration. The memorial or tomb was as much a part of the picturesque garden as was the meandering path. From the pyramid and family mausoleum at Castle Howard, to the obelisk in memory of his mother in Pope’s garden at Twickenham, to the urn to Maria Dolman in Shenstone’s “Arcadia” at the Leasowes, to the Elysian Fields at Stowe, and then across the Channel to Rousseau’s tomb at Ermenonville (11), the landscape garden gradually came to offer an alternative to the crowded urban cemetery. One of the earliest designs to employ such a landscape came from Jacques Molinos in a project of 1799 to systematize a new municipal burial ground just opened north of Paris in the quarries of Montmartre (12, 13). The
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Monumental cemetery

Contemporary with the cemetery in the form of the landscape garden was the monumental urban cemetery with its regular grid of well-ordered streets. In its earliest form, this type of burial ground shared with the picturesque cemetery the intention to banish all reminders of the hideousness of death. Thus, in 1794, the Parisian Administration of Public Works proposed a cemetery where the earth would be elevated and planted with grass, flowers, bushes, and trees to counter any thoughts about being buried in the cold ground.9 The Parisian Cemetery of Montparnasse was arranged in this manner, with the land sloping upward from the entry to the central square (20). With the progressive replacement of the modest tombstone by the larger mausoleum, which became so popular from the 1820s onward, this type of cemetery came to offer a built counterpart to the city of the living. Its character even became reflected in its name, as in the Cimitero Monumentale of Milan (21). At this point, the sentimental view of death yielded before the bulky evidence of a denial of death through building. The family mausoleum told more about the owner’s wealth and status than about death itself.

Geometric absolutes

The fifth vision of the cemetery derives from the work of Etienne-Louis Boullée, in which simple geometric forms were arranged relative to each other and to the level of the earth to create an ambiance of otherworldliness (22, 23). The cemetery at Modena by Rossi (p. 133) as well as the two cemeteries by GRAU in Altilia and Parabita (p. 138) used such a "projective geometry," to borrow Alessandro Anselmi’s characterization.10 to create what Rossi termed “exalted, emotional, and metaphorical rationalism.”11 As Rossi recognized in Boullée’s funerary architecture, the negative spaces, the partially buried forms, and somber lights formed a metaphorical counterpart to the city of the living, which evoked at the same time strong feelings about the incommensurable nature of death.

The lesson was well taken in Rossi’s Modena Cemetery where the empty cube is an “unfinished and abandoned” house and the conical tower is likened to the cold smokes of an “abandoned” factory (5). Rossi, though, reverses the meaning of Boullée’s cemetery where the central pyramid rose as a triumphal temple to Nature and was consecrated to the memory of society’s heroes. In contrast, Rossi creates a metaphysical landscape reminiscent of De Chirico where the plain walls, empty streets, and stack or tower evoke feelings of uneasiness and alienation. Thus, Rossi’s central monument is dedicated to the “abandoned dead” who were also society’s abandoned living, those “coming out of madhouses, hospitals, and jails” where they played out their “desperate or forgotten lives.”12

The two GRAU cemeteries, with the lessons of Le Corbusier and Louis Kahn applied within the syntax of Italian Neo-Rationalism, recognize the ritualistic and symbolic power
of geometry to make the living aware of how close they can come to the dead, and yet how far away death remains. Here, as in Rossi's design, one finds the negation of Bernardin de Saint-Pierre's sentimental view of the tomb in the garden as standing on the frontier, as a link, between two worlds. Perhaps Pasolini's tomb by Gino Valle (p. 146) successfully combines these two tendencies. Like Canova's monument to Maria Christina (24), the Pasolini tomb takes the visitors to the threshold of death only to make them painfully aware of the abyss that separates them from the departed. In Canova's work, this is achieved by the arrested motion of the procession just reaching the darkened portal. In Valle's design, the same effect is achieved by the line that stops at a slight distance in front of the square marker. While the metaphysical space between these two stone pieces is insuperable, the diminutive size of the marker sheltered by the laurel bush humanizes the memorial to Pasolini. One is reminded of a similar attitude taken by Henri Labrouste in his tomb for André de Ridèle. When confronted with so many ponderous stone mausoleums all around, the great French architect decided not to crush his subject, but rather to let him breathe, so to speak, under the comforting cover of a modest garden. Beside the broad marble surfaces covering the cemetery at Casarsa della Delizia, Pasolini enjoys the same favor.

Footnotes
1 Pandolfo Titi, Guida per il passeggiatore dilettante... di Pisa (Luca, 1751), 63-66. Lasinio, Pitture e feschi del Campo Santo di Pisa... (Firenze, 1832).
2 Guy de Gisors, Recueil, Bibliothèque de l'Institut de France, ms. 1045, n° 88. Gisors' two projects were intended to serve as models for the architects of these new cemeteries.
4 Aldo Rossi, "The Blue of the Sky," Oppositions 5 (Summer 1976), 32.
5 Paolo Marconi, I Disegni di architetture dell'Archivio storico dell'Accademia di San Luca (Roma, 1974), 1, n° 904-927.
6 For illustrations of the Grand Prix of 1799, see Détournelle, Vaudoyer, and Allais, Projets d'architecture... qui ont mérité les grand prix... (Paris, 1806).
7 Giovanni Grasso and Graziella Pellicci, Cimitero di Staglieno (Genova, 1976), 2-4.
8 A.J. Downing, The Horticulturist (July 1849).
10 Alessandro Anselmi, "The New Town Cemetery of Parabita (Lecc.)..."
13 Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, Études de la nature (Paris, 1784), III, 123.
Geometric absolutes

Two cemeteries in the most southern provinces of Italy use geometrical forms as the main guiding force of design.

GRAU (Gruppo Romano Architetti Urbanistici) is a group of 14 architects and urbanists who came together in Rome in the mid-1960s during the political and social upheavals, which in Europe as well as here were centered in the universities. As a group, they were among the first in Italy to break completely with the tenets of the Modern movement and to invoke, Paolo Portoghesi has said, “a frame of reference for a critique of the ‘tradition of the new.’”

“Against the prevailing functionalism and empiricism,” Alessandra Latour writes in her introduction to the notes for their exhibition at Columbia University last year, “GRAU vindicated art and in particular architecture as an activity of thought . . . as a field of knowledge . . . as rational activity where geometry and the module are conceived as the regulating elements. History, for GRAU as it was for Louis Kahn, becomes ‘the past as friend’ . . . not a sentimental return to antiquity or the construction of artificial memories . . . but the useful instrument,” which in its critical capacity becomes “that ‘logical antecedent’ capable of defining the architectural value which is opposed to ideology while being beyond any contingency.”

“The stages that led to this radical awareness,” GRAU explains (in Architecture 1980: The Presence of the Past, Venice Biennale, Rizzoli, NY) “began from the recognition of the lan-

The Parabita Cemetery in Lecce, Puglia, includes an ossuary (far right) and places for burial in the terraces, in the curving structure (at bottom of drawing, right), and in the spiral structure and space for private chapels between it (at top of drawing).
Two cemeteries in Italy

guage of architecture as an autonomous language. We proceeded by means of regaining such meaningful categories as geometry, number, and the original theorization of the plastic module and of the associative law—all of these dialectical structures of the project. The aim ... in putting together new connections and in establishing new points of reference is to create a renewed, real unity among all the figurative arts." The goal is "to fully reclaim an ideological dimension of artistic work as a factor in itself significant, always ... characterized by ... efforts to reconstruct a new, better order of human works."

Town cemetery of Parabita
In discussing the New Town Cemetery of Parabita in Lecce, Puglia, Alessando Anselmi, who designed it with GRAU associate Paola Chiatante, explains that "we tended toward the search for a non-Renaissance centrality, capable of gathering together finished objects and different spatial situations in a logic that was not the simplistic sum of 'pieces' and 'parts,' but a more or less refined and coherent organization of architectural elements. Starting out from this standpoint (as unique and real historical determination), we realized that we had to push our work in two principal directions: one that would investigate projective geometry, through which we were searching for a general aggregative law no longer tied only to the infinite point (thus abandoning the absolutism of the hypothesis and illusions that the Modern movement carried with it, from cubism and its derivations); the other direction would search for the significant possibilities of the single elements/objects and of the manifold relationships among them and the general aggregative law. . . . The central point was to carry out two logical, distinct and opposed functions: the centrifugal and the centripetal. We thus divided the spatial field into two semi-spaces belonging relatively to the two functions. Around this idea, we began the design of the ossuary (charnel) and of the other main bodies." In plan, "each 'line of force' is channeled either directly or through analogy to the central, finite point. And this point, charging itself with energy, will project (each line) into the other zone in a sort of huge explosion in which, paradoxically, finished and autonomous pieces find order figuratively."

Functionally, the cemetery is divided into four zones, which include two areas for burial, in the sinusoidal building in the lowest part of the complex and in the second zone of terraces between that structure and the third zone, the ossuary. The fourth zone is made up of private chapels, which are required by Italian law, and which are located in the two spirals and in the enclosure between them.

The Parabita cemetery is built of local sandstone. The view above is across the spiral burial structures, showing the space for private chapels in between. The ossuary entrance (facing page, top) is organized into segments of forced perspective.
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The cemetery of Altilia in Catanzaro, Calabria, designed by Alessandro Anselmi, Giuseppe Patane, and Giovanni Angotti, serves a small farming community and is located halfway up the slopes of a mountain. It was initiated for the purpose of enlarging an existing, inadequate cemetery.

In pursuing the project, the architects restored and completely renovated the old graveyard. With its memory retained for the villagers, it then became the center of the spatial organization for the new expansion carried out to the sides.

In the project, which is now in its final stages of construction, three burial areas have been located at different levels within new, expanded perimeter walls. At one end within the rectangular enclosure there is also a small chapel with buildings for burial flanking it (the latter do not appear in the drawings because they were added during construction). In the middle is an ossuary. Outside of the enclosure, and forming a gateway to the cemetery, two cylindrical structures house a mortuary chamber, offices, and restrooms.

Although issues of geometry are of primary concern here, they are quite different from those dealt with at Parabita. Instead of using projective geometry of curving linear elements that result in a highly charged dynamic organization, at Puglia a calm stability is derived from forms of solid geometry symmetrically placed within the matrix of an orthogonal plan. The grid is modified only in the slight curve of the burial terraces and bur-
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The cylindrical structures at the gateway have been divided by chords into four equal sections, but where they face each other at the entry, the section has been removed. In the void left by the chording, a pyramidal mortuary chamber is placed into the core of one cylinder and the office block into the core of the other. Inside the main enclosure, the chapel is designed as a simple cube, terminating the longitudinal axis of the cemetery.

In speaking of Parabita, Anselmi has said "whoever enters the cemetery today, even if it is not yet functioning, has the clear sensation of standing in a ritualistic and symbolic place." While that could also apply to Altilia, something he has said in reference to another project might help to explain why this is so. "I have always been fascinated by the image of ancient ruins and of spatial situations nascent in archeological sites (which) seem to propose to us new and improbable relations with nature and fundamentally with history itself. The archeological site is incontestably the place of memory, but is it a question of memory of the past or of the future? The architectural project is a projection toward the future, it is a program and a hope; but born indisputably of the ancient ruins that are within us." [David Morton]
Meaning through precedent

Pier Paolo Pasolini's tomb is simple, but with more meaning than is immediately apparent.

Pasolini's tomb (facing page) is derived from an earlier scheme by Gino Valle for the Vantiniano cemetery in Brescia (this page). In both, those walking the paths must cross raised stone slabs.
Pier Paolo Pasolini was beloved by many, and especially so by his family and friends in the small north Italian village of Casara della Delizia, his birthplace near Udine. After he was murdered in Rome in 1974, members of his family and citizens of the village asked architect Gino Valle to design a monument in the town cemetery for the film maker. Just prior to this, however, Valle had been engaged in a national competition in which five architects and five sculptors had been asked to design a memorial to eight partisans who had been killed by Fascists in Brescia in May of 1974.

The massacre had sent a deep shock through the people of the city, who perceived it as a violent negation of their civil tradition. A monument proposed by the Anti-Fascist committee to commemorate the event was to be designed to "reawaken and to enrich the ideal of the public good over that of the private." It was to have been placed in the Van interimio cemetery (left), which is one of the most eloquent and perhaps most cohesive large-scale Neo-Classical designs ever realized in Italy.

Believing it would be only empty rhetoric to attempt to compete with the strong visual presence of the cemetery itself, Valle designed a simple, poetic remembrance consisting of a square marble marker and eight stone strips resting across the gravel of the main pathway into the cemetery. With this design, the tragedy would be continually recalled whenever one had to cross the slightly raised slabs.

Although none of the schemes was ever realized in Brescia, Valle's project became the precedent for his memorial to Pasolini (this page). At Casara della Delizia on the only empty plot left in the oldest and most attractive part of the cemetery, Valle set a simple square marble marker into the gravel and planted a laurel tree, the traditional symbol of honor, behind it. In front of it, a raised stone slab was laid across the public pathway. Recalling the earlier design, one senses that the memorial is intended not only as a commemoration to Pasolini, but also to those not commemorated in Brescia, and to the ideals for which they, and he, dedicated their lives. [David Morton]
Permanence, piety, and passion

A mausoleum atop a hill in California achieves unusual effects by simple means.

On a steep hillside overlooking the old El Camino highway south of San Francisco, this Italian mausoleum's white inert walls suggest permanence, eternity. The fortresslike solidity is reinforced by crenellated window openings, while, says architect Robert Overstreet, the hoodlike window forms suggest the demure starched habit of the Catholic sister. But what of the red flames that seem to burn at night within the building's viscera?

The mausoleum is a part of the Italian Cemetery in Colma, Ca, established in 1890. The cemetery, with its vaults, family chapels, outdoor garden crypts, and memorials, reflects the family-centered Italian-American culture as well as Old-World traditions. The architectural firm of Botsai, Overstreet Associates (now Overstreet & Rosenberg, Inc.) has been involved over the last dozen years in developing a master plan and designing mausoleums for the new site of the cemetery (overleaf), also in Colma, and adding to the old site, where this mausoleum is located. As land is becoming scarce, the cemetery society is considering building a high-rise mausoleum structure in the future.

This mausoleum, completed in 1974, contains 609 crypts, and an extension to double the capacity is being planned. The crypts themselves are of Roman travertine as tradition demands, but otherwise the materials are simple, this not being a mausoleum for those requiring lavish burial: interior and exterior concrete is painted; floors are carpeted.

The large openings at the ends of the mausoleum corridors frame views of distant hills. Planters in front of the openings and large hanging planters under skylights introduce freshness and botanical life into the monolith.

But the most remarkable effect is achieved by the ceiling. Painted red, it glows in the night, reflecting upward-cast light. The windows' jagged edges are highlighted as they tear into the inert walls, and while the living sleep, passions seem to play deep within the icy fortress. [Susan Doubilet]
Data

Project: Italian Cemetery
Mausoleum #3, Colma, Ca.

Architects: Botsai, Overstreet Associates, San Francisco, Ca;
Robert K. Overstreet, project architect.

Client: Società Italiana di Mutua Beneficenza.

Site: steep hill in the old Italian Cemetery.

Program: to house 609 crypts.

Structural system: reinforced concrete walls and slabs.

Major materials: painted concrete, carpet, Roman travertine crypts.

Consultants: Henry J. Degenkolb & Associates, structural;
Eagleson Engineers, mechanical;
Charles Kreeger & Associates, electrical.

Contractor: Oliver & Komes.

Photography: Mush Emmons.

The mausoleum on the hill (above) and a night view of a window opening (right), showing the red-painted ceiling from which hangs an acrylic cross.
Solid forms grow from a pyramidal pedestal, and then open up to introduce skylights, in this mausoleum in California.

When Botsai, Overstreet Associates were asked in 1970 to develop a master plan for the new site of the Italian Cemetery in Colma, Ca, they called for regrading the entire site to provide for a large pyramidal earth berm, accessible from the street by two generous ramps. The earth berm serves to unify the buildings on the site and to set the site apart from the adjacent residential neighborhood. While diverging from the magnificent simplicity of the ancient burial forms they suggest, mausoleums on this site have nonetheless kept to the established pyramidal theme.

The master planners designed the first mausoleum-chapel built on the site, and last year completed the one shown here, similar in materials and configuration to the earliest one. Growing from its earthy mound, it is clad in the rich earth tones of red Persian travertine. Then, reaching skywards, its solidity splits apart, and pointed skylights bring generous light and airiness into a building type that has been traditionally dark and mysteriously gloomy.

Unlike the less expensive mausoleum by the same architects shown on the previous page, this mausoleum is richly appointed, meant for the most lavish burials. Not only is the exterior finished in split-faced red marble tile; the interior, too, is clad in red rosoria marble.

There are 606 crypts in all, simply arranged in rows, visited by broad carpeted corridors vaulted by the sky, seen through the skylights whose mullions cast geometrical shadows on the impressive marble halls. [Susan Doubilet]
Data
Project: Italian Cemetery Mausoleum #4A, Colma, Ca.
Architects: Botsai, Overstreet & Rosenberg, San Francisco, Ca.
Site: an earth-bermed cemetery in California.
Client: the Società Italiana di Mutua Beneficenza.
Program: to house 606 crypts in a mausoleum.
Structural system: reinforced concrete.
Major materials: split-faced red Persian travertine tiles, exterior.
Red rosarita marble, interior.
Carpeting.
Eagleson Engineers, mechanical.
William J. Strother, lighting.
Contractors: Oliver & Komes, general. Supersky, Inc., skylights.
Photography: Hedrich-Blessing.

The red marble mausoleum (below) grows from an earth berm. Skylights introduce light, create geometric patterns overhead (right and opposite).
An unusually spectacular facility for mentally ill and mentally retarded people offers the contrast of a flamboyant aesthetic and a rigorous medical need. It raises the most basic questions about the role of the environment in mental health.

The 21 patients in this curvaceous jewel-box do not reflect its playful geometries in their eyes. One suspects that music and tasty food likewise only cloud their simple being momentarily. They often sit for hours as if a spell has brushed aside the sensual world and left them rapt students of their own heartbeats.

A staff of 36 administers to the needs of these people, in three different daily shifts. The patients and staff take turns regulating each other’s lives. Nurses superimpose a hospital schedule on the actions of the patients; the patients can, at any moment, shock their vigilant keepers into disciplined response.

When idle, the nurses sit or stand about, always on the edge of duty, stealing thoughts of their own lives to be sure and following the circular patches of sunlight across the pastel colored walls and counter tops. The calming colors relieve both the starkness of other buildings outside and the taut balance of activity inside. Round windows transform the flat land and simple foliage of the grounds into novel views.

The interrelationship between the building and both groups of people is necessarily a delicate one. The patients, although full-size adults, demand a simple environment much like that for a child. Plants, curtains and blinds, or operable doors and windows can represent hazards to them and vice versa. At the same time, an active interaction with the environment must be critical to the maintenance of a meaningful relationship with the real world.

These same amenities are part of the work needs of the staff. Yet the nursing staff, already laden with responsibility, hardly needs elements of the environment which add to the stress of their day. Although the building is flooded with natural light, for example, the fluorescent fixtures are illuminated all day. Nurses can’t be distracted by building decision-making.

One programmatic necessity was to have direct visual access into all of the rooms from nurses’ stations. Windows between the rooms and the corridors allow for this type of constant surveillance. A by-product is a building with additional daylight. Another product of this visual access is that the patients are bound to be more conscious of each other. Such ease of access in emergencies is critical to nurses while by contrast many of the same spaces are meant to discourage idle access by patients.
Observing the building from the south side and moving around it counterclockwise to the east, one can watch it first open, then close to its surroundings. The operable sunshades (above) prevent undesirable solar gain in the nursing unit. The solarium (left) is a gathering area for patients, especially in winter months.
Both sets of people are confined for a great portion of the day within the (albeit rounded) brick walls. To reduce the feeling of confinement, the original program suggested increased sunlight and visual contact with the surrounding environment. In addition to the round clerestory windows and round view windows in the patients' rooms, vast areas of glass open one whole side of the building to a landscaped, wall-enclosed area. While patients do not often partake physically of the space, their visual contact to the world outside is maximized.

It is a costly facility. At $70 per sq ft, the architects could afford custom perforation of steel beams. The bottom chord of these members was conceived in a circular geometry, defying optimal structure for formal order. Operable fiberglass louvers are designed to shade the main nursing facility. They leave the administrative space of the building and entry in full sunlight, to be compensated for mechanically when needed. Storage space in the basement of the building was eliminated because of budget restraints.

The building asks and answers basic questions about architecture and society. In one sense, a society that pays such a high price for care of its mentally ill and mentally retarded has reached a high level of civilization. If only we could apply such high standards to the inmates of penitentiaries or the children in our schools.

That the building has concentrated so heavily on the creation of a visually pleasing and unique environment for the mentally ill emphasizes the strength of the same experiences on developmentally normal people. How sane it seems to make a beautiful place.

Buildings such as this are not simple to design. Codes and regulations (including energy) passed down by the state for all types of institutions place difficult restraints on situations as demanding as this one. The client and administration of the huge Nevada State School and Hospital (which surrounds the building) take great pride in accomplishing the creation of such a humane environment lodged within the aging confines of its less opulent campus. Communication has not been easy. The chain that links patients, staff, administrators, code officials, and architects was imperfect, as always. Just the same, there is no building where one is more conscious of the frailty of human communication. Its stony silence is too loud. [Richard Rush]
Data
Project: Paul L. Barone Medical Building, Nevada, Mo.
Client: State of Missouri.
Site: flat site at an existing state institution.
Program: provide a one-story building to connect (underground) other existing facilities and house both a nursing unit for non-acute ill patients and an outpatient clinic for routine medical services.
Structural system: steel construction: custom fabricated perforated steel beams on steel pipe columns and steel bar joists bearing on structural steel stud walls.
Major materials: brick veneer on steel studs, insulating glass, fiberglass louvers, gypsum board walls (see Building materials, p. 224).
Mechanical system: forced air system served by central plant steam and chilled water.
Consultants: Bob D. Campbell and Co., structural.
General contractor: V.S. DiCarlo General Contractors, Inc.
Costs: $1,650,000.
Photography: Paul S. Kivett.
Perched in the framing of a massive bridge, a small office building that was succumbing to the elements has been resurfaced, and its interior transformed into architecture.

If there were prizes for dealing with unpromising commissions, Andrea Leers Browning Associates would be a strong contender on the strength of this one. The little administration building slung just beneath the toll booth of the Tobin Bridge—for lack of available land below—had been completed without benefit of architect in 1950. By 1980 its steel skin, though coated with green bridge paint, was crumbling under the onslaught of the tangy air over Boston Harbor and the salt solution that dribbled from the bridge deck in winter. Its uninsulated walls and continuous bands of industrial sash were doing little for workers' comfort, despite massive infusions of electric heat and air conditioning.

The rehabilitation task came with built-in handicaps: construction could not interrupt round-the-clock operations; working at this height and handling materials presented special problems; and the job was too small for strong appeal among contractors competent to execute it. The result was construction cost several times that of a comparable conventional building.

The Massachusetts Port Authority, which took over operation of the bridge a few years ago, could have resurfaced and insulated the little crow's-nest without outside professionals, but its Engineering Department policy is to bring in architects when dealing with buildings for human occupancy.

After Massport had consulted the architects, the scope of the commission expanded. As the needs of the occupants were reviewed and discussed, it became clear that they could benefit from more than new exterior walls. The bridge's clerical and supervisory workers are, as Massport engineer Marilyn Tobey puts it, “encapsulated” here every working day. They did have dramatic views of the harbor, but internally, there was nothing but repetitive cells, painted green. Toll collectors, officials attending board-room meetings, and purchasers of bridge passes all traversed a uniform corridor and used identical doors on either side.

The redesigned interior is processional: from the elevator, one passes through a zone of toll collectors' services into a wider lobby that marks the beginning of the administrative area. Special spaces such as lounges and board room are distinguished by translucent glass-block partitions that transmit daylight into the corridor; ceiling height changes from bay to bay.

Visitors are clearly oriented by the large window labeled “information,” centered on the corridor. Behind this transverse barrier, the circulation line that detours around the information desk is returned to the axis by S-curved walls before ending at the axial board room. The color scheme is strongly organized in two narrow ranges: ivory/beige for most floors, walls, and other items, such as lobby seating (not chosen by the architects); red for door frames and certain walls, with a close-harmony maroon on doors.

The interior certainly succeeds at differentiating areas and indicating a hierarchy. If anything, it goes too far, with more formal devices than can comfortably fit into a space of this size for such practical functions. There is a bit of contradiction between the light, streamlined feeling that prevails and the apparent weight of the glass-block partitions. One senses a certain wittiness to fill this once-monotonous space with formal and spatial incidents, but that doesn't justify them all.

Undeniably, though, the design should help keep workers alert.

For the exterior, the architects specified a coated steel panel that promises to survive dirt and storm; given the available neutral hues, they alternated ivory and beige from bay to bay. The new red-framed, double-paned windows have spandrel glass above them to carry the vertical divisions up to a crisp roofline. An existing maintenance catwalk around the building at window-sill level has been painted the light red of the interior door frames. In color, the building is now consistent, inside and out, and contrasts nicely with the green of the enveloping bridge frame.

The color relationships between interior, exterior, and bridge can all be appreciated as one looks out through the catwalk railing and the network of bridge steel, toward the harbor and city that called this odd little building into existence. [John Morris Dixon]
Existing floor plan

New floor plan

Hovering 100 ft above a containerport, the structure is reached from above and below by elevator. Internal circulation (drawing opposite) is deflected by main desk (far left), returned to axis at board-room door (near left).

Data continued

Structural system: existing steel frame, concrete floor slab, steel roof deck, new steel subframing.

Major materials: new steel wall panels and window frames, insulating glass, wall insulation (see Building materials, p. 224).

Mechanical system: revised existing electrical heating and a.c. systems.


General contractor: Solimando Construction Co.

Cost: $800,000 (actual; 1980), includes premium for working conditions.
Introduction

P/A Second Annual Conceptual Furniture Competition

This year's jury selected seven designs for award and thirteen for citation, ranging from the purely theoretical to the inventively utilitarian.

What a difference a year makes! Despite a new low—an unsigned peanut-shaped casket—this year's entries were, on the whole, stronger than last year's, more polished in their presentations, more international (from 21 countries), and more favored by the jury who chose 20 altogether for distinction. Members of the jury were Viennese architect Hans Hollein; architect and historian Kenneth Frampton; architect, ex-curator, graphic and industrial designer Emilio Ambasz; architectural historian David Gebhard; and Los Angeles architect Coy Howard. After the judging, they were asked to reflect on both the competition and the state of the art. Excerpts of the discussion follow.

[Adapted for clarity]

**Ambasz:** Architects are getting concerned about interiors, an area of research that was completely neglected while they were pursuing urban-scale things, which are really beyond most of the logical and intellectual instruments they have. There is a certain utilization of the interior as a last refuge for all freedom, the last possible one. So the object acquires a totemic quality.

**Hollein:** I wouldn’t quite agree that this is a question of escapism. I think it’s a renewed awareness of how important the interior is for your well-being and your experience. Interior design used to be a derogatory term for architects.

**Howard:** It seems to me also that architects are becoming involved with the actual act of making rather than just conceptualizing. When you actually make something yourself, you gain a lot of information, you are able to improvise in a whole different way. The shift is toward objects that have a very intense character. The pieces you see are going to be more idiosyncratic, and they’re going to rely on those judgments that one makes right at the moment.

**Ambasz:** There is a high level of concern for texture, for surface, for ornamental qualities. Forms and shapes don’t have to be infinite anymore. The Modern movement’s concern for the long journey that would take us from here to utopia led to a high level of neutrality. Now we are starting to regain concern for the 24 hours of the day that take place in an interior. The problem, in this time of trying to fulfill the theater of the interior, trying to stage our lives in the interior, is not to forget that there is a thread that will hold the pearls of one day to another, which means concerning ourselves with the social scale of architecture as well.

**Frampton:** I think it’s a very recent trend that the design profession is so interested in making furniture for their own homes and projects.

**Howard:** Architects have always made their own furniture. I think what is actually a little fresh is the way it is stepping outside the architectural vocabulary.

**Frampton:** It’s a strange issue in some ways, because Italian architects have been designers in the more general sense. But if you take Anglo-Saxons, over the last 20 years there has been a relative resistance to doing that, and there are still many who have given no indication that they intend to do so.

**Hollein:** I can only talk for me and the world around me, but in the buildings I design, I want to contribute to the objects that furnish it.

**Frampton:** One of the most disturbing things, remembering Hans saying he was disappointed with there being no entries that really conceived a life in a different way, is that there were many pieces hovering on the edge of being art, pieces with a dependence on imagery, and not just a solution to a design problem. While I think that produced some very interesting pieces, I think it could also be at the unfortunate price of designers not taking a more generous approach to what Emilio referred to as our need for a 24-hour day: the eliminating of certain problems by taking a particular approach to the whole environment at one end of the scale; at the other end of the scale, the poetic possibility of detailed refinement arising out of everyday life.

**Howard:** You’re talking about the bandwagon effect of designers, people looking for the next hot image as compared to saying: “Hey, what am I interested in?” But we are also seeing some authentic creative behavior.

**Gebhard:** It seems to me, from what we’ve been looking at, that there are two directions apparent: one is to take furniture out of its normal context and plunk it into the world of high art, and the other is to take it back into some sort of historicism.

**Howard:** I think you’re absolutely accurate. The interesting thing is, when they move into art, the art tends to be really bad abstract art.
It really didn’t tend to be at the edge of what’s happening in the art world today.

**Frampton:** And yet we have tended to give awards to those works, not to historical works with two exceptions.

**Howard:** I think the point is that designers are not well educated about the cutting edge of art.

**Ambasz:** But that was the complaint about the 1920s and 1930s. The architects were already quite a few years behind the painters.

**Howard:** I think there was apparent in the entries a lot of major differences from what one would find available in industry, at least in this country.

**Ambasz:** Design as traditionally practiced answers questions, and what we saw was the making of objects that ask questions, a very different kind of activity. But in this kind of object in Europe, 12, 15 years ago, there was more of an ideological content. Here in America attention is far more addressed to form and to surface.

**Howard:** But that’s true in every dimension. It seems to me the real emphasis was the notion of mood. I think this is really ripe now. The emphasis is not with being in a historic tradition; it’s really an issue of character, of giving some sort of psychological depth to spaces. We’re going to see a lot of one-off specialty items in limited production runs, and they’re going to be very intense objects.

**Ambasz:** The one-of-a-kind piece is gaining tremendous importance. It gives room for the designer to start operating almost as a craftsman. But it also gives room for a kind of cottage industry production. And nowadays, even industry doesn’t need to have the things repeated a thousand times. There is an American company that produces 110 million sq ft a year of plastic laminate and very intelligently has one line of production in marble and wood, another of very smooth, elegant colors for modern architects, and still a third which is involved in very avant-garde, cutting edge type surfaces.

**Frampton:** But good design represents only a fraction of what is produced. That’s where the real limitation of work of someone like Graves is.

**Ambasz:** Whether Michael will have an effect by the mastery of his details is one thing, or will have an effect in an attention to the history of furniture, where details and ornament were important, is another. In Italy, the contract industry is always watching the avant-garde.

**Hollein:** I don’t think it’s necessary that furniture which makes a statement has to be reduced to the limited edition. There are plenty of examples of small companies that turn out excellent furniture, that don’t have to gear up to build 100,000 units. Furniture making a comment is not new. The Wassily chair by Breuer was not a solution to a problem, it was a comment or prototype of his vision of the universe.
Award
John E. Scofield
Greenwich, Ct

Project: A white oak music stand—45 in. high—that folds flat for shipping and storage to 18 3/4 in. by 2 in. Fasteners and pivots are internal. No tools are needed for assembly and no components are loose. The designer also suggests as materials aluminum, steel, fiberglass, or plastic.

Jury comments
Howard: I think this is just a superb piece. It's very lean and elegant and lyrical.
Frampton: I agree it is a terribly beautiful thing, terribly slender, very graceful. It has such a balletic quality to it with that curved leg.
Ambasz: I think the upper horizontal support may be a little weak. The only other problem I can see is that when it folds it doesn't become a tube, it becomes a plane. But then who cares, since it is so elegant?

Award
David P. Dowler
Corning, NY

Project: "An Afternoon Wine Table" of pine and plywood. The designer wanted to create a useful object with presence beyond simple function, but made of ordinary, easy to obtain materials. The box is set at an angle and passes through the table surface, creating a tension between being separate and combined. The box contains four cast glass coasters for the wine glasses. Dimensions are 29 in. high, 21 in. wide, 21 in. deep.

Jury comments
Hollein: I vote for this one.
Frampton: I'm not amused by this fixed box, number one. Number two, I'm not excited by the proportions. I appreciate the sort of perverse crushed quality, but I think it's very heavy-handed.
Howard: I find the piece, though Mission style, has an enigmatic quality that makes it very provocative.
Frampton: I wish it could have been left unpainted.
Howard: I don't know. There's a certain dumbness about it that enhances it, that gives it poignancy.
Ambasz: This transformation of ordinary materials into something precious by pushing the box into the table is being taken to mean much more than it really is.

Frampton: I agree it is a terribly beautiful thing, terribly slender, very graceful. It has such a balletic quality to it with that curved leg.
Ambasz: I think the upper horizontal support may be a little weak. The only other problem I can see is that when it folds it doesn't become a tube, it becomes a plane. But then who cares, since it is so elegant?

Hollein: Maybe it's not that masterfully carried out, but there's an idea to it.
Ambasz: But the idea content it provides is very small and is consumed very fast. It is not a strong piece.
Howard: To me the object is about emotive power.
Award
Michael Graves
Princeton, NJ; with Roger Crowley and Keat Tan, assistant.

Project: This side chair is conceived in two versions. In one, the body is veneered in bird’s-eye maple, with ebony handrests. In the other, the body is lacquered and the handrests are mahogany with ebony brackets at the seat level. The seat is upholstered in either silk or leather. In both versions, a small mother-of-pearl tessera marks the center of the handrest. Dimensions are 32 3/4 in. high, 21 1/2 in. wide, 20 3/4 in. deep.

Jury comments
Hollein: I like it. It looks like a very comfortable chair. I also like mother-of-pearl.
Howard: It’s really well done. The materiality of the maple version is far superior to the other. And the fact that the material has been reduced to almost a painted surface gives it a special charge. It’s strange to take a material so precious and treat it as if it’s cheese; somehow it sets up a nice tension. The lacquered version, though, is weak.
Gebhard: The legs are purposely crude, and of course the shape of the chair I associate with Viennese.
Hollein: It’s very strongly influenced.
Frampton: The piece has been carried through with consummate skill.
Howard: It doesn’t extend the genre, however; it stays there firmly planted and doesn’t charge out of it at all.
Ambasz: It is an impeccable interpretation of the model from which it is derived.

Award
Richard Davidson
Albuquerque, NM

Project: A corner table that wraps around a corner instead of fitting into one. Depending on the light source and angle of view, the piece distorts, separates from the wall, or exhibits illusionistic properties. Stylistically it is patterned after postwar stainless and Formica kitchen tables, in black and Victorian onyx Formica. The piece is cut from a 3-ft by 5-ft rectangle.

Jury comments
Howard: Despite the fact that any designer who embellishes with stripes or checks should be shot, this is a real winner.
Ambasz: It becomes wallpaper at one level, table at another. It makes the wall a part of the furniture. It is the only piece with a successful hybrid quality.
Hollein: It is the only piece that wills new issues into being—an appropriate hybrid between object in space and space-defining object, two-dimensional and three-dimensional, high-art formalism and low-art imagery.
Ambasz: It is a difficult situation—how to turn a corner with a table—and it has been done brilliantly. Where traditional perspective suggests a table vanishing into a room, here you have something of the reverse—the suggestion of a table entering into the mass—provided you stand at that one point from which you can obtain the illusion.
Award

Peter Favo t
Kanata, Ontario, Canada

Project: A furniture system fabricated from rolls of flat sheet material—metal, plastic, wood, or composites—cut by a tool that simultaneously bends the edges into a form of greater structural strength. After cutting, the piece is bent into the finished product and fixed with metal struts or left collapsible with the addition of fasteners and hinges. A computer-programmed, low-volume production system is intended to change easily between Modern, Tudor, Baroque, or other styles with little material wastage.

Jury comments
Ambasz: This has no chance of standing.
Howard: I think it’s really beautiful and fun. You have to sit in this in a wrinkled suit, or maybe it should just be upholstered in a wrinkled suit.
Hollein: It is very conceptual.
Ambasz: It took a tremendous amount of effort to cut that out of a sheet of metal, which then doesn’t have the beauty of being a great shape.

Hollein: I think you assume that this is a conceptual piece, that stamping it out of a sheet of metal is very difficult and costly, but as a concept it is interesting. One thing that is interesting conceptually is that in between the seat and the armrest there is no waste.
Ambasz: The conception of a piece made out of one material has brought about some very marvelous pieces and sometimes some incredibly overwrought pieces.
Gebhard: From a conceptual point of view, this is one of the most interesting pieces we’ve selected.
Frampton: I’m not convinced about that at all. From the point of view of reality, it’s crazy. As an object I think one would tire of it very easily.
Howard: The cookie-cutter quality of it is really quite appropriate.
Ambasz: I’m sorry, I think you’re completely wrong. I’m against an award.

Award

Kari R. Nordström
Fair Haven, NJ

Project: Called a dining chair by its designer, this piece is intended to examine the nature of chair support as an act of balance and weight distribution. The front legs are a fulcrum point, the rear legs weigh down. Seat, back, and extension are of bent and laminated strips of pine; counterweights are concrete. Dimensions are 6 ft long, 15 in. wide, 16 in. high. Concrete legs have a diameter of 1 ft.

Jury comments
Frampton: Obviously, this is a surreal piece. It occupies that curious area between furniture and art, despite its presentation in an architectural context.
Ambasz: What I find fascinating in this project is the hierarchic countenance. The seating plane seems to originate in the memory of some long forgotten ceremony. I can imagine footmen standing seven feet away waiting to serve champagne at any moment to whoever sits there.
Frampton: I think this is an absurd rather than a ritualistic piece and surely has greater validity as a work of art than as a chair. From a formal point of view it has a great deal of elegance, save possibly for the broken rhythm of the seat slats.
Hollein: I like those very long supports.
Ambasz: Formally it has been very well executed. Notice the bar that has been removed to reveal the leg connectors. Actually it is very accomplished at the end where the rickshaw-like supports rest on the two cylinders, which are some sort of shock-absorbing cushion keeping it from touching the ground.
Howard: How long can the piece oscillate between the explicitness of chair and the implicitness of sculptural abstraction? Is the question powerful enough to resonate for any length of time and hence maintain its own dilemma? For me the two poles need greater divergence.
Award
Sarah Stallard
London, England

Project: Adjustable work chair with footrests at two levels. The arm adjusts by lifting and swiveling. Seat height is secured by a screw knob and adjusted by shifting a spike along a tapered groove. The frame is 14-gauge steel in a variety of bright colors. The seat is molded polypropylene. The back is skinned flexible polyurethane foam.

Citation
Igor Barta
St. Sarnia, Ontario, Canada

Project: A 4-ft cube that unfolds to display magazines, newspapers, books, and other merchandise in open areas such as airports, hotels, shopping centers. The piece is lightweight—a white enameled plywood frame with signal red pressed plastic shelves—highly mobile and easily manipulated into various configurations.

Jury comments
Ambasz: I found this clever in the way it stores magazines; in the way you can see the covers of the magazines in display; and in the way you can have different types of display. Frampton: My only reservation is that it has a slight tendency to be overdependent on geometry, and nothing should be that dependent on it. . . . And now if it would please everyone to get in line and get into it. Howard: It's a shame that we haven't seen pieces like this that combine geometry and a sense of really knowing how to put something together with a more lyrical quality. That's really lacking in all the pieces with an industrial tone to them. Hollein: I think it's a well thought out system. The problem for me is that this is not really a conceptual piece; it's a good shelving piece.
Project: A light fixture that floats in space, is movable to any point in the room, and creates various atmospheres. It is hung by four wires attached to retractable reels with locking devices. The four pivoting aluminum shades act as reflectors. One control knob releases the locking devices and adjusts dimmer. Dimensions are 15 in. long, 13 in. wide, 11 in. high.

Jury comments
Frampton: Quite clearly the best among the lighting designs submitted. Above all for the integration of the spatial idea and the quality of the light.
Ambasz: What I like is the suggestion of an enlightened presence. But whether it is a lit object or an object for lighting is another question. Even so, it is very attractive.
Gebhard: Of all the lighting fixtures, this is the most inventive. Light establishes the character of the environment, rather than the normal elements.

Project: Cantilevered table, painted white, 30 in. high, 24 in. deep, 84 in. long. Base is hardwood frame covered with 3/4-in. plywood. Top is hardwood frame covered with 3/4-in. plywood. Framework is lapped and mortise-and-tenon. Top is bolted to base before application of skin. The design was studied in three dimensions using pine, hot glue, and a bandsaw, and the designer reports that it works well as table or desk.

Jury comments
Frampton: Perhaps the most striking thing about this table is the way it successfully interprets formal concepts derived from modern sculpture.
Howard: I like it. I think this is more interesting than the other sculptural pieces we've seen. Formally, however, although the designer might disagree, it is a better table than sculpture. It should be marketed under the name of "Ironing Board Contempo."
Hollein: I believe the borrowing from Grosvenor and all the minimalist sculptors is too obvious.
Project: Matte finish natural aluminum and glass table, 29 in. high, 35 in. wide, 90 in. long.

Jury comments
Frampton: It is a mannerist reinterpretation of Le Corbusier's table tube d'aviom. The irony resides in the very massiveness of the cylindrical legs, which finally provide their support through delicate rods. The same kind of contrapuntal displacement of structural strength is evident in the frame, which holds the legs together: shallow at the point of connection to the legs; deep at midspan.
Ambasz: It has long been a pursuit of architects to express and detach properly. Perhaps the message has been heard many times before, but it is very well done, very well accomplished.

Project: The “Motel Table” is described by its designer as an attempt to juggle extreme polarities of material, form, and meaning—Venitian Baroque in Formica, polychromed plastic, and polished metal; sensuous curves and vulgar found objects.

Jury comments
Howard: It definitely has its own charm. Good work comes from deviant perceptions.
Hollein: And so does innovation. I like it very much. The positioning of the rectangle and the curved top give a nice shadow.
Frampton: I like the environment it's shot in better than the piece.
Howard: It smacks of something smuggled in, some sort of Tijuana Modern.
Frampton: It's smuggled in from the Madonna Inn.
Ambasz: The thing I find disappointing is the legs.
Hollein: You have to show the readers of a magazine that new times are coming.
Ambasz: And they're exactly like the old ones.
Frampton: But you can't really say that's new times.
Hollein: In terms of material and construction it's very consistent, and within a certain language it achieves what it can achieve. If you take it seriously as an ideological thing, then within its parameters it's a successful piece.
Ambasz: I would keep it in. It is pretty well managed. The man knew what he was doing with that red stripe line; he was in perfect control.
Howard: To me the thing that actually saves it is its proportion.
Citation
Curtis Vasquez
New York, NY

Project: A light that sheds incandescent light downward, fluorescent light upward, and both sideways. Colored green or red tinted gray, it is made from aluminum, steel tubing, and frosted wireglass. With different bases, it can be hung from the ceiling, swung from a wall, or stood on the floor. Dimensions of the shade are 15 1/2 in. by 13 in. by 3 1/2 in.

Jury comments
Frampton: This idea, which unfortunately is very sketchily presented, is primarily to be valued on two counts. First for the simplicity and flexibility of its form and operation, and second for the fact that it uses different qualities of light in a very expressive way.
Howard: A real beauty of a little light. I'm a sucker for all things with slits and paired pieces.
Gebhard: The fact that you can adjust it to do a variety of different things is the most intriguing part of it. It's almost like a miniaturized Rube Goldberg.
Ambasz: I can see many more possibilities than the ones suggested by the two rings indicated here. I could see four or five rings, all of them pivoting on that central rod, and those different rings would contain shapes, filters, and other devices in order to modify, control, or conform lighting. Here the designer shows only two such rings, one containing a fluorescent and one a tungsten tube, and I truly don't believe this will light in the way his drawing shows. I certainly don't believe the fluorescent light will spread itself in a beam, and I do not believe the incandescent light will spread itself in a beam if it doesn't have a far deeper type of reflector. I could not give this any kind of award because I don't believe that it could work. It is only interesting in its suggestion of possibilities.

Citation
Stefano Giovannoni
La Spezia, Italy; with Surio Giovannacci

Project: Called "Electric Chair," this is 12 in. wide by 29 in. deep by 41 in. high, with a painted metal tube structure, a wooden seat covered in decorated plastic laminate, and neon "electricity" at the top.

Jury comments
Frampton: A refugee from Alchymia.
Hollein: I don't like the name, but it's a nice piece in the Memphis style.
Howard: I'm against this. Its decorative motifs are really very trite when you look at it. It's not rich in terms of suggestive power.
Hollein: But there's a conscious superficiality about it. It makes a cultural statement.
Frampton: For me it's slightly passé as a piece and a kind of borderline between consumer objects, and furniture, and art.
Ambasz: It's a political device that you can buy on the marketplace and put in your living room, and we are seeing this kind of product being consumed as a way of identifying with an ideology. In a European culture, this type of piece is immediately understood. It is parading as a provocation. It is a successful operation, very successful at masquerading as a political piece. I would have it in to bring out this discussion.
Howard: But a citation brings some form of merit. You're voting for it because it provoked conversation. I vote not to give it a citation for exactly that reason. If there's value in the conversation, we should get a citation, not that.
Ambasz: It is conceptual furniture in its pitfalls. Conceptual furniture can be a far more noble thing than what this represents.
Gebhard: I like the way it works two-dimensionally; like a comic strip, it has a sort of delightful quality about it, as a design that does not have to be realized.
Ambasz: We'll make it a citation so we can get these comments in.
Citation
Jonna Ellis and David Miller
IKM/SGE
Pittsburgh, Pa

Project: “The foyer chair,” say its designers, “has relinquished its normal function as an opportunity to sit in order to become a coat and hat rack and hallway decoration. It is an extension of the typical hall chair found in most homes under a pile of coats, mail, and other odd objects. The angled seat is partly a response to this temptation and partly an indication of its purely significant character.” Made of birch with a lacquered finish, it is colored in “chaste blue, submissive green, pure white, and blush pink.” Dimensions are 83 in. high, 18 in. wide, 18 in. deep, with an 18-in. seat height.

Jury comments
Ambasz: There is a totemic quality. There you have a chair devoid of any kind of function.
Howard: I think it’s really quite wonderful in its properties as an object. Too derivative to be an award. The sort of bound feet quality of that is quite attractive.
Ambasz: It’s one of the few that doesn’t pretend to be more than a sculptural piece, and it works quite well.

Citation
William H. Grover
Essex, Ct

Project: “Slices of light” has white cotton knit stretch fabric over white neon tubing, 28 in. by 66 in. by ½ in., suspended on nylon monofilament and supplied with electricity by two fine copper wires. Variations in shape, size, and color are considered practically unlimited.

Jury comments
Hollein: Very good.
Ambasz: It’s not new but very well done. Using light in a pure plane has been an eternal pursuit of architects. Here it is almost pure light. Again, it is nothing for lighting; it is a lit object. It perhaps may not be such a grand contribution to the art of lighting. But as an ornamental object, I think it is quite accomplished.

Gebhard: It not only establishes an individual plane in the room, but a plane that can do as much as any other architectural element.
Howard: It has implications that so many of the other lighting pieces do not have. It does take on that spatial aspect.
Hollein: But it’s too unresolved.
Howard: I am far more excited by the implications of this piece than by the actual piece itself.
Project: A movable storage unit that takes advantage of the entire wall height, yet makes all contents immediately visible and within reach. Shells are fiberglass-reinforced plastic, adjustable shelves are wooden, handle bar is aluminum, suspension parts are steel.

Jury comments
Frampton: It's a clever way of getting the shelves down, especially in a kitchen or a laboratory. I think it really would work.
Ambasz: This is very, very well sold. I'm sure the mechanism can well overcome the weight of anything placed on it. Once it goes over a certain position, I am sure the fulcrum would carry it.

Project: Chair that folds by rotating the frame. Rotation to the left tightens the hardware, rotation to the right loosens it. Hardware is aircraft hand bolts; frame is plywood; seat is metallic vinyl. Dimensions are 30 in. high, 20 in. wide, 17 in. deep, with a 16-in. seat height.

Jury comments
Hollein: I think this is a clever piece of furniture.
Ambasz: Because it opens up in back?
Frampton: Perhaps if you were a chieftain in Mongolia you would absolutely adore having it travel around with you.
Howard: This is a horrible dentist's chair.
Hollein: I like the strangeness of it.
Frampton: It's a chair for a philosophical astronomer, actually.
Howard: The strangeness is appealing, I'll vote to keep it in.
Gebhard: The thing I like about it is its taking a traditional form—at least those curved forms are what one finds in Roman furniture—but making it very plebeian. It seems to be cut out with a bandsaw, and I find that contradiction very appealing.
Frampton: It's not a very meaningful contradiction, between pure Platonic elements and the fact that when you fold it, it turns into a very clunky object.
Project: An armoire inspired by the tradition of storing kimonos on bamboo poles with sleeves outstretched. Of mahogany and fabric, the piece is intended to be wall hung and is constructed in three sections for ease of installation. Dimensions: 60 in. high, 60 in. wide, 14 in. deep.

Jury comments
Frampton: I think it is very witty.
Ambasz: I'm for it provided it is kept always closed. It bothers me that the designer could not carry the quality, the totemic quality, to the inside, such as an altarpiece has when you open it up.
Frampton: I want to add a comment to that.

Project: Two molded sections of laminated birch connected by three brass rods and supported by two walnut dowels. The chair is finished naturally with a darker shade of birch for the seat. Dimensions: 36 in. high, 18 in. wide, 18 in. deep.

Jury comments
Frampton: The piece merits a place for the originality and simplicity of the work and for the plastic vitality of the form.
Howard: Clunky and awkward! My two favorite qualities. A good chair for Naum Gabo. It expresses an acute concern for the old classics—negative and positive space, plane and line.
Hollein: For a conceptual chair I think this is all right.
Ambasz: I would like to see Hans get a really good conceptual piece, but not this piece.
Howard: How loading would actually occur on this chair is very peculiar.
Frampton: If you're concerned with structure, I think it would work very well.
Gebhard: This is the sort of piece that should have a higher caliber so you can pawn it off as a piece of sculpture. It certainly can't function well as a chair.
WE'RE PROUD TO HAVE PUT A ROOF OVER THE HEADS OF THESE HOMELESS YOUNG MEN.

It all began back in 1977 when the New York Nets packed their bags and left the Nassau Coliseum behind.

And though they had no permanent home waiting for them in New Jersey, they did have something else: the dream of someday moving into one of the finest sporting arenas in the world.

Now, that dream is a stunning piece of reality known as the Brendan Byrne Arena. And we're proud but not surprised the contractors chose GAF "Super System" Gafglas® roofing membranes and Gaftemp® roof insulation to cover it.

You see, GAF Timberline® asphalt shingles have been America's number one selling residential roofing material for years. And now, because of the energy efficiency and reliability of the GAF "Super System," we're on our way to becoming number one in commercial roofing as well.

So if you're in the roofing business, consider GAF. The roofing found on many of the finest homes in America, including the new home of the Nets.

For more information, write or call GAF Corporation, Buildings Product Division, 140 West 51st Street, New York, N.Y. 10020, (212) 261-5000.
How to wash 16 hands per gallon.

When wasted water goes down the drain, money goes with it. That's one of the reasons the new Bradley 90-75 Metering Faucet makes such good sense. It does more than just comply with ASHRAE hot water conservation standards for public restrooms—it exceeds them. In a 10-second cycle, the 90-75 washes a pair of hands with just one pint of water—16 hands per gallon—which is half of the maximum allowed by ASHRAE standards for hot water alone.

With convenient push-button operation, the 90-75 is activated by a mere four pounds of pressure, allowing even severely disabled people to use it with ease. And once activated, it delivers consistent, precisely metered cycles. No more irritating "one-hand-at-a-time" struggles with old-fashioned metering faucets that splash or shut off too quickly. Instead, there's a comfortable, efficient spray of water for just the right amount of time.

The 90-75 is built to last, too. Two-point mounting and solid brass construction make it remarkably vandal-resistant. The flow restrictor, tightening-adjustment screw and metering valve are concealed in an easily replaceable cartridge.

So when the time comes to specify a metering faucet, choose the very best—the Bradley 90-75. For more information, contact your Bradley representative or write: Bradley Corporation, 9001 Fountain Blvd., Menomonee Falls, WI 53051. (414) 251-6000. Telex: 26-751.

Bradley 90-75 is a trade name and not an ASHRAE designation.
A GREAT WALL IS NOW A LOT EASIER TO BUILD.

Our new building system gives you the two things that count most: higher quality and lower cost.

It's been thoroughly field-tested. 1500 buildings later, we have all of the details worked out. The result is a simple, quality system that lets you make the most of quickly trained labor, yet goes up fast and ends up better.

THE BASIC PANEL.
You start with half the wall already built; the inside half. It is made of a high strength steel wire cage, welded through and around a core of expanded polystyrene. Each 4' x 8' panel is an easy-to-handle 26 pounds.

IT'S STRONGER.
The basic panel can be finished with a coat of portland cement plaster, inside and out, gun or hand applied.

The finished wall has excellent structural load bearing qualities.

IT LASTS LONGER.
No rot, fungus or termites. Also, the walls are fire resistant and have outstanding seismic properties.

DEADENS SOUND.
Excellent in offices, homes, apartments and condos. Also excellent as a low cost, free standing sound barrier wall against freeway and other noises.

THERMAL EFFICIENCY.
It's a thermal mass—just what's called for in buildings designed for passive temperature control.

SEND FOR THE FULL STORY.
Details are in our latest brochure. Send for your free copy.

COVINGTON'S
THERML-IMPAC™ PANEL
THE NEW BUILDING SYSTEM

Covington Technologies/17811 Mitchell Avenue/Irvine, CA 92714
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Don't design an open office with a closed floor.

When you design an open office, you're providing the ability to adapt quickly and easily to changing needs. It can't be done with furniture and landscape screens alone.

Support systems must adapt as readily as office personnel. That's what the open office is all about. And that's one reason successful open offices are based on Donn access floors.

Electrical and mechanical services can be changed as quickly and easily as the furniture with no unneeded outlets or holes left behind. Donn access floors let your design keep pace with new developments in electronics, communications and office technologies.

Rethink the open office concept. From top to bottom. Then ask your Donn representative for full details. Call Sweet's BUYLINE number for our nearest sales office, or consult Sweet's File 10.27 Do.

Donn makes access floors. Donn makes wall systems. Donn makes ceiling systems. But most of all, Donn makes sense.

DONN CORPORATION

1000 Crocker Road
Westlake, Ohio 44145
(216) 871-1000
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Demand the best tools of the trade.
A CEADS-CADD Professional Turnkey System will make you more productive than you've ever been before.


CEADS-CADD uses the proven performance and reliability of the Hewlett-Packard 1000 series. Contact your Systemhouse representative and get ready to let your creative skills flow.

Holguin & Associates, Inc. of El Paso, Texas

SYSTEMHOUSE, INC. of the United States
12 Alfred St. • Suite 300 • Woburn, Mass. 01801 • 617-938-1510

SYSTEMHOUSE, LTD of Canada
146 Front St. W. • Suite 650 • Toronto, Ontario, Canada • M5J1G2 • 416-977-6657
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The Third International Conference
On Automation And Reprographics
In Design Firms

The Largest Automation And Reprographics Show For The A/E Profession
All In One Place At One Time. Don’t Miss It.
June 10-11, 1982 — Expocenter in downtown Chicago — Chicago, Illinois

- Demonstrations of the newest techniques for reprodrafting, overlay and computer-aided drafting
- Over 4,000 fellow design professionals drawn from architectural, consulting engineer and other design firms; facilities departments in private industry; and government agencies
- The leading word processing, micro and minicomputer systems for A/E’s
- Up to 250 exhibit booths by leading suppliers of hardware, software and services
- 49 practical seminars by 32 experts on such subjects as “How to Shop for a Computer Graphics System”, “Managing Reprographic Production” and “Low-cost Applications for Microcomputers”
- The latest systems in computerized financial management and project cost control

sponsored by The Paper Plane,
the Newsletter on Automation and Reprographics in Professional Design Firms
and PSMJ, the Management Newsletter for Professional Services Firms

ONLY $95 — SIGN UP NOW for full seminar program plus exhibit and save $30.
All registrations at the door will be $125. Exhibit-only tickets are free by mail. Write to us for details.

Name ___________________________ Title ___________________________

Firm ____________________________

Address __________________________

City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ________ Telephone (____)______

If you’re flying in, we arranged a 20% discount with American Airlines, just call 800/433-1790 (in Texas, 800/792-1160) and mention SYSTEMS ’82 Star File No. 5204.

Mail registration form with check to SYSTEMS ’82, P.O. Box 11318, Newington, CT 06111
**Seminar Program**

**THURSDAY, June 10, 1982**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Managing Professional Performance</td>
<td>Charles McReynolds, C.M. McReynolds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 10:00 | Ken Barlow, Barlow Associates, Inc. | Low-cost Applications for Small Computers
C. Page Highfill, Highfill-Smith Associates, Inc. |
| 11:00 | The Designing Computer | Edgar Powers, Jr., Gresham Smith & Partners |
| 12:00 | Xerox Corporation | **International Reprographic Association** |

**FRIDAY, June 11, 1982**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>How to Manage Change</td>
<td>Kenton Johnson, ECAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 10:00 | Weld Cox, The Coxe Group | Planning and Organizing for CADD
Timothy O'Connor, ACIST |
| 11:00 | Russia Molpus, John J. Harte Associates | Managing Reprographic Production |
| 12:00 | David Lakamp, Professional Practice Associates | How to Introduce Systems to Your Office
Edgar Powers, Jr., Gresham Smith & Partners |

**Exhibitors**

- Alpha Merics Corporation
- Alpine Data Systems
- AM Bruning
- American Computers & Engineers, Inc.
- Arkwright Incom
- Arrigoni Computer Graphics
- AT&T
- Automated Graphic Systems
- AutoCad Technology Corporation
- Birnberg & Associates
- Everett I. Brown Company
- BST Consultants, Inc.
- Calcomp, Inc.
- Chemco Photoproductions Company
- Clearprint Paper Company, Inc.
- Compubase
- ComputerVision
- Concept Group, Inc.
- Consul & Mutoh
- CPT Corporation
- Creative Dimensions
- Data-Basics, Inc.
- Design-Logic
- Design-Mates, Inc.
- DFI Systems
- Diagram Corporation
- Dietzgen Corporation
- Dunn Blue
- DuPont Company
- D&W, Inc.
- Easi-File Corporation
- Eastman Kodak Company
- Elden Enterprises
- FDC Drafting Aides
- Gresham Smith and Partners
- Group III Consultants
- Harper and Shuman
- J.L. Heiniger Associates
- Hewlett-Packard Company
- Holguin and Associates
- The Hue Company
- James River Graphics
- Intergraph Corporation
- Interactive Computer Systems, Inc.
- Keuffel & Esser Company
- Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc.
- Lellyett and Rogers
- Mayline Company, Inc.
- MC2 Programs
- Micro Mode
- Minigraph, Inc.
- miniMAX Association
- NuArc Company, Inc.
- Numeri/Comp, Inc.
- Oce Industries, Inc.
- Ozalid Corporation
- Pentax Corporation
- Planon Systems, Inc.
- Repro Technology
- H. Schrieber Company
- Sigma Design, Inc.
- J.S. Staedtler, Inc.
- Summagraphics Corporation
- Sweet's Division of McGraw-Hill
- Information Systems Company
- SysComp Corporation
- Teledyne National Tracing
- Teledyne Post
- TRAC Systems
- Ulrich Planfiling Equipment Corporation
- Vemco Corporation
- VLS Systems, Inc.
- Wang Laboratories, Inc.
- Xerox Corporation
- Yeakel Electronic Systems
- Zeiler-Pennock, Inc.
- and many more
NOW YOU SEE IT CLEARLY

Effect of 4 overlays of new HERCULENE Hi-Trans Drafting Film

New HERCULENE® Hi-Trans Drafting Film lets drawings come through clearly . . . overlay after overlay.

If there was ever a film specifically geared to the needs of pin registered overlay drafting, it's new HERCULENE Hi-Trans Drafting Film.

The extra-high translucency of this film makes it easy to stack up overlays and still be able to read the base sheet clearly. You see the full composite, too, without having to make any additional reproductions — that's a saving in time and money.

The extraordinary translucency of HERCULENE Hi-Trans Drafting Film is only one of the major features of this fabulous new film. What you also get are all the same superior drafting characteristics of our standard HERCULENE Film . . . the number one choice of film among architects and engineers.

Superb pencil and ink take.
The perfectly balanced engineered surface on HERCULENE Hi-Trans Film lets you put down a crisp, solid pencil line. And lets your pen glide smoothly while leaving a sharp, clean ink line in its track.

Erasing is fast, and ghost-free.
A vinyl eraser is all you need . . . dry for pencil, moist for ink. And you can erase and re-draw again and again without fear of ghosts or loss of drafting surface.

And whether you use Hi-Trans HERCULENE or our standard HERCULENE Film there's never a fear either of yellowing, embrittlement, or dust collecting. Nor will it cling to diazo cylinders. And speaking of diazo — you can run prints from HERCULENE Hi-Trans Film 30% faster than with standard film.

HERCULENE Hi-Trans Drafting Film will deliver everything you’re looking for in a drafting film: exceptional transparency and an excellent drafting surface bonded to a practically indestructible base. Put some on your drafting table today. You’ll see right through it . . . and know exactly why it’s perfect for pin overlay drafting.

For samples and specifications ask your nearest Branch or dealer or write Keuffel & Esser Company, 20 Whippany Road, Morristown, NJ 07960.

Keuffel & Esser Company
© 1982 K&E
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Koh-I-Noor® provides a complete system for maximum efficiency.

Koh-I-Noor Rapidraw® System

A System to provide drafters with the capability of producing engineering drawings with optimum reproducible line values. The System is comprised of the Rapidograph® technical pen and Koh-I-Noor or Pelikan ink for use directly on Rapidraw drafting film. Ink-line drawings on film are virtually indestructible!

- Go directly to microfilming without redraws or touch-ups.
- Take no more time on the average than drafting with graphite.
- Can be revised by erasing ink lines on originals even years after they are drawn.
- And erasures are cleaner and faster than can be accomplished with graphite on paper.
- Ink lines are quickly matched within a drawing, from drawing to drawing, or from originals to blowbacks and other photoreproductions.

The Rapidograph pen was the first technical pen, and because of its precision dependability and performance, it is the most widely used technical pen in the United States and Canada. Contributing to the success of Rapidograph technology is the patented DRY DOUBLE-SEAL™ cap which seals the point tip and pen shoulder when the cap is secured, keeping ink throughout the balanced ink-flow system fluid and clogfree for instant startup and optimum drawing time. No maintenance-plagued gimmicks for sealing or humidifying. Stainless steel, jewel and tungsten carbide points in 13 line widths.

Rapidograph technology pioneered the development of the liquid-ink system for high-speed plotting associated with computer-aided drafting equipment.

Koh-I-Noor Graphite System

Koh-I-Noor offers the finest woodcased pencils and drawing leads in 17 uniform, precision-graded degrees. Other components of the Koh-I-Noor Graphite System include seven drawing-lead holders (with choices of features), pointers, sharpeners, and erasing materials.

Koh-I-Lar plastic leads and wood-cased pencils in 5 degrees are used on drafting film for cleaner drawings and more opaque lines for photoreproduction. Koh-I-Noor also provides highest quality 100% rag drawing papers and Mylar-based drafting film.

Patented DRY DOUBLE-SEAL™ keeps Rapidograph technical pens ready for instant startup.
See the KAD II in action in the Koh-I-Noor booth at these shows:
Int'l Reprographic Assoc. — Booths 601/603
Systems '82 — Booths 211/213/215

Liquid-Ink Plotting System
To achieve optimum efficiency with liquid-ink plotting, this Koh-I-Noor System integrates proper rate of ink flow, ink viscosity, point material, and drafting media with the plotting speed required. Koh-I-Noor plotter points are available individually or with complete plotter pens, in stainless steel, jewel or tungsten carbide ... each in 9 line widths. The System can be customized for your special plotting needs, including custom engineered pens, adapters and bushings to eliminate costly modifications of your plotter.

Evolving from Rapidograph technology and Koh-I-Noor plotter inks is the Koh-I-Noor KAO II™, an electronically controlled liquid-ink lettering and symbol-generating system for use on the drawing board. The System offers a virtually limitless library of preprogramed standard or custom lettering styles, symbols and designs for drawings and formats used in engineering, electronics, architecture, cartography or any other professional discipline. KAD II is already saving time and money, and helping to meet deadlines in the drafting and graphics departments of major corporations. Its advantages and cost justification have also placed KAD II in many smaller operations. For more information and a demonstration, contact Koh-I-Noor Customer Service for the KAD II dealers in your area.
The architect starts with a single design problem ... and countless possible solutions. SIGMAGRAPHICS II lets him evaluate possibilities with his eye instead of his imagination.

Unlimited design possibilities without unlimited drafting costs. Now, you can change your mind and your design without changing your budget.

As your buildings go up, your productivity and profits do too. SIGMAGRAPHICS II cuts design and drafting time ... and generates the kind of document accuracy that can speed construction and control costs.

A lot can happen to a building in 60 seconds.

SIGMAGRAPHICS II is a microprocessor-based CADD (Computer Aided Design and Drafting) system that can improve your marketing effectiveness, design generation, drafting productivity and construction timetables.

It lets architects evaluate design solutions in seconds and minutes instead of hours and days ... while it significantly reduces the time and expense of repetitive drafting.

It can absorb information in units from fractions to miles ... and turn input into the most accurate presentations available of everything from isometric and perspective drawings to cost estimates and material take offs.

The illustrations above show how quickly SIGMAGRAPHICS II can help an architect refine exterior designs. To see all the ways that SIGMAGRAPHICS II can boost your productivity, call toll free, 800-525-7050 and ask for our free brochure.

SIGMA DESIGN INC.
7306 S. Alton Way Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 773-0666
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The TG-1 Technical Pen System is beautiful to work with. It lets you put all your talent, energy and training into every drawing.

Unlike ordinary technical pens, TG has a patented drawing cone that keeps air flowing into the pen so ink keeps flowing out. That prevents a TG from clogging.

And inside the cap, there's a new, patented Combi-Seal™ System that keeps the pen clog-free when not in use. Plus, an improved Hygro humidifying element keeps it ready to draw.

For easy selection, line widths are color-coded to International Standards Organization specifications. And you can match the right point to the surface you draw on. For paper or vellum, pick the stainless steel TGS; or for polyester film, try the tungsten carbide TGH or sapphire jewel TGJ. All three are sold individually and in professional sets.

So, now that you know how good a technical pen can be, try a TG-1. See how good you can really be.

Faber-Castell Corporation, Newark, New Jersey 07107

THE NEW FABER-CASTELL TG-1 TECHNICAL PEN SYSTEM
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YOU’LL NEVER KNOW HOW GOOD YOU CAN BE, UNTIL YOU USE A TG.
Put financial management in your plans.

If administrative matters are taking valuable time from aesthetics, make plans for a financial management system with Bell.

From project bidding to the laying of the cornerstone, Bell System data products help firms like yours manage and communicate information quickly, reliably and efficiently. With the COMM-STOR® II communications storage unit and our data communications terminals, you have your own electronic file of financial information. A Bell Dataspeed® terminal or the 43 Teleprinter also allows you to take advantage of such time-share programs as structural analysis, accounts payable and receivable, and project management. And you're spared the high-risk investment of buying a computer so you can grow at your own pace.

Suddenly, you're in the Office of the Future. And you can compete with anyone. When a project manager or developer wants a quick report, you've got it, instantly. Need a design spec used a year ago? It's there in the data base, at the touch of a finger. With your office functions now automated, client billing can be handled more professionally. Your overhead is decreased, your productivity is up. And your firm's image is climbing to the sky.

Build your business like your buildings, with someone who knows it inside and out. One call to your Bell Architects/Engineers Account Executive can put your firm in the future today.

The knowledge business

*Registered trademark of Sykes Datasystems, Inc.
Technics:
Computer-aided drafting

Frank A. Stasiowski

As costs plummet, competition promises to motivate even the smallest firms to computerize. A noted authority outlines the advantages of computer-aided drafting and the procedure for the selection of your next mechanical draftsman.

Many small architectural firms that are waiting to buy their first computer believe that any form of computer is beyond their means today. There are a few very small firms (less than 10 total staff), who are proving that computers are well within the reach of every architecture firm regardless of size.

Current computer use in design practice generally can be broken into four distinct major applications: 1 Computer-Aided Drafting (CAD); 2 Word Processing; 3 Accounting; and 4 Engineering. For a firm to justify the lease or purchase of a system in any area, a payback of the investment must come quickly. It is for this reason that the most common use of data processing today is the application of word processors to specifications. Not only is it easy to use most word processors, but as small an investment as $5000 today can do what $30–40,000 did five years ago (P/A, July 1980, pp. 98–103). Even though word processing is the most widely used form of computerization today, watch for CAD to assume the leadership role within five years for the same reason that word processing leads today: improved productivity and lower priced systems.

What is CAD?
Computer-aided drafting (CAD) is really nothing more than fast overlay drafting assisted by computer software and hardware. CAD software is the internal computer together with the data files containing a library of various graphic symbols and notes to be used on drawings. Think of this library as a set of electronically stored standard details that can be recalled instantly by the computer.

Typical computer hardware for a single-station CAD system includes a video screen similar to a television, a typewriter-like keyboard, an electronically sensitized drafting board, a "puck" on the drafting board with which the operator or drafter "draws" or assembles a drawing, a central processing unit, which contains the computer memory, a printer or plotter, and a computer storage medium such as a hard disk or floppy disk drive.

Computers don't yet design, although some allow you to modify design alternatives so quickly that they really do come close. CAD in today's design office is still a production tool used to assist architectural designers by speeding the laborious process of working drawing production once a schematic design has been established. The most important aspect of a CAD system is that it does not forget a shape once it is drawn, meaning that henceforth, no matter what you draw, you will never have to draw it again. Because of this trait, many architects believe that CAD can only be used for applications where design modules are repeated, such as high-rise office buildings or hotels. In the case of normal overlay drafting techniques, this is somewhat true because of the difficulty encountered when handling sheets of film, and because of the photographic process required to change the scale of any shape already drawn. With CAD it is not true.

Within the computer, the process becomes simple. Any four lines connected at their end points can form any rectangular shape of any scale and dimension by simply inserting the required scale on a keyboard before printing the shape. In simple terms, the photography and paper handling required in overlay drafting are replaced with electronic overlays assembled internally in the computer at high speed at any scale prior to printing. The smallest symbol can be combined with the largest element of a drawing with little difficulty.

Because CAD is a computer process of overlaying elements of a drawing, we have seen that those firms who are proficient at normal overlay drafting have much greater success with CAD. In fact, according to George Borkovich, editor of A/E Systems Report, "Although some users (and vendors) downplay the importance of procedural standardization and familiarity with overlay and cut-and-paste drafting techniques, it is clear that firms which precede computerization with a reprographics internship increase their computer success rate dramatically.

A registered architect, Frank Stasiowski is currently editor for the Professional Services Management Journal (PSMJ), the newsletter of management of design firms, and publisher of Design Computadata, the only computer directory exclusively devoted to computer systems for architects, engineers, and planners. He is also facilities director of the annual systems conference, the only exhibit dedicated to production and computer systems exclusively for the design professions. Stasiowski also conducts annual seminars nationally on Project Management, Financial Management, Marketing, Negotiating, and Minicomputer Usage.

Information pertaining to the literature and conference mentioned in this article can be obtained from the author at the following address: Design Computadata, 45 Van Brunt Ave., Dedham, Ma 02026.
Computer-aided drafting

How much will productivity improve

When attempting to justify a new CAD system, many vendors quote productivity improvements in working drawing production of anywhere from 2 to 1 all the way up to 10 to 1. The difficulty with all of these figures is that no one has ever really measured them because no one does a complete set of drawings manually and then goes back to redraw them set with a computer or vice versa. For this reason, we suggest that you assume that the best a CAD system will do is provide one-to-one productivity in your firm and that the productivity will improve every year as you add more symbols and shapes to your internal library, because you will have to draw manually less and less new material.

According to David Wolfberg, president of the architectural firm of Wolfberg/Alvare/Taracio, Miami, a company with technologies CAD because of client demand in one form or another. A recent survey by Prodata, 60 percent said that they would buy a new CAD system before year end. Next, follow this 10-step procedure to assure that your choice is appropriate for your size and type of application:

1. Don't procrastinate: Waiting six months won't gain anything for you. In fact, your firm loses every day by waiting because your staff falls further behind with regard to learning how to work in a CAD environment. If you get the urge to wait, we suggest that you instead lower your sights and choose a smaller system. Acquire it if for no other reason than to begin educating your staff and building your library of graphic symbols. If the 214 design firm attendees at the first design firm computer users' exchange titled "Breakthroughs in Design Firm Automation" in Houston in March, sponsored by Design CompuData, 60 percent said that they would buy a new CAD system before the end of 1982. One firm noted that they were simply going to buy a $30,000 system to play with just to begin to learn what to do with it, and that their only justification for it was to use it as a marketing tool to attract more clients. Many firms also believe that by waiting, a benefit will be gained by the acquisition of new enhancements now on the research drawing boards. Regardless of when you purchase your system, you will certainly be able to say that you could have gotten more "bells and whistles" six months later. Thus by waiting you may wait forever. Start today!

2. Get involved: Do it yourself or pick one person in your firm to be totally responsible for analysis, selection, and implementation of your system. Be certain that the person has enough authority to act swiftly at crucial decision points. Of the small design firms that are succeeding, the CEO on CAD are appearing. The CEO is the person behind the impetus to computerize. For instance, at the six-person firm of Evans and Evans in Shreveport, La., John Evans is the head of all CAD operations for their $100,000 HP-1000 turnkey graphics systems, while Antonin Aek heads up computer operations for Aek & Associates, Atlanta, a 24-person architectural firm with over $400,000 worth of Intergraphic drafting system.

Another benefit of being involved yourself is that your staff will not have to spend numerous hours trying to justify all minute details of every decision to you. By having the CEO involved, the staff also works harder to make the system succeed once it is installed. Because of the newness of computers in architectural practice, significant resistance must be overcome.

3. Collect some resource material and read it: Specifically, examine newsletters and other publications written just for design professionals.

We recommend that when you start investigating computers you look primarily at resources specifically applicable to design firms. Doing otherwise will certainly cost you time, and more important, could cost you significant amounts of money in lost efficiency, or software modification if you choose a system based on material you have read outside our field. A key phrase to remember as you begin to collect information is that "software is policy." Whatever a computer program or system does is based on policies established by whoever wrote the program. Since many "canned" off-the-shelf programs are written by nonarchitects for nonarchitectural firms, you may end up with policies you just cannot live with.

One good source of what is available is another design professional who operates just like you. To contact firms already using CAD systems, we recommend that you obtain the Design CompuData Computer Users Directory which lists over 2200 design firms with computers, and breaks down each listing by hardware manufacturer, application type, contact person, firm size and type, and whether or not the firm will swap programs.
Traditional
TOTAL DESIGN PRODUCTION TIME: 10-18 WEEKS

STEP 1 DESIGNER SKETCHES ON TRACING PAPER
2-4 WEEKS

STEP 2 DRAFTSMAN LAYS OUT INITIAL WORKING DRAWING SHEETS AND PASSES MYLAR COPIES OF SHEETS TO CONSULTANTS FOR THEIR WORK.
1-2 WEEKS

STEP 3 DESIGNER AND DRAFTSMAN COORDINATE CONSULTANTS' DRAWINGS AND REDRAW STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL ELEMENTS ONTO ORIGINALS.
2-4 WEEKS

STEP 4 DESIGNER CHANGES CAUSE 20 PER CENT ERASING AND REDRAWING OF ORIGINALS PLUS FURTHER CONSULTANT COORDINATION.
2-3 WEEKS

STEP 5 FINAL DOCUMENTS ARE PRINTED WITH BLUEPRINT PROCESS.
3-5 DAYS

Overlay
TOTAL DESIGN PRODUCTION TIME: 6-14 WEEKS

STEP 1 DESIGNER SKETCHES ON TRACING PAPER
2-4 WEEKS

STEP 2 DRAFTSMAN LAYS OUT INITIAL WORKING DRAWING SHEETS AND PASSES MYLAR COPIES OF SHEETS TO CONSULTANTS.
1-2 WEEKS

STEP 3 DRAFTSMAN ASSEMBLES ALREADY PRODUCED TYPICAL DETAILS FROM A PHOTOGRAPHIC LIBRARY AND PREPARES AN INITIAL WORKING DRAWING SHEET WHICH INDICATES THAT WHICH MUST BE DRAWN AND THAT WHICH IS ALREADY AVAILABLE.
2-5 DAYS

STEP 4 NEW MATERIAL IS INITIALLY DRAWN ONTO MYLAR WITH INK.
2-4 WEEKS

STEP 5 LAYERED OVERLAYS ARE ASSEMBLED TO CREATE A PRINT OF EACH SHEET OR LAYER ON MYLAR TO BE GIVEN TO CONSULTANTS-MECHANICAL ETC.
2-5 DAYS

STEP 6 UPON RECEIPT OF DRAWING LAYERS FROM CONSULTANTS AND DESIGN CHANGES DRAFTSMAN MAKES CORRECTIONS ON CLEAR FILM OVERLAYS IN INK.
3-5 WEEKS

STEP 7 DRAFTSMAN ASSEMBLES ALL CLEAR OVERLAYS TO PRINT A FINAL MYLAR FOR EACH SHEET REQUIRED. LIMIT IS GENERALLY 5-6 LAYERS FOR A CLEAR PRINT.
3-5 DAYS

STEP 8 DRAFTSMAN ADDS MINOR DETAILS OR SINGLE USE NOTES TO MYLAR ORIGINALS PRIOR TO PRINTING.
2-5 DAYS

STEP 9 DRAFTSMAN ADDS MINOR DETAILS OR SINGLE USE NOTES TO MYLAR ORIGINALS PRIOR TO PRINTING.
2-5 DAYS

STEP 10 FINAL DOCUMENTS ARE PRINTED WITH BLUEPRINT PROCESS.
3-5 DAYS

CAD
TOTAL DESIGN PRODUCTION TIME: 6-13 WEEKS

STEP 1 DESIGNER SKETCHES ON TRACING PAPER
2-4 WEEKS

STEP 2 DRAFTSMAN LAYS OUT INITIAL WORKING DRAWING SHEETS AND PASSES MYLAR COPIES ON SCREEN AND ASSEMBLES ALL ALREADY ORNATE SYMBOLS TO PRODUCE A WORKING DRAWING OF INITIAL DESIGN QUALITY MYLAR PRINT OF INITIAL DESIGN CHANGES AND CONSULTANT USE.
1-2 WEEKS

STEP 3 DRAFTSMAN ASSEMBLES ALL CLEAR OVERLAYS TO PRINT A FINAL MYLAR FOR EACH SHEET REQUIRED. LIMIT IS GENERALLY 5-6 LAYERS FOR A CLEAR PRINT.
3-5 DAYS

STEP 4 DESIGNER CHANGES ARE MADE ON TRACING PAPER AND GIVEN DIRECTLY TO THE CAD OPERATOR WITH SHEET IDENTIFICATION.
2 WEEKS

STEP 5 CONSIDER ALL SKETCHES AND DRAWING SHEETS TO PRODUCE A WORKING DRAWING PRINT QUALITY ON DEMAND.
3-5 DAYS

STEP 6 DESIGNER CHANGES ARE MADE ON TRACING PAPER AND GIVEN DIRECTLY TO THE CAD OPERATOR WITH SHEET IDENTIFICATION.
2 WEEKS

STEP 7 DRAFTSMAN LAYERS OVERLAYS OF MYLAR WITH INK.
2-4 WEEKS

STEP 8 FINAL DOCUMENTS ARE PRINTED WITH TRADITIONAL BLUEPRINT PROCESS.
3-5 DAYS

Simplified Comparison of Traditional vs Overlay vs CAD Drawing
Production steps for a 3-story 12000 brick office building assuming normal number of design changes.
Computer-aided drafting

4 Learn to use overlay drafting: Use it in your firm even if you don’t gain immediate efficiency. Since the process of CAD is overlay, it is important that your staff learn how to assemble drawings using overlay concepts. “You must know the essence of reprodrafting before getting into CAD,” says John Evans of Evans & Evans. Evans had been using reprodrafting for three to four years with his own in-house camera prior to acquisition of their HP-1000 system. “Today fully 80 percent of all projects are on the system,” he says, “and the transition was simple because the computer is the electronic way of doing overlay drafting.”

Start to develop forms and procedures which tabulate and document what graphic symbols are found on each overlay in a set of drawings. Begin by examining each standard detail in your drawing library to take it apart by layers. Typically they include: a layer for all dimensioning, a layer for all notes, and a layer for each different physical component such as wood vs metal vs brick. On a typical floor plan, a minimum of six layers should include floor, ceiling, structural, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing plans.

“Thinking of drawings in layers becomes vital to CAD success especially if you consider that one set of drawings that we developed had 1144 layers,” said Tony DesRosier of Ellerbe. “Each layer must be thought of and managed.”

5 Document your existing procedure for producing a set of drawings: To do so, take out a typical set of prints and physically count the number of times the smallest elements are repeated within the set. Next, identify which symbols are used in every set of drawings produced by your firm over a one-year period. Also, if you can, count the number of revisions made on each sheet and the total number for a typical set.

For a yardstick consider that a system designed by Newport Beach, Ca, architect Richard Doo contains approximately 350 different architectural graphic symbols, which can be combined in an almost unlimited manner. Doo’s symbol library and software are now offered as a service bureau or for sale under the name of Arcomp Systems. He operates on a Summagraphics CAD system comprising a Data General minicomputer, keyboard, screen, digitized drawing board, and output plotter. Cost of the hardware and software ranges between $80,000 and $120,000 depending on the exact configuration. In general, fewer symbols to store mean less expense, more symbols more expense. But since systems vary widely, the only way to be certain of the appropriate size system is to count your repeat elements and to ask several vendors.

6 Determine what you can spend: Remembering that a system should be paid off within 24 months, set a budget into three parts: one-third for hardware, one-third for software, and one-third for the cost of the time of your staff to evaluate and implement your system. Make certain before you shop that your financing is in order and that your budget is well within your means.

Knowing what you can afford to spend is probably the most difficult step in CAD selection. To estimate your amount, consider three elements of payback in your firm: 1 Automatic payback, 2 Cost reduction, 3 Direct reimbursement. Automatic paybacks are those given to you by the tax laws simply for buying a system. Investment tax credit and income tax savings are the most predominant of the automatic reimbursements. Cost reduction includes time and expense expected to be saved after your system is fully implemented compared to current operations. Direct reimbursement is any hourly fee you expect to be paid directly by clients for use of your system on their project. A rule of thumb in today’s marketplace is to expect to amortize your two-year purchase price with 20-25 percent from automatic paybacks, 20-25 percent from productivity improvements, and 50-60 percent from direct client reimbursement.

7 Shop around: Before you finally decide, examine the entire range of CAD systems available in today’s marketplace. There are three levels of CAD, which currently serve architects, characterized by the size of systems in each level:

A Microcomputer CAD Systems ($10-30,000)
B Minicomputer CAD Systems ($30-125,000)
C Mainframe Systems ($125,000 up)

In general, both micro- and minicomputer CAD systems are single-terminal, single-user systems, while mainframe systems generally offer multi-station capability. According to C. Page Highfill of Highfill/Smith Associates in Richmond, Va, a five-person architectural firm, “Most architects today do not realize the potential power of micro CAD systems such as Radio Shack’s TRS-80 Model II.” Highfill’s firm has five TRS-80s and all architectural personnel work directly on terminals. Another micro-based system on Apple hardware is produced by Cascade Graphics of Santa Ana, Ca, costing less than $10,000 for the initial configuration, making it the least expensive CAD system in the marketplace. Firms who are using micro systems tell us that for $20-30,000 in total, they are computerizing standard details and many other reusable aspects of drawings. Although small systems can store only a limited number of symbols on each diskette, meaning that production time is less than one-half that of systems in

Drawing elements are being transferred (above) from a drawing to a CRT screen and then into computer memory.
For large systems, examine those found already in large architectural firms. The best comparison that we know for large systems can be given by David Wolfberg since he owns two of the largest systems. In his firm are both Intergraph and Auto-trol systems, and as an architect, Wolfberg is in a position to comment on the advantages and disadvantages of each. Interestingly, his initial reason for buying a second system was simply to get a project with the U.S. Corps of Engineers, who required that the firm chosen for a particular project own an Intergraph CAD System and use it on the job. Clients demand CAD and get it from the competition.

8 Watch one work: Find out how CAD systems work by getting several demonstrations. Before you go to your first demo, however, decide that you will see at least six demos before making a decision. Otherwise you may be so impressed with your first look (or your first salesman) that you look no further. Also, consider attending a computer seminar or trade show which is specifically aimed at our design industry. For instance next month in Chicago (June 10-11 at Expocenter) SYSTEMS '82 will feature over 200 exhibit booths and 40 seminars on computer and production equipment exclusively for design firms. Over 5000 fellow design professionals are expected to attend, offering you the added benefit of being able to discuss proposed systems with your colleagues.

9 Start small: The easiest way to learn the advantages and disadvantages of CAD is to begin by using a CAD service bureau for a small project such as a 10,000-sq-ft office building. Several advantages cited by George Borkovich which service bureaus offer include:

You can test CAD with a low capital outlay (generally $50-75/hr).
You can gradually learn the capabilities of CAD by selectively processing portions of projects until confidence and understanding are gained.
You can experiment with several different systems and compare capabilities and features of each before you commit to a single vendor to bring your own system in-house.
You can use CAD when you desire, and stop using it (and paying for it) when you don't desire.

Today there are close to 20 CAD service bureaus operating nationwide allowing ample opportunity to try before you buy. You can also use the existing detail and symbol library of most service bureaus, thus eliminating the laborious task of inputting all of your symbolism. Then for unique parts of your design, simply draw those elements onto Mylar sheets partially completed already by the computer.

10 Talk to other firms: Visit a minimum of three firms already using the specific system you seem to like most. To find out who owns which system, examine either ACEC's Directory of Computer Users, which lists 557 firms, or Design CompuData, which lists over 2000 design firms, with systems of all sizes and configurations.

When visiting each firm, investigate in detail how a set of drawings is assembled. Compare each firm, procedure by procedure, to your way of doing things. Remember that few people tell you about the bad references. Therefore, your only true evaluation of any system is to compare how your firm operates versus another. If all three firms operate almost identically with your firm, then ask several specific questions about the system, including how long it took from day of delivery to first day of operation on a real project and what major obstacles had to be overcome.

Finally
Now that you have read how to start your trip into the world of CAD, consider the following four points:

1 Within five years, your competition will be experienced with a system and will be able to cut fees and still produce for clients just like yours.
2 Today there are firms with less than ten people who own and are being reimbursed for systems costing well over $100,000.
3 Six months ago is ancient history in the world of computers. This means that what you knew in November 1981 is now out-of-date. If you don't believe this, consider that more than 25 computer companies will announce new products in this month alone, and that every day new software is being written to solve problems just like yours.
4 Software is policy. Remember that software is the most important part of your system. Don't begin your search by calling a hardware vendor. In fact, resist every attempt to talk about hardware at all until you have thoroughly examined every piece of software capable of solving your problem. Choose your software, then find out what hardware it runs on.

Finally, don't feel lonely. You are one of the 90 percent of all architects who have not yet begun the search for a system. You have many peers with whom to discuss your circumstances. Talk freely with them and you will quickly learn that this entire CAM movement may be the best thing to happen to design in the last two centuries. It will allow designers to design more in less time and will leave tedious drawing of final documents to machines instead of humans.
Total System Security
with Sierracin Anti-Penetration Glazing

For the exact level of protection you need...

1. Protection against high-powered ballistics, even after multiple hits, as well as physical force and flame attack, demands Sierracin OmniArmor.

2. Protection against physical force, medium-powered ballistics and flame attack requires Sierracin OmniLite. Used in over 300 prisons and other critical security applications across the country.

3. Protection that slows down vandals and burglars, for storefronts, homes and factories, calls for Sierracin OmniGard, an attractive alternative to iron bars.

... with the right framing for a uniformly secure system.

Your Sierracin dealer-installers are specialists.
They can supply and install the right glazing system for the level of protection you require. For further information, or for the name of your nearest dealer, call or write.

Sierracin/TransTech
12780 San Fernando Rd.
Sylmar, California 91342
Phone: (213) 362-6811
Telex: 677122

Glass plies resist abrasion and flame attack, while providing low-cost maintenance.

Polycarbonate core resists physical force attack, while providing thermal insulation. Reduces overall weight relative to all-glass BR glazing.

Interlayers bond polycarbonate and glass plies.
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... with the electronic dimension, for ultimate security.

Sierracin glazings may be ordered with optional alarm capability, to afford the user maximum reaction time. Alarm glazings may be tied in with the Envir-Alarm electronic alert system, as well as smoke alarms and other sensing devices, forming a complete security network.

Your Sierracin dealer-installer, working closely with Sierracin factory engineers, provides framing and installation designed to match the protection level of the glazing, for a system that's secure throughout.
TCS: DURABILITY
Fourth Dimension in Design

Functional durability, however intangible in initial specifications, is nonetheless a normal design criteria employed by most architects in the selection of a building material. TCS, terne-coated stainless steel, in a very unique way promises this durability—one that can be measured in generations rather than years.

In addition to its practical contribution as a major design element of the Inn at Glade Springs, TCS will require no maintenance or painting and will weather to a warm, attractive gray. Serving its function as a remarkably beautiful roof, it will, as project architect Donald H. Stark remarked, "probably last the life of the building."

Call us toll-free 800-624-6906

The Inn at Glade Springs, Beckley, WV
Architect: Donald H. Stark Architects, Beckley, WV
Roof: Harris Brothers Roofing, Charleston, WV
General Contractor: Radford and Farley, Beckley, WV
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Open-office system panels can be the foundation for an acoustically sound electronically flexible systems layout.

"Would you step into my workstation for a moment?" is hardly an invitation that evokes images of mahogany-paneled inner sancta with panoramic views. But the open office, with its labyrinth of workstations and anteriorarchical aura, was developed to address the problems of economics, communications, and workflow that had long plagued the conventional office. While its success is still a hotly contested issue, its acceptance is not. In the years since John Pile pondered the future of the open-plan office in this magazine (P/A, June 1977), it has become clear that the open office, for better or worse, is here to stay. With open-office furniture systems shipments of $4.3 billion projected for 1982 by The Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturers’ Association (BIFMA), it is difficult to argue otherwise. But the concept of the open office as developed in Germany by the Quickborner Team—that of a truly open layout with a minimal amount of private space—has not gained widespread acceptance in this country; most employees above the clerical level still seem to crave the privacy and status implied by the conventional enclosed office. The result is that most open-plan offices are something of a compromise between the Bürolandschaft model and the conventional office.

When one systems manufacturer said, “The only difference between conventional and open offices is that now, instead of walls, we have panels,” he may have oversimplified the issue, but his point is well taken. It serves to underscore the importance of panels in any open-office design. Given the dizzying variety of systems now on the market (this discussion will focus primarily on those with panels and panel-hung storage and work surface components) and granted that a system is rarely specified solely on the merits of its panels, the system panel is nonetheless crucial. It incorporates two essential aspects of open office design—acoustical control and wiring—apart from its basic functions of insuring visual privacy and articulating the office layout.

Making a list, checking it twice
Specifying office systems is a complicated business. There are dozens of manufacturers of panel-hung component systems alone, and because different manufacturers’ systems are not interchangeable, the choice can and should seem final. Shirley C. Reznikoff, author of Specifications for Commercial Interiors, asks: “Have you ever heard of a used office system?” It is important, therefore, to compare systems panels on a variety of points.

The variety of panel heights and widths offered is a key consideration. While most manufacturers now make panels that range in height from 30 in. (for clerical workstations) to 80 in. (for managerial, executive, or other office areas where a high degree of visual or acoustical privacy is desired), some manufacturers also offer full-height panels and optional doors, for creating conference rooms within open-office areas. Other options include curved or glazed panels, and a few manufacturers are offering panels that accommodate the sharing of computer equipment between two workstations. The range of panel widths is not nearly so great, but it does vary from one system to another. Commenting on the importance of flexibility of panel dimensions, Margo Grant, managing principal of Gensler & Associates’ New York office, maintains that “no open-plan office should be a sea of constant panel heights.”

Materials flexibility is important as well, for both functional and acoustical reasons. A basic question is whether a panel system can be adapted to more than one surfacing material. The struc-
A typical workstation (facing page) with panels and panel-hung components. Some systems offer full-height panels and even optional doors (this page, top) for total-privacy conference rooms. Some systems have pass-through panels (above) for sharing computer terminals. Panels' structural systems vary widely, from a post-and-panel assembly (top right), to an integrated post system (center right), to a less typical post-and-beam system (lower right), with work surface and storage components suspended along a central beam (incorporating a wire raceway) or universal post, with panels for visual/acoustical screening placed only at eye/voice level.

ture and composition of a panel system is another factor to consider. Panels may have metal or wood frames, with or without exposed or integrated support posts. Connector systems vary widely, so it is important to know how quickly panels can be disassembled or reconfigured. How durable are the connectors? Can they be reused? Some panels have integral slotted rails along their face edges for hanging storage and worksurface components; in one system, the mounting of components involves making holes in the panel fabric covering—an irreversible proposition. Almost every manufacturer seems to have a different structural system for panels, but the composition of the panel material itself is fairly standard. Non-acoustical panels can be made of hardboard or honeycomb cores sandwiched between layers of laminate, wood veneer, or metal. Acoustical panels often have a hardboard septum (sound barrier), with layers of fiberglass or other sound-absorbing material on either side, under a layer of acoustically transparent fabric. Tackable panels may also have a second layer of fiberglass just underneath the fabric covering.

Stability is another important item on the performance checklist (for a table listing performance attributes, see next page). Margo Grant cautions designers to "visit prior installations of systems that they are considering"; it never hurts to kick the tires, in addition to examining figures on impact resistance, stability, and fabric durability. If angled panel connections are needed, what are the limitations on angled connectors? What tools are necessary for making connections? What is the average assembly time for a typical workstation? Are the panel feet height-adjustable? Are there light or sound leaks between panels?

Flammability data are almost always
Open-office partition systems

FABRIC-COVERED PANEL

STEEL SKIN (PAINTED)

HONEYCOMB CORE

METAL PANEL

A panel's composition depends on whether it is used for acoustical control or not. In an acoustical panel (top left), a hardboard center septum serves as a sound barrier, while layers of fiberglass act as sound absorbers. Whether or not an acoustical panel has tackable material under its surface, it is always covered with an acoustically transparent fabric.

given in manufacturers' literature when fabric-covered panels are part of the system. The standard flammability test is the ASTM E-84, in which a building material or interior finish material is tested in a tunnel for flame spread, fuel contribution, and smoke density. Materials are flame-spread rated on a scale of 0 (does not burn) to 100 (burns moderately); classifications are A(0-25), B(26-75), and C(76-200). While the test is required in most states, it tests only the fabric, not the entire panel. To determine the fire performance of the entire panel in a fire, designers should seek specific information on the test methods used.

Acoustics

One of the biggest problems facing open-office workers these days is the lack of proper acoustical controls. Inadequate speech privacy and excessive background noise constitute the Collective hane of the worker's existence. The problem is not a new one—conventional offices have struggled with it for ages—but with open plans, it is aggravated by the proliferation of exposed surfaces. Consequently, systems manufacturers now consider acoustical panels to be an indispensable part of the open office landscape, but a designer can be confused by the profusion of acoustical-rating figures listed by various manufacturers. Acoustical panels—whether freestanding or component—are a crucial part of the sound-control picture in any open office, but they are only a part, not the whole package. Just because a panel receives a high acoustical rating does not insure a quiet office. Designers should know as much as possible about acoustics in general, and about acoustical panels' role in creating a comfortable working atmosphere before specifying a system, or for that matter, before arriving at a final office design.

In manufacturers' literature on panels, the most frequently quoted acoustical performance figures are those of the Sound Transmission Class (STC) and the Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC). Both are based on ASTM-sponsored tests and are usually published together, for good reason. The STC measures the ability of a barrier to stop sound from passing through it. A panel with an STC of 24 will stop 24 decibels of sound from passing through. The NRC, on the other hand, is a measure of how much sound a panel absorbs. It is derived from an average of sound absorption readings at four different frequencies: 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 hertz (Hz), or cycles per second. A panel with an NRC of .50 absorbs 50 percent of the sound striking its surface; one with an NRC of .85 (a commonly quoted high-performance figure) absorbs 85 percent.

These two tests, however, are conducted under conditions that do not take into account two major office acoustics problems—background noise and reflected sound. Theoretically, it is possible for a material to have an NRC of 1.0. Realistically, however, that is impossible in an office setting. According to Jack Curtis, director of architectural technologies at Bolt Beranek & Newman, Inc., "An NRC of 1.0 is possible only at an open window; it's the only place where sound just keeps on going." That is to say, even the most absorbent
The acoustics of the open-plan office, while based on predictable physical laws, often pose severe problems in design and layout. As illustrated by the diagram (top left), sound—the human voice—takes many paths and is reflected off ceilings, walls, and windows, as well as bending over and around office system panels, thus creating a need for proper acoustical treatment of all interior surfaces—not just panels. A graph (top right) illustrates the intelligibility of speech (represented by the higher density of dots), even at higher speech frequencies (above 2000Hz), that can be among the most annoying office sounds. After bending over and around office system panels, sound-the human voice does not simply travel in a straight line, but in several directions at once. For that reason, the sound of the human voice is not uniform across an office, and therefore potentially annoying, speech. (Low frequency sounds, on the other hand, tend to be unintelligible and can act as natural sound masking).

It is important to know if the entire panel was tested, or just the acoustically absorbent surface. William C. Anderson, design manager of product and space planning at Westinghouse ASD, notes that ASTM testing procedures were altered in 1979 to include the entire panel; the inclusion of wood and metal frames, which are highly reflective, would necessarily lower the final figures. Manufacturers are not required to publish testing dates in their literature; if you want to know, you have to ask. But it is important to remember that the numbers are relative. Systems furniture is only as effective as the setting in which it is placed. So while it is important to specify panels with good acoustical properties when necessary, it is equally important to design an acoustically efficient space. Jack Curtis emphasizes, "Acoustical design is predictable; you don't have to guess. A combination of correct decisions is required for acoustical privacy in an office, and a well-designed open office will probably have better acoustical privacy than the average conventional office."

Curtis cites three keys to an acoustically comfortable office. First, the layout and type of systems furniture must contribute to speech privacy and acceptable noise levels; putting a workstation next to a window wall, for example, is asking for trouble. Second, the level of background noise often determines the level of speech in an office. If the level is too high, people will raise their voices to be heard above it. If it is too low, higher frequency sounds will seem unbearably loud. Paradoxically, simply covering every available surface with an absorbent material may result in an office that gives the feeling, as one observer put it, "of being in a marshmallow." Sound-masking systems are often valuable in maintaining comfortable background noise levels. Third, it is important that ceilings, walls, and floors (in order of importance) contribute to acoustical control. (For a discussion of ceiling systems, see P/A, September 1980.) But Curtis emphasizes that each of these components is of little value unless used in conjunction with the other two.

Two other tests, PBS C.1 and PBS C.2, employed by the GSA, were developed specifically to deal with open-office acoustics. They evaluate the Speech Privacy Potential (SPP) between any two zones in a typical office area. PBS C.1 is known as a subjective test because it relies on a jury of listeners for its results. PBS C.2 uses a device to create a specific level of background noise (called the Noise Criterion, or NC) whose upper limit is 40 decibels (dB), against which sound reduction is rated by a Noise Isolation Class (NIC).

A third method of evaluating acousti-
Wiring capability is an important feature of many panel systems. A raceway (this page, lower left), accommodating electrical and communications wiring, is installed prior to panel assembly. A prewired panel base (center right) can be retrofitted to unwired panels, has panel-to-panel connectors and integral duplex outlets, and hooks up to the building's power grid; different wiring types are housed in separate channels. Prewired panels are also available (lower right), and are simply connected together before hooking up to the power grid. A diagram (top) illustrates a panel system with three-circuit capability; one circuit is dedicated to telecommunications wiring. Some panels may have built-in desk height outlets (facing page, far left); some systems have power poles to route wiring from ceiling power feeds (center); others route wiring through panels from floor feeds (far right).
cal performance is the Articulation Index (AI) developed by Bell Laboratories to indicate relative levels of speech intelligibility. This is derived by comparing the level of the intruding speech signal (voice) to the level of background noise at the listener's position. An AI of 0 means zero intelligibility; an AI of 1.0 represents total (100 percent) intelligibility. The average for normal speech privacy is .20. One advantage of this method is that it uses an average of sound-level differences weighted toward the higher frequencies.

Regardless of the testing procedures used or the acoustical ratings listed for a panel, a little common sense goes a long way. The performance of even the highest rated panel is considerably altered the minute someone hangs a storage component on it or tacks a piece of paper to it. And if you've blocked the sound-absorbent surfaces near the source of your voice with reflective materials, all that fabric and fiberglass at your knees won't do a bit of good.

Wiring: an electrifying issue
Just as important these days as acoustical control is the subject of wiring. Now that we are well into the age of the automated office, the prospect of being strangled by the mass of wires and cables needed to power the office of the future means that the ability of a panel to incorporate wiring capability has become a major selling point for systems manufacturers. For the present, wiring capability seems to fall into three categories. First, there is the panel with simple wiring that accommodates electrical wires and communications cables. The second is the panel that can be equipped with an optional, manufacturer-supplied power pack that has panel-to-panel connectors, and hooks up to the building's electrical grid. The third is the prewired panel, which is already assembled and is then plugged into the electrical grid. The last is the most expensive option. However, the electrical hardware can be depreciated in the same manner as the office system itself, since it is part of the furniture.

If a simple raceway is specified, remember that it is assembled ahead of the panels themselves, and that it adds a few inches to the height of the panels. The designer should know how easily accessible the wires and cables are that it will hold. How durable are the various base plates and covers that conceal the wiring? Does the raceway have separate channels for electrical and communications wiring? Does the panel accept power feeds from the floor? Ceiling? Both? How accessible are these entries? Does the panel have optional convenience outlet strips?

When examining power-pack or prewired panels, the designer should know whether or not the wiring system can be retrofitted to nonelectrified panels in the system. Are there integrated convenience outlets at work surface height? Many of these panel systems accommodate two (and sometimes three) 20-amp circuits (one for electrical, one for telephone and low voltage communications cable, and CRT's); one of these circuits may be dedicated to a specific use. If the system has integrated ambient lighting, can the lighting circuit be switched off while the task lighting and convenience outlets remain live? Does the system have pass-through panels for workstations or areas that do not need electrified panels? How many duplex receptacles (outlets) are permitted on each circuit? The National Electrical Code limits outlets to 13 per circuit, but New York City codes, for example, allow only 10. Some manufacturers incorporate vertical raceways into their panels; others route wiring through channels concealed in the panel joints—check for accessibility here, too.

What kind of communications wiring can a panel system accommodate? A survey of several manufacturers turned up capabilities ranging from six 25-pair phone cables to 30, as well as amphenol connectors. It is important to take into account the electrical and communications needs, present and future, of a client, as well as the electrical layout and capabilities of the building, before seriously considering any one system.

The question of flat wiring (which is installed directly on the floor under easily accessible carpet tiles) has become increasingly important in the last few years, as it is starting to gain acceptance among both users and local authorities. It is not now used widely enough to gauge its potential effect on open-office systems, but its widespread use would effect great changes in systems panel design, so it is something to bear in mind.

The big picture
This discussion of open-office panels is necessarily general; the specifics depend on the actual conditions of a given office design. It would be safe to say, however, that the more a designer knows about panels and office systems in general, the better equipped he or she is to offer a client the best furnishings for any office. Even the most expensive state-of-the-art system is only as good as the planning, research, and common sense that go into the design of its layout and surroundings, and the designer's awareness of its advantages and disadvantages. It is all well and good to buy the right stuff, but the acid test is knowing when and where to use it. [Pilar Viladas]
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When the Walt Whitman Shopping Center needed a ceiling...

The design they bought was a Hunter Douglas exclusive!

The Luxalon® Ceiling, with its unique carrier systems, provides architects and planners with the inspiration to create the shapes of the future...the flexibility to turn the ceiling into one of the most exciting elements of the total design.

Hunter Douglas
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Architectural Building Products Division, P.O. Box 84, Roxboro, N.C. 27573
COMPETITION

"THE PEAK" HONG KONG

U.I.A./H.K.I.A. Sponsored
International Single Stage Architectural Competition

The Directors of OLS Holdings Limited invite designs for the redevelopment of three adjacent sites on the Peak, City of Victoria, Hong Kong.

Hong Kong is a vigorous commercial and financial centre, with a present population of six million. Its development has now embraced a stage where an increased awareness of quality in the environment is sought. The topography, landscapes and seascapes lend a drama and excitement to the city, complementary only to the vigour of the people.

The competition brief envisages the creation of a development of considerable luxury which will provide an outstanding example of architectural achievement. It will thus promote the idea of excellence in architecture and serve as a visible landmark. Although of relatively small volume (approximately 6,100 square metres in gross floor area), the development is sited virtually on the skyline of the Peak and is visible from many parts of Hong Kong Island and Kowloon.

The accommodation will have residential units directly linked to club facilities whose emphasis will be on the provision of premises for social functions. Somewhat limited health club and sporting facilities will enhance the recreational provision, but the majority of the accommodation will provide for the activities associated with a traditional businessman's club. Flexibility in design is essential.

The Assessors for the competition will be Mr Richard Meier, Mr John Andrews and Mr Arata Isozaki, together with the Hon. Michael Sandberg, Chairman of the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, and Mrs Siu Hon Sum on behalf of the Promoters.

The Promoters will pay premiums of US$100,000, US$60,000 and US$40,000 respectively for the top three designs. A further US$100,000 will be allocated for special awards. It is intended that the winning entrant be retained by the Promoters to carry out the proposed design, subject to any amendment required by the Building Authority of the Hong Kong Government Public Works Department.

Full particulars of the competition will be deposited through U.I.A. with all affiliate and member institutes throughout the world.

Application for competition conditions should be made to the office of the Professional Advisor:
Mr Jon A. Prescott, 2-4 Sunning Road, 5th Floor, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong.

Registration will tentatively close on July 1, 1982. Assessment will be made during November 1982 and the competition results announced in December 1982.
There has been substantial litigation involving the issue of the time within which an architect may be sued for malpractice. Although most states have "statutes of limitations" defining the period within which suit must be instituted (or otherwise barred), the date when this specified period is to commence is often undefined and subject to judicial interpretation.

In some jurisdictions, the time commences when the error or omission claimed has been committed, or the plans and specifications which are in error have been accepted. In other jurisdictions, such period commences from the date of the completion of construction. When the latter rule applies, a further question is raised as to what constitutes completion of construction. Thus, for example, in Wisconsin the question was presented in Tri-Valley v. Schmidt, Garden & Erikson, 168 N.W. 2d 559, whether the time within which an architect could be sued was measured from the date the contractor completed its work or the date the architect issued a final certificate. The difference in these two dates was critical. The Court concluded that since the issuance of a certificate did not amount to an act of supervision or inspection and was merely an administrative act, the statute of limitations is measured from the date the construction work was completed.

This same issue was recently raised in New York in a case in which the owner, in a suit for damages instituted against various contractors and the architect, contended not only that the time within which suit for malpractice as against the architect could be instituted should be measured from the date the final certificate of payment was issued, but that such time should be measured from the discovery of the alleged defect rather than completion of construction (Board of Education of Tri-Valley v. Solotex Corporation, et al., 443 N.Y.S. 2d 190). In this case, the architect was retained to provide architectural services with respect to the construction of an elementary school. Construction began in the summer of 1971, all construction was completed in April 1973, and the final payment to the architect was made in December 1973. However, a final certificate of payment indicating actual completion of the construction was not prepared and issued by the architect until June 1976.

In New York, a claim against an architect for breach of contract arising from his alleged malpractice must be commenced within six years from the date the cause of action accrues. Suit had been instituted in October 1980, more than six years after construction was completed and the architect had received final payment, but less than six years subsequent to the issuance of the final certificate.

The Court pointed out that in New York, it was now firmly established that the six-year statute of limitations applies to an action by an owner against an architect alleging professional malpractice, with said cause of action accruing at the completion of construction. In response to the plaintiff's argument that the project was not completed until the issuance of a final certificate for payment, the Court stated that such contention was not only contrary to the enunciated principle that completion of construction is the moment at which the cause of action accrues, but was inconsistent with such decisions as the Wisconsin case referred to above, which ruled that a certificate of payment is merely an administrative act and, therefore, not the date from which the statute of limitations for an architect's alleged malpractice begins to run. The Court said:

"In this court's view, the date of the certificate of payment is irrelevant to the accrual of the cause of action pled in this complaint since the action accrued at the completion of construction. Under the contract, the movant was to receive 100 percent of its fee upon completion of the construction phase. If any additional services were performed by the architects, additional payments would be made upon presentation of a monthly statement by the architect. There has been absolutely no allegation made that the movant received any additional compensation. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated through documentary evidence that the movant's fee was 100 percent satisfied by December of 1973 upon completion of the construction; and, additionally, it has been established that the surety released final payment in April, 1973. Therefore, the court finds that there is no basis upon which this court could hold that the 'continuing treatment' exception is applicable so as to toll the statute of limitations until 1976."

The plaintiff in this action also contended that the accrual of a cause of action should be measured as of the date when the defect is discovered rather than the completion of construction. To support this argument, the plaintiff urged that such a rule applied in medical malpractice cases and should therefore be applied to architectural malpractice. In rejecting this contention, the Court said:

"The plaintiff urges that the 'foreign object' exception enunciated in Flanagan v. Mt. Eden Gen. Hosp., which deems the accrual of the cause of action to be discovery of the wrong, should be made applicable to actions based upon claims of architectural malpractice. This type of exception has not been extended beyond medical malpractice cases, except through legislative action, and this court will not extend it on facts presented in this application."

In view of the fact that the courts generally have extended the potential liability of architects in various decisions that relate to the statute of limitations, this Court's decision appears to be a welcome exception to that trend. This case is on appeal, however, and its ruling is, therefore, not final.
The Pinelands of South Carolina is the setting for this attractive contemporary home finished with cypress wood siding which has been coated with Moorwood Weathered Wood Finish. The silvery-gray finish is a close approximation of the bleached look achieved through natural weathering. With Weathered Wood Finish there are extra advantages. Not only is the weathered appearance instantaneous but it’s uniform in color...no dark discoloration to mar the beauty of this lovely home.

Quality, protection & natural beauty
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Nothing matches the quality, feel and look of solid metal. And, because METTLE MICA™ is anodized aluminum, it gives you a solid edge over foil laminates.

METTLE MICA is available in a variety of beautifully polished and brushed anodized finishes that are not flammable and won't chip or peel. METTLE MICA has no unsightly edge lines, won't pit or deteriorate and is impervious to water, alcohol and cigarettes. Although METTLE MICA is solid metal, it can be worked with standard woodworking tools, easily conforms to radius corners and can be applied with standard cements or adhesives.

Best of all, METTLE MICA gives you a competitive edge on price. It's one of the most economical laminating materials available. So get a solid edge by specifying METTLE MICA. Call or write for additional information, samples and the name of your local distributor.

created and produced by

the october co., inc.
easthampton, massachusetts, 01027
area code 413 527-9380

Consult our file in Sweet's 9.12 / Oc
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Built America

Books


Reviewed by William Morgan, Professor of Fine Arts, University of Louisville.

G.E. Kidder Smith’s massive, 2300-page, three-volume compendium of American architecture represents a monumental undertaking. Kidder Smith drove 135,000 miles throughout the 50 states to produce a “definitive architectural encyclopedia of our country,” the stated purpose of which is to “establish architecture more fully in the cultural life of the United States.” The book (in the author’s words) is not an inventory, but rather a critical examination of structures “considered representative of major periods of development.”

Such a task would appear to be beyond the abilities of any individual (although one is reminded of the 50-volume Buildings of England series, the majority of which were written by Sir Nikolaus Pevsner). But Kidder Smith is not Pevsner. And before the “tourist, the buff and the specialist” pay out $89.95 (or half that amount for the paperbacks), they ought to realize that these ten pounds of unwieldy books will disappoint on almost all counts. No amount of traveling and research by the author (or even the imprimatur of the Museum of Modern Art) can compensate for the fact that this seemingly impressive array of words and pictures is nothing more than one man’s personal exposition of American buildings. Surely, there is a need for a definitive guide to our country’s diverse man-made heritage, but Kidder Smith (who identifies himself as an architect and critic, not a historian) just isn’t the man to do it.

In his introduction to Volume 1, Albert Bush-Brown states that Kidder Smith “loves buildings themselves, as only architects do.” Yet even architects will be frustrated by the author’s selection, limited only to buildings open to the public (except for a few houses available for “sidewalk viewing”). For the average tourist, even the architecturally knowledgeable one, a three-volume work covering 1400 structures in the entire United States is bound to be unsatisfactory. Bush-Brown waxes poetic about “taking the guidebook from the glove compartment” and swinging “our automobile off the expressway” to locate certain treasures. But unlike the pocket-
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In Graceful Tension Structures By Helios.

The delicacy and beauty of these tensioned membrane structures is thoroughly practical. In this economical shelter for an outdoor music amphitheater, the natural beauty of the site is preserved, with only minimal disturbance for footings for structural elements. The smaller white tensioned structure at the Aspen Design Conference in Colorado is even simpler, facilitating its erection and demounting each year.

All these structures, including the festive rest area sunshades, are fabricated of vinyl-coated polyester material held in tension on a steel framework. The result is a lightweight, rigid structure engineered to withstand heavy wind. Though a tensioned membrane structure is in a higher price class than a tent, it offers far greater strength and durability. Compared to alternative structures of wood, steel or masonry, it typically results in important cost savings.

When your imagination calls up sweeping curvilinear shapes or great enclosed space, HELIOS INDUSTRIES, INC. are the people to try your ideas on. We specialize in helping architects translate their innovative designs into practical reality. Our expertise includes design, engineering, fabrication and erection—a total, comprehensive service unmatched in the U.S.

HELIOS INDUSTRIES, INC.
Dept. P1
1602 Tacoma Way
P.O. Box 5469
Redwood City, California 94063, U.S.A.
Telephone (415) 364-1770, Telex 345590
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sized Michelin or Pevsner guides, these books are too large for almost any car storage space except the trunk, and they are too heavy to hold easily.

Even if we make allowances for the inherent limitations of such a project, are there things to be learned from these books? Yes, there are, especially if one shares Kidder Smith's Gropius-Giedion Modernist philosophy and if one is willing to accept his premise that the best American architecture was built in the 20th Century. If you are someone who is uncomfortable with eclectic buildings, who has doubts about Beaux-Arts-inspired works, and who venerates the designs of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, then Kidder Smith's survey will have great appeal.

Som crops up so often that a person unfamiliar with American architecture might easily conclude that theirs is the standard by which all other work is measured. Over a quarter of the buildings selected for Oregon and one-sixth of those in Idaho are by that firm. Throughout, SOM garners well over 50 entries, while Frank Lloyd Wright gets 28, Robert Venturi six, and Richard Meier one. Eclectic designers like Ware & Van Brunt, James Renwick, Richard Morris Hunt, and Ralph Adams Cram are included only where it would be too obvious to exclude them. After reading these books, one might believe that not much happened in American architecture between the Georgian period and the advent of the International Style.

Such criticism may seem overly harsh, but it is deserved. For example, Kidder Smith devotes a great deal of space to Modern buildings at Yale (Saarinen, SOM, Rudolph, Johnson, and Kahn) but leaves out the Gothic and geometric quadrangles that contribute significantly to that University's pre-1950s image. In fact, the State of Connecticut would seem to have no notable 19th-Century buildings at all. William Burges's splendid Victorian Gothic complex at Trinity College is not mentioned, nor is R.M. Upjohn's marvelous State House (later, the author heralds the dreary North Dakota Capitol as "the outstanding governmental structure of the 1930s").

Kidder Smith includes Richardson's Trinity Church in Boston, of course, but not Cummings & Sears' New Old South Church across the street. He leaves out the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New York, and in choosing Philip Johnson's Pre-Columbian Museum at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, he ignores that institution's outstanding garden by Beatrix Farrand, America's foremost woman landscape architect. The result is a lack of balance that suggests both a blindness to and a misunderstanding of the variety, depth, and richness of America's building history.

Given the guidebook nature of these books, the failure to mention buildings close to those discussed is especially frustrating. While it obviously isn't feasible to include every single omission on or near some college campuses point up the author's narrow vision, especially so when he discusses a contemporary building that attracts his fancy, but fails to mention works on the same campus or in the same town that might be of interest.

Hugh Stubbins's Coles Tower at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Me (a 16-story concrete and brick tower that claims the distinction of being the tallest building in New England north of Boston), elicits Kidder Smith's praise. Yet, within a few hundred yards of the Coles Tower—and not referred to—is Bowdoin's remarkable central quadrangle containing the 1802 Federal-style Massachusetts Hall, Richard Upjohn's pre-Richardsonian Romanesque chapel, a museum by Charles McKim, and two notable Collegiate Gothic creations by Cram's mentor, Henry Vaughan.

At Harvard, the Longfellow House and Ware & Van Brunt's Memorial Hall (which Kidder Smith calls a "mammoth ugly duckling") are the only non-Modern buildings mentioned—there is no Bulfinch or Richardtson, no Harvard Yard. At Princeton, works by Cram, W.A. Potter, Cope & Stewardson, Stubbins, Pei, and Walker Cain are written up, but those by John Notman, Hunt, A. Page Brown, Minoru Yamasaki, Gwathmey/Siegell, and others are not. At the Insti... [Books continued on page 207]
Choosing an interior door frame is usually limited to some variation of the common steel frame.

But we've changed that. Our aluminum door frames offer cleaner, more sharply defined lines because they're extruded. The fact that they're made of lightweight aluminum also means they're easy to install, fully demountable and reusable. And they're as durable and long-lasting as steel.

Howmet door frames come in a wide choice of painted or anodized finishes. Plus, they are reasonably priced and readily available.

The Howmet Imperial™ door frames install ceiling height only. And the Howmet Royal™ door frames install ceiling height or less. Both are available with or without matching, fire-rated sidelites, doors and hardware.

Custom Engineered Ceiling Grids

Howmet also manufactures aluminum ceiling grids in a variety of innovative finishes and design options featuring lightweight, rust-free performance and easy installation.

So, if you're tired of choosing from the same old products, try Howmet. Our interior products are special. Either call (501) 234-4260 or write to our Interior Products Department, P.O. Box 40, Magnolia, Arkansas 71753.
UNCOMPROMISING
QUALITY AND FUNCTION .....

BY DESIGN

An Allmilmö kitchen. Easily the single most important selling feature in a new home or condominium. And equally important, a smart investment at an affordable price for both buyer and seller. Over ninety styles from which to choose. All elegant. All a contribution to the finest lifestyle. Designed for other rooms as well through our exclusive Total Living Environments concept.

For planning and service expertise, visit the Allmilmö Studio. A Specialist nearest you and experience their ideas of excellence. For information call toll free 800-535-8733 (in Wisconsin 800-242-2981) or for 148 pages of color catalogues send $5 to Allmilmö Corporation, P.O. Box 629, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006.

Manufactured by Milewski Mobelwerk, Zell am Main, West Germany
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“Practicality”

His buildings seem now timeless. By attention to all detail he achieved the design mastery he sought. And time has proven the superb, enduring, practicality of what he created.
The lesson was well taught. Rixson door pivots in Frank Lloyd Wright buildings provide more than obvious aesthetic advantages. Their mechanical superiority has, unnoticed, better protected countless doors and frames from the ravages of the years. There is no better means of door hanging than the Rixson pivot.*

Rixson-Firemark
9100 West Belmont Avenue, Franklin Park, Illinois 60131
and Rexdale, Ontario—312/671-5670
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*Additional information, on request.
NEW PASSIVE SOLAR GREENHOUSE

- New System 3 "Brookhaven" model for U.S. Dept. of Energy
- Curved eaves—Bronzetone finish
- Factory insulated glass
- Meets all building codes
- Custom built or standard sizes
- Totally PRE-FAB construction
- National dealer network

COLOR CATLOG and TAX CREDIT GUIDE: FREE—catalog and price list, plus our guide to the latest federal and state passive solar tax credits and qualifications.


FIBER GLASS PANELS
- Insulated aluminum frame
- High density polystyrene foam insulation
- Durable, frost-protected, insulated glass
- Easy to install

FOUR SEASONS GREENHOUSES
910 Route 110, Dept PA-205
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735
Phone: (516) 694-4400
Div. Four Seasons Solar Products, Corp.
SEE US IN SWEET'S CATALOG
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Products and literature

The following items are related to the Technics article on computer-aided design and drafting.

Products

Sigmagraphics II computer-aided design system now has a touch-sensitive menu that allows the operator to enter 256 different commands, symbols, or macroprograms. An interchangeable overlay shows a customized menu for each type of drawing, such as furniture layouts, elevators, or mechanical details.

There is also a color raster display that allows the user to select 16 distinct colors from 256 available. User can specify overwrite, underwrite, blend, and complement to indicate the desired results when lines or areas intersect. Sigma Design, Inc.

Circle 451 on reader service card

The 4054 graphic computing system is for engineering and design areas requiring complex diagrams and high density interactive graphics. Expanded graphics capabilities include a 19-in. Direct View Storage Tube display which can support 133 character lines of text and has 13 million addressable points. It draws dotted, dashed, and solid vectors. It is compatible with other 4050 series computers in language, software, storage, and peripheral devices, such as the 4663 interactive digital plotter. Tektronix, Inc.

Circle 452 on reader service card

Summadraft for Architects includes a Data General minicomputer, magnetic storage, graphic display hardware, and software. There is also a comprehensive library of standard graphic and construction details catalogued to conform with the CSI numbering system. The system was developed jointly by Sigmagraphics and Arcomp Systems, Ltd. The package includes a training course, access to a hot line telephone number, and membership in a lending library of operating details to be shared among all system users. Summagraphics Corp.

Circle 453 on reader service card

Computer-aided drafting for two-dimensional designs uses standard drafting practices and nomenclature so those with little or no computer experience can operate it after a brief training period. Typically, it consists of a Tektronix 4054 desktop computer, CRT display and system console unit, graphic display, data storage, and plotter. A tutorial cassette is available to prompt the user through an unfamiliar task. Plotters for C, D, or E sizes are available. Revisions need to be made only once; the system will incorporate them into new drawings. Keuffel & Esser Co.

Circle 454 on reader service card

The ICS-CADD system has interactive computer graphics and engineering design processing, as well as word processing capabilities. Created as a less expensive system suitable for both large and small offices, it uses high-speed microcomputers and efficient software. Each station can have its own plotter, or remote stations can communicate drawings to those stations with plotters. The basic station uses the Digital Equipment

[Products continued on page 211]
Buchtal architectural ceramics carry your message throughout any commercial development you design. Write or call about the Keraion, Rustic, Unglazed and Monocolor lines for interior and exterior spaces. Or look for us in Sweets', file 9d and call the Sweets' Buyl ine for the Buchtal distributor nearest you.
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Corp. central processor, fixed disk drive, a 19-in. graphic CRT, and drafting software. Interactive Computing Systems. Circle 455 on reader service card

Design Graphix computer-aided design and drafting system, based on the Digital Equipment Company LSI-11 general purpose computer, includes separate graphics display console, command console, digitizer station, plotter station, and telecommunications modem phone. The company's proprietary software provides three-dimensional graphics processing, multi-tasking, multi-layered drawing, extensive editing and drawing modification capabilities, geometric generation, and user definable symbols. Used with DEC and DEC-compatible hardware and appropriate software, the system will also do word processing, accounting, and business graphics. Engineering Systems Corp. Circle 456 on reader service card

Distribution Analysis for Power Planning Evaluation and Reporting (DAPPER) is an electrical power distribution design system. It can be used in designing power distribution networks for new buildings, such as schools, hospitals, office buildings, and government installations, or to evaluate systems in existing structures. Design modules include load analysis, feeder and transformer sizing; voltage drop and load flow analysis; balanced, three-phase fault analysis, and unbalanced fault analysis. Control Data Corp., CYBERNET Services. Circle 457 on reader service card

Spatial Programming Design System (SPDS) software for AD/380 automated design and drafting system allows architects, space planners, and facilities planners to solve space allocation problems by manipulating solutions on a computer display screen. It automatically generates relationship charts, bubble diagrams, space diagrams, and final layout plans. Auto-trol Technology Corp. Circle 459 on reader service card

Dynamic Design and Drafting (DDD) software, available on a licensing basis, includes a three-dimensional modeling program that enables designers to "walk" through a simulated building and analyze solutions and a two-dimensional program for creating architectural and interior plans and elevations. The programs can be tied into the company's Facility Operations Support system, which associates graphic data with alphanumeric data from which specifications lists and pricing and inventory reports can be generated. It operates on an Evans & Sutherland Corp. Multi-Picture System and a Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-11 or VAX minicomputer. Herman Miller, Inc. Circle 460 on reader service card

Video Designer computer-aided design system is an upgradable system, including hardware and software components, for mechanical and architectural applications. It enables designers to automate the design process from concept to final rendered design. Progressive Architect 5-82
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We make locks for every door

Across the continents, in every situation, Schlage has earned a reputation for high technology, innovation and precision manufacturing to close tolerances.

Our eight different lines offer locks for every specific need in a variety of designs, finishes and functions. From the "A" Series Standard Duty residential and commercial locks, to the "B" Series 1" throw deadbolts, to the "K" Series knob and lever heavy duty mortise locks, you'll find quality products made to last.

In America, there's only one name for locks.

We make locks for every door

...all around the world.

Across the continents, in every situation, Schlage has earned a reputation for high technology, innovation and precision manufacturing to close tolerances.

Our eight different lines offer locks for every specific need in a variety of designs, finishes and functions. From the "A" Series Standard Duty residential and commercial locks, to the "B" Series 1" throw deadbolts, to the "K" Series knob and lever heavy duty mortise locks, you'll find quality products made to last.

In America, there's only one name for locks.
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to detail drawings in substantially less time than when it is done manually. Components are a Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-11/34, graphics 32 display processor, a disk subsystem, a dual-density magnetic tape subsystem, a graphics workstation, and an alphanumeric terminal. Applico, Inc.
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Dimension III electrical schematics software package allows designers to create schematics from rough sketches or directly. The electrical design information becomes part of an integrated data base. It associates appropriate wires and components and alerts the designer to crossed signals or short circuits. Calma Co.
Circle 462 on reader service card

DI-3000 graphics development tools are based on the CORE system. The device-independent software operates on IBM, Hewlett-Packard, DEC/VAX, DEC/PDP, Data General, Burroughs, and other mainframe and minicomputers. Level C includes a full modeling system for high-performance computer-aided design. Precision Visuals.
Circle 463 on reader service card

An interactive graphics system for entry level is intended as a stand-alone system for smaller firms. It provides the ability to create, manipulate, display, and plot graphics information. Its software is compatible with the company's other systems. The system can also be used as a network component in larger organizations. A two work-station system includes the 11/23 CPU, a file processor and communications concentrator, disk drive, tape drive, alphanumeric control console, and two monochromatic dual 19-in. raster screen work-stations. Intergraph Corp.
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The HP7470 two-pen graphics plotter is compatible with the company's desktop, personal, and large computers, as well as IBM, Apple, and Commodore personal and business computers. Among other capabilities, it can produce technical drawings. It has scaling ability, automatically reconfiguring a graphic or character to fit within a certain area. Hewlett-Packard Company.
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Literature

'The 1982 Computer Graphics Suppliers Directory' covers suppliers of hardware, software, systems, and services. The 100-page directory has an alphabetical list of vendors, their addresses, telephone numbers, products, and services. It also lists vendors under specific categories by products and services. Information is provided about sponsors of seminars, conferences, and courses. Price is $47 prepaid in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico; $54 prepaid elsewhere. Stanley Klein, Publisher, Computer Graphics Directory, 730 Boston Post Road, P.O. Box 392, Sudbury, Ma 01776.

Computer graphics services combining hardware, software, data bases, support services, and training are available directly or accessed through remote work stations. The service is applicable to corporate, government, military, institutional, and private clients with architectural, engineering, facilities management, and command and control projects. Interactive Graphics Services Corp., Subs., The Everett J. Brown Co.
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The CalComp interactive graphics system (IGS) expedites design, increases drafting productivity, and standardizes drawing appearance. It scans a drawing and automatically extracts and prints a bill of materials, which is updated [Literature continued on page 217]
The Merchandise Mart
and Neocon International
Chicago
June 15-18, 1982

An International Exchange of Ideas
• Elissa Aalto, Architect/Planner, Helsinki, Finland, The Office of Alvar Aalto
• Arata Isozaki, Architect, Tokyo, Japan
• Paolo Portoghesi, Architect/Planner, Rome, Italy
• Edmund N. Bacon, Architect/Planner, Leading Authority on Urban Planning, Author, "Design of Cities"
• Gerard O'Neill, President, Space Studies Institute, Author, "2081—View of the Human Future"
• Jean Houston, World-Prominent Behavioralist, Director, Foundation for Mind Research, Author, "Life Force"
• William S. Kiser, Chief Executive Officer, The Cleveland Clinic Foundation
• Hans G. Sternik, President, Intercontinental Hotels, New York
• Paul Goldberger, Architecture Critic, The New York Times

Leaders from Every Discipline
Architects, Designers, Planners, Facilities Managers, Representatives from Government and Business.

The Total Product Presentation of the Industry
Now more than 3 million square feet with the premiere of the new 8th floor. Featuring Neocon International representing the designs of more than 20 countries.

Neocon. The World Congress of Environmental Planning.
Plan now to attend.
For a complete program of events—Tel: 312/527-4141. For priority hotel and travel information: contact the Hotel Bureau, 830, The Merchandise Mart, Chicago, IL 60654. Tel: 312/467-1942
whenever a drawing is revised. Capabilities of lGS are explained in a 16-page brochure. Components include: matrix printer, system processing facility, workstation, digitizers, and output devices. California Computer Products.
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Stacking plan and cluster analysis software program is adaptable to a wide range of computer hardware and space-planning requirements. A four-page brochure describes the program and its application to space-planning. For a free copy, write to Robert J. Krawczyk, Computer Application Consultant, 5219 N. Lockwood Ave., Chicago, Ill 60630.

The following items are related to the Interior Technics article on open office partition systems.

Products

The EOC Panel System has concealed tracks for mounting components and a metal raceway, clad in wood, with access through flip-up panels. Partitions are fabric covered in wood frames. Freestanding desks, credenzas, chairs, tables, bookcases, and files complete the system. Executive Office Concepts.
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GPS open plan office panels come in four heights and four widths. Panels can be rift oak veneer on both sides, oak veneer on one side and acoustical on the other, or acoustical on both sides. There are 15 fabric colors and three wood finishes. Desks can be freestanding or attached to the wall. Pedestals can be used on either the left or the right. Task lighting is available, and wire managers keep cords out of the way. Installation is simple and components are easily rearranged. Gunlocke Co.
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SerieSeven modular office systems have interchangeable components and panels for flexibility. Panels are installed with one type of hinge/connector that allows individual panels to be added or removed easily. Panel heights are 40 in. and 50 in.; widths are sized to accommodate standard desks. Acoustic panels are available that both absorb noise and block its passage. IKD Corp.
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System 9 office partitions are fabric-covered acoustical or transparent. The system includes work surfaces, pedestals, storage units, CRT platforms, lighting, power and communications facilities, and accessories. The easily assembled work stations can be dismounted and reassembled to meet changing needs. Precision Manufacturing, Inc.
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The Plenum System open office, with freestanding desks, cabinets, and credenzas, is adaptable to a variety of installations and sizes. The 2½-in.-thick panels, straight or curved, have a hardwood interior frame covered with wood veneer, fabric, or transparent plexiglass. Work surfaces can be attached, and storage units can be used beneath or overhead, the latter with integral task lighting. Modern Mode, Inc.
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Privacy Panel System® provides four panel heights, including one that is full height. Panels are standard or acoustical in baked enamel on steel, fabric-wrapped steel, or glazed. Panel colors match furnishing components. Electronic systems support furniture consists of desks and cantilevered work surfaces, and a prewired power base distributes power and communications wiring. E.F. Hauserman Co.

Circle 472 on reader service card
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As it happened, the people at Ocean Spray got bogged down when it came to choosing a floor for their new Cranberry Museum in Plymouth, Massachusetts. The floor had to be just right to correctly accent the long-renowned cranberry and it had to be natural, like the cranberry.

Jennison-Wright had the solution: Kreolite Wood Block Flooring, a natural wood product that combines warm beauty and excellent durability. First of all, the block was pressure treated with a colorless preservative that allowed the rich grain of the wood to show. Then, using a unique installation procedure, the block was installed with a provision for expansion around each block in the floor and finished with a durable transparent surface material.

Kreolite Wood Block Floors fit anywhere: shopping centers, museums, fine restaurants, offices and malls. Kreolite Wood Block Floors are durable, incredibly strong and very luxurious to look at and walk on . . . for years to come and go, beautifully.

Please write us. We’d like to tell you more.

The Jennison-Wright Corporation
P.O. Box 691 • Toledo, Ohio 43694

Also in Sweet’s Catalog and your Yellow Pages
The Zapf system is now available with postformed laminate surfaces that provide hardness, stain resistance, and durability. The continuous surface has no edges to trap dirt. The laminate can be provided on all horizontal surfaces: work surfaces, extensions, shelves, word processing components, closet tops, fascia strips, and file top kits. Colors are beige, light gray, medium gray, and slate, which can be combined with the expanded choice of fabric colors offered. Knoll International, Inc.

Options® office partition system, designed by Bob Becker, consists of a lower, 29-in. desk height wall and an upper wall to desired height. A mounting track at the juncture of the two walls allows work tops and storage pieces to attach where needed. Components can be added or removed easily, without tools. Panels are available fabric covered, wood and fabric combinations, or wood paneled. Helikon Furniture Co., Inc.

Quantum modular storage units fit within open plan offices or act as dividers. Bases accommodate wire managers for electrical and communications cables. There are writing or machine shelves, 3-in. to 15-in.-deep drawers, card storage, overfile, and storage units. Files have optional legs. Matching desks and credenzas are also available. GF Business Equipment, Inc.

A panel system for open office plans combines both panel-mounted components and freestanding desks, seats, files, and accessories. The modular power and communications network accommodates lighting, information processing, and communications. Litton Business Furniture.

Panels for open office plans have wood detailing for top caps, end caps, and corner detailing, providing an all-wood look. Panel components are offered in seven colors to match seating upholstery. Base plates, finished in chrome or dark neutral, can be used on either electrified or nonelectrified panels. American Seating.

Panels in the 8000 series for open office plans are available acoustical on one side and metal or laminate on metal on the other or acoustical on both sides. Straight panels come in four heights and seven widths; nonglazed curved panels come in four heights; glazed in two heights. They are covered in fabric or coated with textured paint; glazing is clear or tinted. The hinge system allows easy mounting or demounting. All-Steel Manufacturing.

HarterWall partition frame units install with only four standard bolts. Preassembled raceways can be wired on site; prewired sections have frame-to-frame plug-in connectors. Panels are inserted into the frames and secured in place with hidden locking bars. Fabric covers can be detached for cleaning or replacement. Harter Corp.

Open office partition units are straight or curved vision panels, straight acoustical panels in four heights, and curved fabric panels. Top trim is solid oak. Panels can have a solid hardwood base or metal wire management base, both with adjustable glides. Storage cases, work surfaces, and pedestals complete the work station. Rose-Johnson.

Tempo 3 modular open office systems include straight or curved panels, work surfaces, storage, pedestals, and lighting. Raceways in each panel base have room for up to 16 25-pair cables and six...
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20-amp circuits. Panels are fabric-covered with matching or harmonizing steel tops and bases. Shaw/Walker. Circle 481 on reader service card

Spacesetter portable panel system, with full-height partitions, requires no permanent attachment to walls or ceiling and is simple to relocate. Of unitized metal frame construction, it is available in over 50 fabric, vinyl, or carpet finishes. It has a Class A flame-spread rating and optional sound-absorbent surfaces. Modernfold. Circle 482 on reader service card

The AD Panel System is suited to the electronic office. CRT units, word processing machines, and microfilm readers are easily positioned at the right height. Both task and ambient lighting are provided, and two completely different raceways meet wiring and communication needs. Wood, fabric, and plastic surfaces are available. Alma Desk Co. Circle 483 on reader service card

Literature

Ultronic 9000 systems furniture for the electronic office is described in a 24-page brochure. Top trim of the 34-in.-high structural panel lifts off for installation of up to 16 25-pair cables. Components include clear access end panel, structural panel, work surfaces, freestanding support with shelf for bottom-feed printers, and split-top machine table for

CRT with detached keyboard. Steelcase. Circle 484 on reader service card

Marcatré, a wood-based office partition system of work stations, tables, desks, storage, and accessories, was designed by architect Mario Bellini. Work surfaces expand left, right, forward, or back; panel heights range from low, for privacy with visibility, to tall, with complete privacy. The system is described and illustrated in a 22-page, full-color brochure. Atelier International, Ltd. Circle 485 on reader service card

‘Office Environments’ brochure discusses open office planning, including ceiling, walls, lighting, and furniture. The 12-page booklet covers flexibility of arrangement and its relation to interaction between associated tasks. Full-color photographs illustrate the products that make up such offices and the ways they can be combined to suit individual needs. Conwed Corp. Circle 486 on reader service card

The Scheffer System of office space planning is described and illustrated in a 24-page, full-color brochure. Photographs show construction details and wire management. Drawings provide dimensions and indicate optional variations. Modular design permits add-ons to be incorporated to expand a work station. Metrix Wood Div., Scandinavian Wood Industries, Ltd. Circle 487 on reader service card

Advent III work stations are factory assembled, but are easily moved for office rearrangement by means of handle cut-outs. A 16-page brochure describes the concept, components, adaptability, lighting, and electrification. Harvey Probber, Inc. Circle 488 on reader service card

‘Efficiency in Open Plan Systems’ offers product information about panel systems, furniture components, electrical raceway systems, and accessories. The eight-page, full-color brochure provides specifications for the three types of panels and discusses IMPAC, the three-circuit, six-wire electrical system. Panel Concepts, Inc. Circle 489 on reader service card

Undercarpet cabling for power, data, and telephone distribution, is discussed in a 16-page catalog that outlines its features and benefits. Installation, fitting, accessories, and specifications are described. [Products continued on page 222]
Prime space available now.

Kardex Kompakt Movable Shelf Filing Systems.

Kompakt movable shelf filing can help you recoup up to 80% of the space occupied by old fashioned filing cabinets. And even help you conserve 46% of the space you once specified for standard fixed metal shelves.

Unlike other movable shelf storage devices, the Kompakt system does not sacrifice accessibility. Only Kompakt offers multiple aisle accessibility. All files are active files, because a Kompakt system can be designed to provide simultaneous entry to two, three, or more aisles. You design interiors that save time, space, and money.

If crowded Manhattan converted to Kompakt, they’d soon be singing our praises at The Met and studying our stock on Wall Street. But they’ll find out about us soon enough. Right now, we just want you.

Why not clip the coupon and mail it today for the complete—and Kompakt—story?

I’m curious, Kardex. Please send me your 12-page brochure which explains how I can benefit from Kompakt Movable Shelf Filing Systems.

NAME ________________________
COMPANY ________________________
TITLE ________________________
ADDRESS ________________________
CITY ________________________ ZIP ______
STATE ________________________
PHONE ________________________

Mail to: KARDEX SYSTEMS INC. 
Dept. KPA • Marietta, Ohio 45750
Or call: 800-848-9761 (Ext. 217, Ms. Holshu)
In Ohio call collect 614-374-9300 (Ext. 217, Ms. Holshu)

Circle No. 374 on Reader Service Card
Tests prove Tyvek® Housewrap cuts heat loss through walls by 33%.

- TYVEK® stops cold air infiltration—cuts heat loss through walls 33%. Independent tests prove it.** BOCA Report 79-34 confirms it.
- Keeps cold air out of wall cavity, protecting insulation R-value.
- Moisture permeable—no danger of in-wall condensation.
- Costs about $150 for average house.

**DuPont registered trademark.

Other products

Trak-Fans, designed for use with lighting tracks, keep air moving to eliminate stratification of hot and cold layers. The fans turn on and off with a pull-chain and have an on/off switch to control oscillation. When they are used with TrakLiting Duo-Trak, lights and fans can be operated independently of each other. TrakLiting, Inc.

MRT/AM-4 Globe thermometer provides a means of monitoring, controlling, and verifying the performance of radiant environments and components. It indicates radiant environments as a person would experience them rather than measuring ambient air temperature. Solarware, Inc.

Provider® freestanding heat-circulating fireplace has bifold glass fire doors, removable ash drawer, and a humidifier. The fireplace has been increased over previous models by 2 in. to 26 in. Porcelain enamel finishes available are chestnut, mahogany, and black. In efficiency tests, the fireplace achieved a maximum output of over 73,000 Btu per hour. Preway, Inc.

Thermanel® insulated shutters used on the inside of windows can save as much as 33 percent of heat loss when they are closed at night. The insulation, with an R-value of 9, is enclosed in pine panels, in pine-framed textured fabric, or in frames with fabric or wallcovering of user's choice. The company also
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Form and Function
Urban Systems Pedestrian Shelters

Urban Systems presents the two-in-one pedestrian shelter: a standard shelter with the advantages of a custom model, without the custom price tag. Architecturally designed to complement your city’s environment, Urban shelters are modular in construction to fit the needs of varied locations. Equally important, they’re built to endure the abuses of nature and men.

As aesthetically attractive as they are functional, they’re available with a wide selection of options, including a choice of three roof styles. They provide years of maintenance-free life, are easy to install, and are standard line items that let you realize significant savings compared to the cost of custom units.

Form and function: Urban Systems Pedestrian Shelters are as good looking as they are hard working.

Would you like to know more? Free illustrated literature is yours for the asking. Just write or call us today. We’ll also be glad to send information about our other urban beautification products — lighting and traffic control modules, litter containers, lighting bollards, and street furnishings.

URBAN SYSTEMS
Streetscape Incorporated
P.O. Box 1743
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501
Telephone (616) 453-3560

Circle No. 429 on Reader Service Card
The Aurora conference and dining room chairs—one of several new designs Arconas will introduce at Neocon.

The attractive fluted upholstery covers a sturdy steel frame construction molded in high resiliency urethane foam for durability and comfort. Designed by Andre Vandenbeuck.

Products continued from page 222

makes shutters for sliding glass doors.
The Neilson Co.
Circle 494 on reader service card

TEMP-MISER controls air-conditioners, heaters, fans, heat pumps, lights, and water heaters. Indoor and outdoor temperature sensors determine the best time to operate HVAC equipment. Programming is based on time of day and day of week scheduling. Holidays can be scheduled up to a year in advance, and the system automatically adjusts to daylight savings time and leap year. Battery backup power is provided. Micro-Control Systems,
Circle 495 on reader service card

Building materials

Major materials suppliers for a building that is featured this month as they were furnished to P/A by the architects.

Paul L. Barone Medical Building,
When America's speediest Rubik's Cube whizzes competed last winter on the TV show "That's Incredible," Robert E. Kirby stopped them in the act. A game and puzzle fanatic himself, the Westinghouse Electric chairman and CEO taped their maneuvers with his home video cassette recorder (VCR) and then replayed them in slow motion, to analyze their moves. "These kids were solving it in something like 26 seconds and I just wanted to see how they were doing it," he explains.

Mr. Kirby, who a few months ago won a Rubik's Cube contest among Pittsburgh CEOs (his winning time was 2 minutes, 8 seconds, but he has done 1:15 with his own "doctored up" cube), is an enthusiastic endorser of the VCR, the hottest new ticket in home entertainment.

"I use it for almost everything," he says of his Mitsubishi recorder and portable color sound camera. A 12-handicap golfer who's a member of the board of directors of pro golf's PGA tour, he tapes his swing and then plays it back through his TV in slow-motion or stop-action. "It's an extraordinary tool for teaching and correcting mistakes," he says.

He also has taped himself playing tennis and swimming; he tapes his family ("I keep a record of my two grandchildren as they're growing up"), he takes interior pictures of his home for insurance records; and he uses his VCR for business, taping his Westinghouse appearances in order to improve his presentations.

In addition, he tapes television programs for later viewing, at his convenience. Functioning like an audio tape recorder except that it shows a picture through a TV set, the VCR is used by most buyers chiefly as a playback device. You can record a program (on regular or cable TV) while you're away, or while you're viewing another show, or when you simply don't wish to watch TV. The tape can be saved or erased and used over and over again. You can also buy or rent prerecorded movies or other shows to play back and watch.

"I use it quite often to record programs when I'm not at home," Mr. Kirby says, citing specifically Presidential press conferences.

Your choice. Such "time shifting" remains the No. 1 attraction of the VCR, and it's particularly appreciated
United Airlines and Creative Leisure bring you a home in Hawaii.

Privacy in Paradise.

Your condominium vacation in Hawaii combines the flexibility of a home with the luxury of a fabulous resort hotel: swimming pools, saunas, golf, tennis, maid service, your own kitchen and more.

Settle right on the ocean on Maui or high atop a cliff on Kauai. Hide in the seclusion of Molokai, stretch out on the fairways of the Big Island, or be a part of it all on Oahu's Waikiki. There's a special United "Privacy in Paradise" condominium vacation waiting just for you.

Call United or your Travel Agent, then sit back as the friendly skies surround you in exclusive Royal Hawaiian Service on your way to "our little corner of the world."

NBC-TV Nightly News co-anchor Tom Brokaw is "on-camera" in Egypt, as George Stevens Jr. gets a charge out of his Sony Betamax.

by the busy executive. As Wallace R. Jones, president of Excello Specialty Co., Cleveland, says, "My problem is that when I want to sit down and watch a TV program, usually there's nothing on I want to watch. This way [he bought a Sony Betamax last fall] I can tape things like Presidential speeches, football games, or old movies. I'm an old-movie nut and they usually come on late at night."

Says Ayse Kenmore, owner of Liberty Music Stores, New York: "A VCR lets you be your own programmer. It's not Fred Silverman [ex-NBC honcho], it's you. YOU decide what you watch, on YOUR time." Mrs. Kenmore practices what she preaches. While she was traveling abroad, she had her husband or housekeeper tape some favorite series. Upon her return she watched "I, Claudius" and "Brideshead Revisited" and other programs at her pleasure, which included "zipping through the commercials." A "scan" or "search" button, one of many special-effects features on a VCR, advances a tape at ten to 20 times the normal speed.

"I believe it makes for a more orderly family life," says David McKinnon, principal partner of McKinnon & Associates, a Dallas CPA firm. "And since we got our VCR [a Magnavox], I find I'm not watching ordinary programs as much."

What to buy. What should you consider in purchasing a VCR? How you'll use one should determine what equipment you buy. If you intend simply to record TV programs or show prerecorded movies, the console model VCR is all you need. This one-piece unit is hooked up to your TV (warning: installation is tricky and takes time) and usually rests atop it. However, should you want to take video "home movies" as Mr. Kirby does, you need instead the lighter-weight, two-piece portable VCR and color sound camera. It can both record scenes and play them back via a TV set. Portables are increasingly popular and should account for about 30% of the 2 million VCRs expected to be sold this year.

Although more than 20 VCR brands are on the market, virtually all of them are produced by four Japanese manufacturers. Thus, most VCRs differ only slightly. They do come in two different tape formats, however, and your dealer's advice will be invaluable in selecting either the Beta or the VHS
What makes this radar detector so desirable that people used to willingly wait months for it?

Anyone who has used a conventional passive radar detector knows that they don’t work over hills, around corners, or from behind. The ESCORT® radar warning receiver does. Its uncanny sensitivity enables it to pick up radar traps 3 to 5 times farther than common detectors. It detects the thinly scattered residue of a radar beam like the glow of headlights on a dark, foggy road. You don’t need to be in the direct beam. Conventional detectors do. Plus, ESCORT’s extraordinary range doesn’t come at the expense of more false alarms. In fact, ESCORT has fewer types and sources of false alarms than do the lower technology units. Here’s how we do it.

The unfair advantage
ESCORT’s secret weapon is its superheterodyne receiving circuitry. The technique was discovered by Signal Corps Capt. Edwin H. Armstrong in the military’s quest for more sensitive receiving equipment. ESCORT’s Varactor-Tuned Gunn Oscillator singles out X and K band (10.525 and 24.150Hz) radar frequencies for close, careful, and timely examination. Only ESCORT uses this costly, exacting component. But now the dilemma.

The Lady or The Tiger
At the instant of contact, how can you tell a faint glimmer from an intense radar beam? Is it a far away glint or a trigger type radar dead ahead? With ESCORT it’s easy smooth, accurate signal strength information. A soothing, variable speed beep reacts to radar like a Geiger counter, while an illuminated meter registers fine gradations. You’ll know whether the radar is miles away or right next to you. In addition, the sound you’ll hear is different for each radar band. K band doesn’t travel as far, so its sound is more urgent. ESCORT keeps you totally informed.

The right stuff
ESCORT looks and feels right. Its inconspicuous size (5H x 5.25W x 5D), cigar lighter power connector and hook and loop or visor clip mounting make installation easy, flexible, and attractive. The aural alarm is volume adjustable and the alert lamp is photoelectrically dimmed after dark to preserve your night vision. And, a unique city/highway switch adjusts X band sensitivity for fewer distractions from radar burglar alarms that share the police frequency while leaving K band at full strength.

Made in Cincinnati
Another nice thing about owning an ESCORT is that you deal directly with the factory. You get the advantage of speaking with the most knowledgeable experts available and saving us both money at the same time. Further, in the unlikely event that your ESCORT ever needs repair, our service professionals are at your personal disposal. Everything you need is only a phone call or parcel delivery away.

Carrying case and visor clip included

Corroborating evidence
CAR and DRIVER . . . “Ranked according to performance, the ESCORT is first choice . . . it looks like precision equipment, has a convenient visor mount, and has the most informative warning system of any unit on the market . . . the ESCORT boasts the most careful and clever planning, the most pleasing packaging, and the most solid construction of the lot”.
BMWCA ROUNDDEL . . . “The volume control has a ‘silky’ feel to it; in fact, the entire unit does. If you want the best, this is it. There is nothing else like it.”
PLAYBOY . . . “ESCORT radar detectors . . . (are) generally acknowledged to be the finest, most sensitive, most uncompromising effort at high technology in the field”.
PENTHOUSE . . . “ESCORT’s performance stood out like an F-15 in a covey of Sabrajet’s.”
AUTOWEEK . . . “The ESCORT detector by Cincinnati Microwave . . . is still the most sensitive, versatile detector of the lot.”

The acid test
There’s only one way to really find out what ESCORT is all about. We’ll give you 30 days to test it for yourself. If you’re not absolutely satisfied, we’ll refund your purchase as well as pay for your postage costs to return it. In fact, try an ESCORT and any other detector of your choice. Test them both for 30 days and return the one you don’t like. We’re not worried because we know which one you’ll keep. As further insurance for your investment, ESCORT comes with a full one year limited warranty on both parts and labor. This doesn’t worry us either because ESCORT has a reputation for reliability. We know that once you try an ESCORT, radar will never be the same again. So go ahead and do it. Order today.

You don’t have to wait
Just send the following to the address below:
• Your name and complete street address.
• How many ESCORTS you want.
• Your daytime telephone number.
• A check or money order.

Visa and MasterCard buyers may substitute their credit card number and expiration date for the check. Or call us toll free and save the trip to the mail box.

CALL TOLL FREE . . . 800-543-1608
IN OHIO CALL . . . . 800-582-2696
ESCORT (Includes everything) . . . $245.00
Ohio residents add $13.48 sales tax.

Extra speedy delivery
If you order with a bank check, money order, Visa, or MasterCard, your order is processed for shipping immediately. Personal or company checks require an additional 10 days.

ESCORT
RADAR WARNING RECEIVER

VISACard | MasterCard

You can use a credit card or the enclosed money order to order your ESCORT. You’ll receive your unit the next business day after we receive your order. Visa and MasterCard buyers may substitute their credit card number and expiration date for the check. Or call us toll free and save the trip to the mail box.

CALL TOLL FREE . . . 800-543-1608
IN OHIO CALL . . . . 800-582-2696
ESCORT (Includes everything) . . . $245.00
Ohio residents add $13.48 sales tax.

Extra speedy delivery
If you order with a bank check, money order, Visa, or MasterCard, your order is processed for shipping immediately. Personal or company checks require an additional 10 days.

ESCORT
RADAR WARNING RECEIVER

CINCINNATI MICROWAVE
Department 522
255 Northland Boulevard
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
Saddlebrook

FLORIDA'S NEWEST AND FINEST RESORT COMPLETED FOR YOUR 1982 VACATION OR MEETING

1982 can be a memorable year for you... if you plan your vacation or your business meeting at Saddlebrook.

CONDominium Suites or Hotel-Type Bedrooms. Elegantly furnished one, two or three-bedroom suites (with a bath for each bedroom) include living room, dining room, fully equipped kitchen, and balcony or patio. Step outside your door into 330 acres of Florida's beautiful countryside. Exotic birds chatter in lofty pine, cypress, and palm trees and soar above blue lakes and rolling hills.

27 Holes of Golf. Designed and built by champions Arnold Palmer and Dean Refram.

15 Har-Tru and Laykold Tennis Courts. Tennis enthusiasts enjoy a tennis club atmosphere and the benefits of a resident champion tennis pro and staff. Enjoy lighted Har-Tru courts for night play. Instruction available for novices or veterans.
SUPER POOL. A complete recreation center in itself. 270 feet long (almost the length of a football field), and $\frac{1}{2}$ million gallons of water. 25-meter racing lanes. Water basketball and volleyball. Diving. Supervised children's areas. Lounges. Ornamental gardens. Plus a smaller private pool and three outside whirlpools.

CHOOSE YOUR DINING PLEASURE. In the splendor of the Conference Center's main dining room . . . the perfection of gourmet dining . . . the intimacy of private dining alcoves . . . the casual but gracious atmosphere of the Little Club . . . the tropical beauty of terraces . . . a personal dining room in your condominium suite. When your choice is from our chef's kitchens, you'll experience the ultimate in dining pleasure in the perfect setting.

WHAT A SITE FOR A MEETING
- Condominium Suite Meetings
- Little Club Executive Meetings
- Conference Center Meetings
Meetings or banquets from 12 to 650. Grand ballroom and/or 16 break-out meeting rooms in the 56,000-square-foot Conference Center. And a superbly trained staff to meet your every meeting need. Everything you need to get down to business.

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S HEALTH SPA. Exercise rooms, steam, sauna, whirlpools, massage. Health programs for exercise and diet coordinated for the duration of one's stay.

CENTER OF FLORIDA ATTRACTIONS. If you have the urge to roam, there are plenty of places to go. Visit Busch Gardens, Circus World, The Bounty, Walt Disney Vacation Kingdom, Sea World, Sunken Gardens, Derby Lane Greyhound Track, Asolo Theater, and much more. Tampa International Airport is located just 25 minutes away and not a single stoplight between you and our front gate. Limousine service or drive yourself.

The way to know Saddlebrook is to experience it.

Saddlebrook
The Golf and Tennis Resort
Wesley Chapel, Florida 33599
Call toll free 800/237-7519
In Florida 813/973-1111
For vacation information circle 437
For meeting information circle 438
Silver and gold are more precious with...

LEVERAGE

The ability to use a smaller amount of money to control a total investment worth much more.

Leverage is a word most precious metals firms can’t use. IPMC is one of few companies that can offer its clients the advantage of long-term leverage.

Knowledgeable investors are seeking insurance against catastrophic inflation. They’re turning to IPMC, one of the oldest, largest and most prestigious precious metals firms in the United States.

IPMC’s specially trained account executives will show you how to balance your portfolio and get the maximum advantage from leverage. Call now for our free Investor’s Guide to Precious Metals.

International Precious Metals Corporation
6451 N. Federal Hwy., 11th Floor
P.O. Box 23000
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33307

Toll-free (800) 327-5587
In Florida (800) 432-5579

IPMC

IPMC is registered as a commodity trading advisor with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission.

Send me your FREE investor’s guide.

International Precious Metals Corp.

Look for the perfect RV? The Kountry Aire is the unit you need. The handsome Kountry Aire contains the latest kind of thinking, design integrity and attention to detail. It is made for RV people who know what they want and why. The unhindered feeling of freedom given by a Kountry Aire is enhanced by good construction that holds up for years. You can go from summer to winter playgrounds without problems. 22, 5th wheel trailers, 11 travel trailers, matching tow vehicles. Mini motorhomes in 6 models.

WRITE FOR A 4-COLOR BROCHURE

Kountry Aire
Newmar Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 30, Dept. 244
Nappanee, IN 46550-0030

Looking for the perfect RV? The Kountry Aire is the unit you need. The handsome Kountry Aire contains the latest kind of thinking, design integrity and attention to detail. It is made for RV people who know what they want and why. The unhindered feeling of freedom given by a Kountry Aire is enhanced by good construction that holds up for years. You can go from summer to winter playgrounds without problems. 22, 5th wheel trailers, 11 travel trailers, matching tow vehicles. Mini motorhomes in 6 models.

The way to be free
Go unhindered, unlimited in a Kountry Aire

Kountry Aire
Newmar Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 30, Dept. 244
Nappanee, IN 46550-0030

Prices have been plunging and now range from about $600 to $1,600. A good top-of-the-line VCR can be purchased for about $1,100 ($1,500 list). A good color and sound camera runs from $800 to $1,200. A top-of-the-line “package” (VCR plus camera) costs $1,800 to $2,000. All the accessories could increase this to $3,500.

Greater programming capacity and remote control are among the most desirable features of the more expensive VCRs. RCA Corp. recently introduced a tape cassette—made by Matsushita—which can record up to 8 hours of programs, a boost from the previous high of 6 hours in the VHS format. Sony’s maximum Beta cassette time is 5 hours, but it now offers a Beta Stack which holds four cassettes, stretching recording time to a whopping 20 hours. Some VCR units allow you to preselect and record as many as eight programs over a three-week period. Even the lower-priced VCRs provide all the programming most viewers need, however, you can set them as much as 24 hours ahead to record one or more programs on a single channel.

Most decks have a choice of three speeds, meaning that the VHS cassette can record and play for 2, 4, or 6 hours. While some picture and audio quality are sacrificed at slow speed, it still beats the typical TV picture.

Blank tape runs from $12 to $15 a cassette and you’re advised to buy only a major brand. Prerecorded movies average about $70 in cassette form; X-rated films are even more expensive, $90 to $100. These “adult” system. The two formats are not interchangeable—meaning that if you intend to swap tapes with a friend, you need the same type of cassette.

Sony essentially invented both systems, dropping VHS for technological reasons in favor of the Betamax in 1975. The Beta cassette is smaller and is generally regarded as having a slightly superior picture when played at slower speeds. The VHS (Video Home System) offers longer playing and recording time, and now accounts for about 70% of the market.

Matsushita Electric is the giant of the industry, accounting for over half of all VCR sales. Matsushita, US JVC Corp., and Hitachi produce nearly all the VHS sets. Sony dominates the Beta market.

Prices have been plunging and now range from about $600 to $1,600. A good top-of-the-line VCR can be purchased for about $1,100 ($1,500 list). A good color and sound camera runs from $800 to $1,200. A top-of-the-line “package” (VCR plus camera) costs $1,800 to $2,000. All the accessories could increase this to $3,500.

Greater programming capacity and remote control are among the most desirable features of the more expensive VCRs. RCA Corp. recently introduced a tape cassette—made by Matsushita—which can record up to 8 hours of programs, a boost from the previous high of 6 hours in the VHS format. Sony’s maximum Beta cassette time is 5 hours, but it now offers a Beta Stack which holds four cassettes, stretching recording time to a whopping 20 hours. Some VCR units allow you to preselect and record as many as eight programs over a three-week period. Even the lower-priced VCRs provide all the programming most viewers need, however, you can set them as much as 24 hours ahead to record one or more programs on a single channel.

Most decks have a choice of three speeds, meaning that the VHS cassette can record and play for 2, 4, or 6 hours. While some picture and audio quality are sacrificed at slow speed, it still beats the typical TV picture.

Blank tape runs from $12 to $15 a cassette and you’re advised to buy only a major brand. Prerecorded movies average about $70 in cassette form; X-rated films are even more expensive, $90 to $100. These “adult”
The person who manages this fleet is just as important to us as the person who manages this fleet.

Hertz Car Leasing offers sizeable advantages to every fleet manager—whether you run a one-car operation or oversee hundreds of vehicles.

We give the small-fleet manager the same care and commitment shown his larger counterpart. While the big-fleet manager gets the same personalized attention enjoyed by his opposite number.

What's more, every Hertz lease includes your choice of full, major or preventive maintenance programs, tight cost control systems, a vast nationwide network of over 100,000 local service facilities, and more.

So if you'd prefer to lease from a company that believes in equality of quality regardless of size, be discriminating. Choose Hertz Car Leasing.

CALL 1-800-847-4068
Or fill in the coupon.

For additional information on Hertz Car Leasing, fill out this coupon and mail to:
Mr. Bob Magnotta, Hertz Car Leasing, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP

Hertz leases Fords and other fine cars.
movies represent an estimated 60% of all sales. Rentals from dealers or clubs are a much larger market; a typical overnight charge runs from $3 to $7.

(Note that a Federal Appeals Court decision of last October ruled that videotaping of TV programs, even in the home, violates the copyright law. That decision is expected to be reversed—how could it ever be enforced?—by the time it eventually reaches the U. S. Supreme Court or is remedied by legislation in Congress.)

If you're not interested in doing your own recording, you might consider the videodisc. Its content is on a prerecorded disc, similar to a long-playing record, rather than tape. The videodisc offers a sharper picture and it's more economical, but sales are a bust because it has no recording, replay, time-shifting, or movie-making ability.

VCR sales, by contrast, are rising rapidly, and the video camera is a prime reason. It offers color and sound. It's lightweight, portable, and easy to use. The better models have an electronic viewfinder—a tiny, black-and-white picture tube that shows exactly what you're taping. If you're not satisfied, just shoot again.

No home movies? There's no wait for processing and the cost is but a tiny fraction of Super-8 movie film of the same duration. A good-quality blank tape cassette can be purchased for as little as $12 and will play for as long as 6 hours; a Super-8 movie of the same length would run more than $650 by the time you paid for all the film and processing.

"I think video cassettes and cameras will make the standard home movies obsolete. The cost is very nominal and it's very easy to plug into a TV to watch," says Charles A. Stoody, chairman of Stoody Co., an industry, Calif., hard-facing welding alloy maker. He has a portable VCR and camera made by JVC, which he used to record a boat trip to Mexico. He also keeps a JVC console recorder on his home TV for taping shows.

George Stevens Jr., chairman of the American Film Institute, Washington, finds many uses for his Sony Betamax VCR and camera. The son of the late great Hollywood moviemaker and an award-winning independent TV and film producer-writer himself, Mr. Stevens took his VCR unit along when his family and that of NBC newsman Tom Brokaw went off on a two-week trip to Egypt and Israel last Christmas. He taped 5 hours and will edit this to a 1-hour show.

"The equipment is fabulous. It's a remarkable little unit," the producer exclaims. The Betamax was a hit at the Stevens' annual Super Bowl party last January. "As the guests arrived, I asked them who they thought would win and why and I taped their predictions... Jack Valenti and Ben Bradlee and all our Washington cronies. Then at half time I played these predictions back. So, instead of watching the CBS half-time show, we had our own little half-time show."

Roy Gentles, president of Alcan Aluminum Corp., Cleveland, uses his VCR in limited fashion, but it doesn't reduce his enjoyment. An avid sportsman, Mr. Gentles says he doesn't have the time now to even watch TV shows, much less record them, but he and his wife Margaret take pleasure in playing tapes of family events taken by their son-in-law.

Recording his baby daughter in detail on tape is the reason why Don Miller, a key accounts representative in Atlanta for Faberge Inc., purchased a top-of-the-line Hitachi VCR with "all the whistles and bells." Says Mr. Miller: "A lot of people will think $3,000 is a lot of money to put on a toy—and it is a lot—but a child is priceless. We want our child to know us, to be able to see how she lived when she was a baby, where she lived, how we all looked, what we did. All of us are changing every day and you only go through life once.

"It will really be neat, ten years or so from now, to show her this... all those moves and sounds she'll never make again. In ten years, when she sees those tapes, she'll either love me... or hate me."

CHICAGO'S TOWERING DIFFERENCE: THE WESTIN HOTEL!

Request the Tower at The Westin Hotel, formerly the Continental Plaza, and expect accommodations and services equaled by few hotels.

The Westin Hotel, on the Magnificent Mile, provides exclusive reception and uncommon amenities for its Tower guests. Private bar/refrigerator, stocked daily. Second TV and phone in bathrooms. Lush terry robe. Complimentary services, such as newspapers and magazines, also include shoe care.

Inquire about membership in The Westin's Tower Club, a guaranteed reservations program assuring you Tower accommodations whenever you are in Chicago.

The Westin Hotel's Tower, a towering difference in comfort and convenience.

For reservations, call your Travel Agent or 800-228-3000. In Chicago, 943-7200.
New Perma Rail Stainless Steel railing System in Standard Modules or Custom Units permits fast, economical on-site installation without welding!

Use these modular welded railing assemblies of corrosion-resistant stainless steel for any architectural use indoors or out. Pre-engineered modules ready for joining on-site to make rails of any length, complexity or configuration. We also fabricate railings to your special requirements!
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STANDARD UNITS ON REQUEST!

KDI PARAGON INC.
P.O. BOX 256
PLEASANTVILLE, NY 10570
914-789-6224

Our Exclusive COMPRESSION CLAMP.

Our continuous clamp is securely fastened to the water dam...creating a leakproof grip on the roofing felt so tight there's never been a reported failure in a Hickman Gravel Stop. See our catalog (7.3 H1) in Sweet's.

Hickman's FREE "Roof-Line"...1-800-438-3987

Available in Canada

The Secret of the Hickman Gravel Stop System:

Loewenstein, Inc.
Post Office Box 22029
Fort Lauderdale,
Florida 33335
305/525-8453.

Sales Representatives:
Atlanta, Georgia
Howard M. Shure & Associates
(404) 261-0961 (800) 241-7075
Chicago, Illinois
Tom Blair & Tom Hayden
(312) 467-6131
Dallas, Texas
Van Sant, Inc.
(214) 747-4376
Denver, Colorado
Charles E. Eisen, Inc.
(303) 388-0953
Edwardsville, Illinois
Robert L. Beegle Associates
(618) 656-2706
Langhorne, Pennsylvania
Art Abramson & Associates
(215) 631-6212
Los Angeles, California
The Schieff Group
(213) 936-7906
Marblehead, Massachusetts
Terra Nova Associates
(617) 631-6212
Miami, Florida
Joe Schmidt
(305) 573-0986
New York, New York
J.H. Norman, Inc.
(212) 751-9330
Portland, Oregon
William Gossler
(503) 222-6594
San Francisco, California
Gorton / Kohler, Inc.
(415) 921-7206
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico
Robert's, Inc.
(809) 727-2323
Scottsdale, Arizona
George Hummich & Associates
(602) 796-6166

Loewenstein.

Circle No. 385 on Reader Service Card

The Almatics.

A touch of the simple mechanical Almatic lever allows adjustment of the seat back and seat incline, individually and at the same time while seated. Gas operated seat lift, spring loaded seat shaft prevents bottoming. Affordable ergonomic office seating.

Loewenstein.

Circle No. 385 on Reader Service Card
This floor lamp was designed in 1923 by the Hungarian, Gyula Pap at the metal workshop of the Staatlichen Bauhaus in Weimar. The reproduction is faithful to the original, following Pap’s specifications, with permission of the Bauhaus Archives. Plate glass is connected by a nickel-plated tubular unit to a lacquered black iron baseplate. The bulb is semi-silvered—Pap created this lamp specifically for this type of bulb which had been invented at that time. Each lamp is numbered consecutively and bears the Bauhaus and the Tecnolumen logos.

63” high . 15½” diameter . 1-100W semi-silvered bulb.

Imported and distributed exclusively by:

Lighting Associates Inc

305 East 63 Street, New York, New York 10021 (212) 751-0575

Request Catalog PT with historical description of the lamps. cost $2.00

Coming next month

California capital, Sacramento, restored by Welton Becket Associates.

House in Australia by John Andrews.

YWCA, Houston, by Taft Architects.

A diversity of buildings will enliven the pages of June P/A: a grand restoration in California, a new Texas building, a house in Australia, some Scottish landmarks, and a new interior in Switzerland. Technically speaking, we will bring you a revealing article on How Products Get Designed and the second installment of our new Energy Redesign series.
For the architect who hates to wait.

Dataprint has thousands of brand name drafting supplies in stock, all ready for someday shipment. And all at hard-to-beat prices. Impatient professionals have been calling us for over 16 years. So if you want the best, but hate delays, call Dataprint (call us today by 2 PM, and we'll ship your order by 5 PM!). Ask for our free catalog, too.

DATAPRINT
DRAFTING SUPPLIES
(800) 227-6191
In California, call (800) 632-4715

Corporate Office: 400 Littlefield Ave., P.O. Box 2907 • So. San Francisco, CA 94080 • Distribution Centers located throughout the U.S.

Circle No. 331 on Reader Service Card
Situations Open

Architect—A/E/S firm seeking registered architect with substantial experience in design, production and marketing. Require leadership, strong organizational and innovative abilities. Company ownership available to right person. Send resume, references and salary requirement in confidence to: James Bell, Bell, Galvardi & Assoc., Inc., P.O. Box 7197, Rapid City, SD 57709.

Architect/Landscape Architects—Challenging opportunity to head a new branch office for expanding, mid-sized, mid-west, design-oriented firm of Architects and Landscape Architects. Offices to be located in Houston. Must be a highly responsible professional with 4 years minimum experience and demonstrated leadership and management abilities. Good interpersonal skills essential. Must currently live in the Houston metropolitan area. Progressive six month initial training and development period in St. Louis office. Salary negotiable. Send resume to: Mr. Barry Thaliden, President, Saunders-Thaliden & Associates, Inc., 3740 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo 63108. (314) 554-3990.

Architectural Illustration School providing 2-3 week advanced instruction in Architectural Illustration Techniques, requires individual to work in production studio. Fast sketch and finished color ability necessary. Beautiful Pacific Northwest location. Our clients include Interior, Restaurant, Product and Airline accounts. Frank Kendrickson, director. TRANSFORM + 500 120th NE (B2-S100), Bellevue, Wa 98005. (206) 455-0297.

Architectural Illustrators—Rare opportunity to join top firm in field. Salary $25-$30,000. Samples insure specifics. Position also open for model builders. Confidential. Art Associates Inc., 4041 West Central Avenue, Toledo, Oh 43606. 419-537-1503.

Faculty—Architecture, Pre-Architecture (transfer) Program at MCC sits has 1 full-time, tenure track position available for Fall 1982. Candidates must possess Master's in Architecture (or near completion) and professional or academic background in interior design. 2 years of college teaching or equivalent preferred. In addition to teaching assignments in history of architecture, design studio and environmental issues, position includes responsibilities for development and coordination of proposed interior design curriculum. Salary commensurate with credentials and experience. Reply with resume, photo and salary requirements to: Box 1361-400, Progressive Architecture.

School of Architecture—The School of Architecture and Environmental Design at Kent State University invites applications and nominations for the position of Director of the School. This is a tenure-track position at the rank of Professor. The School is one of seven schools in the College of Arts and Professional Arts and has a total enrollment of 500 undergraduate and graduate students with a faculty of seventeen. The School offers a four-year non-professional degree, a five-year professional Bachelor of Architecture degree, and a six-year Master of Architecture program. The latter two degrees are accredited by the National Architectural Accrediting Board. Candidates should have suitable, professional and educational credentials with abilities in administration, teaching, research, and practice. Twelve month contract; salary commensurate with qualifications and experience. Kent State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Application deadline is June 11, 1982. Please forward a current resume, transcript, at least three letters of recommendation, and examples of professional work and/or research to: Dr. Stuart Schar, Chair, Architecture Search Committee, School of Art, Kent State University, Kent, Oh 44242.

School of Architecture and Environmental Studies—The City College of CUNY is seeking applications/nominations for possible full time teaching position(s) in one of the following areas, effective September 1, 1982 (at Assistant or Associate Professor level). Position(s) is on a tenure track; salary will be commensurate with experience, qualifications and ability. 1) To lecture and instruct in structure and technical related subjects including building construction acoustics and lighting. Candidates must be able to develop new course material related to existing program and to meet future needs for expanding curriculum; Architectural Registration required. 2) Architectural Archivist with lecturing in History Theory, responsible for development and maintenance of slide library and related collection of documents for Architectural History, Theory and Technology courses. Candidate must be qualified in archival research. Ph.D. or Architectural Registration required. 3) Design Studio instruction and lecturing in design methodology and theory, responsible for implementation of teaching programs in basic years, and for coordination with all aspects of professional curriculum. Candidate should have experience in teaching and professional practice. Architectural Registration required. Send letter of application/nomination and curriculum vita no later than May 20, 1982 to: Executive Committee, Professor John Deans, Chairman, Department of Architecture, The City College of CUNY, Convent Avenue at 138th Street, New York, NY 10031. An Equal Opportunity (M/F/H/V), Affirmative Action Employer.

Senior Design Architects—Architects with broad design background are needed to assume strong design roles with an international company active in commercial, institutional and industrial projects. Individuals must be registered, have at least ten years experience and demonstrated design excellence. These positions are challenging, offering excellent benefits and compensation to talented persons who want to take charge and lead. Submit detailed resume and salary history in confidence to Ralph Insinger AIA, The Austin Company, 3650 Mayfield Road, Cleveland, Oh 44121.
Technical editor
Progressive Architecture has an immediate opening for a person with background in architecture and building technology to fill the position of assistant editor in charge of technical articles. Responsibilities will include generating and editing technical features and collaborating with editorial staff on other articles and issues. Skills in research and technical writing essential. Familiarity with building products, specifications, and detailing necessary. Previous journalistic experience not required. Opportunity to direct critical information resource for architectural profession. Salary negotiable. Reply to Box 3161-379.

Progressive Architecture
600 Summer Street
Stamford, CT 06904

International Recruiting Service for leading consultants and corporate clients. Ms. Ann Carol Capon directs architectural, interior design, visual merchandising, production, marketing and sales assignments. Inquire in confidence: Rita Sue Siegel Agency Inc., 60 W. 55 St., NYC 10019, 212-586-4750.

Learn To Build Your Designs Two week residential programs emphasize design, problem solving, detailing, and site management through hands-on construction of actual designed structures. Taught by practicing architects and contractors, this is an excellent offering for students and professionals alike. Free details; Design/Build, 5% Yestermorrow, Box 76a, Warren, Vt 05674.

Notice
Please address all correspondence to box numbered advertisements as follows:
Progressive Architecture
5% Box
600 Summer Street
Stamford, Connecticut 06904

Advertising Rates (Effective January '82 issue)
Non-display style: $100 per column inch. Seven lines per inch. Seven words per line. Maximum 4 inches. Column width approximately 2½". No charge for use of box number. Situations Wanted advertisements: $50 per column inch. Noncommissionable.

Display style: $180 per column inch, per your layout. Commissionable to recognized advertising agencies.

Check or money order should accompany the advertisement and be mailed to Job Market 5% Progressive Architecture, 600 Summer Street, Stamford, Ct. 06904.

Display style advertisements are also available in fractional page units starting at $1/4 page and running to a full page. Contact Publisher for rates.

Insertions will be accepted no later than the 1st of the month preceding month of publication. Box number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keller Cressent Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knoll International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78, 79, 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epstein, Rubo Advertising, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koch + Lowy, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribau &amp; Schaefer, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178, 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KR Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koppers Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Advertising Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kounty Air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krohn Architectural Complements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krueger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lees Carpes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bates, Barton, Durstine &amp; Osborn, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting Associates, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting Associates Advertising Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loesenseen, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bugal Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longfellow, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes, Davidson, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombell, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norhedig Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brees, Allenbaugh &amp; Davis, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marathon Carey-McFall Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beazil &amp; Jacobs, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchandise Mart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milliken Carpet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohay Chemical Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52B, 52C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cramer, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohawk Carpet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryant Press, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mondo Rubber Canada Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coca-Cola, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore, Benjamin Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waukeg, Wels &amp; Miller, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemschoff Chairs, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newmanar Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord, Sullivan &amp; Yoder, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Rhein Associates, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Farrell, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill and Knowles Asia Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympic Stan, Div. of Comerco, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraft Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracl Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'Arcy-McManus &amp; Murray, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Claesz Advertising, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Solar Competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peerless Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes, Davidson, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permagrain Products, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ainon-Kynett Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh Corning Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David J. Wohland, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan Hold Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive Architecture Bookstore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protective Treatments, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osborne Industrial Advertising, Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What about your own offices?

While you’re busy planning other people’s offices, we’ll stop by at yours to survey and supply a plan free of charge for your own filing system.

Why are we offering you this no-obligation service? Because storage and retrieval is Supreme’s specialty. Nobody else understands and offers all the many alternatives for filing in the 1980’s and beyond: manual and automated, high-activity and high density, modular, movable tier and movable aisle.

We want you to know what we do and how well we do it. So that we can be of service to you for your clients.

FREE INFORMATIVE GUIDE. Whether you take us up on our planning offer or not, we’d like you to have our handy guide to all the filing systems available today to make any office more productive. Send your business card to Supreme Equipment & Systems Corporation, Dept. PA11, 170 53rd Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11232.

Circle No. 422 on Reader Service Card
THERE'S NO LIMIT TO HOW FAR YOU CAN GO WITH OUR STANDARD DOORS.

You can go through 14 different standard doors to begin with. To match your application. Go into size, strength and safety specs with us. Go into hardware detail with us.

The standard door you'll need, we'll have. That's our strength.

And the quality you'll expect from our products, that's standard too.

Something else. We realize you need what you order, when you need it.

And our regional fabrication facilities in Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Paramus and Phoenix allow us to deal with you locally. Quickly.

With Amarlite, you're dealing with a leading manufacturer, an innovator and a spirit to perform. Now. Why in the world wouldn't you let us in on your next standard door idea?

AMARLITE A Unit of The ANAconda Company

Circle No. 305 on Reader Service Card
A better way to stain wood.
A better way to save money.

Construction costs can be kept to a minimum with the help of Olympic Machine Staining: no weather delays, no painting scaffolds, no bare wood exposed by shrinkage.

Best of all, Olympic Machine Staining does a better job that lasts longer. More stain protection gets into the wood because it is applied uniformly on a horizontal surface, then forced deep into the fibers by rollers and brushes.

And it dries to a beautiful uniform finish. Choose any Olympic Oil Stain, semi-transparent or solid color. See your Olympic Machine Staining Dealer or write Olympic, Dept. MS, 2233 112th Avenue N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004.